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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE OF THE SI'UDY 

1 

This study is made to determine the major iss~es of com

mercial education 1n the secondary schools in the United 

States. An attempt is ma.de t~ list and briefly discuss every 

major point at which theory is in conflict with practice or 

other theory. Arguments supporting the various points of view 

are presented to show why the person being quoted believes as 

he does. 

NEED FOR THE STUDY 

It is a truism that a problem must be recognized, and ex

amined, before it can be intelligently solved. In 1936 a com

mittee of the Department of Secondary School Principals pub

lished a bulletinl devoted entirely to defining and examining 

the issues of secondary education. This publication has been 

responsible for considerable thought and comment on these prob

lems, and has helped to clarify the thinking of those engaged 

in secondary education on a number of their most perplexing 

problems. 

A study of the principal issues of secondary education 

leads directly to a consideration of the major issues of eaoh 

department in the secondary school system. Consequently those 

engaged in commercial education are interested in learning the 

controversial points in that field. Serious thought on these 

fundamental problems should hel p commerce teachers to clarify 

1. Bulletin of the ne1artment of Seconday:-Sohool Principals 
.Qf !!!! NationaI'Edu'cat on Associatlon, Vo. 20, No. 59. 
Jan., 1936. 
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their thinking and to develop a fairly acceptable philosophy 

of commercial education. There will altays be points at which 

theory and practice conflict, and these conflicts will make it 

impossible to develop a static philosophy or to find a never 

failing answer to the problems in this field. 

SOOP E OF THE STUDY 

This study is limited to a consideration of only those 

issues of oommeroial education which are of suff'ioient import

ance to be frequently discussed in current literature. It is 

realized that many of the problems presented in subsequent 

chapters could be subdivided into a great many smaller prob

lems, some of which could in turn be subdivided. 

( The study is national in character, in that writers and 

thinkers from all parts of the United utates have been consid

ered. 

While it is recognized that the problems of commercial 

education on the college level may or may not be the same as 

those on the secondary-school level, this discussion is lim

ited to a consideration of the secondary-school commercial 

education program. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

Data were obtained through a careful reading of a great 

number of current publications. Many references have been 

made to the Business Education World,~ Balance Sheet, and 

the Journal .Q! Business Education, but publications outside 

the field of commercial education have by no means been 

slighted. Publications of the National Education Association, 

and other groups interested in general education have been 
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quoted frequently. An effort has been made to obtain material 

outside the narrow confines of business education, and to pre

sent the views of general educators and administrators on the 

objectives of commercial education, the commercial curriculum., 

and the qualifications necessary to teaoh commerce, to mention 

a few. 

There is a noticeable tendency for writers on commercial 

education to refer constantly to others within the field in 

proof of their contentions, and to continually draw themselves 

apart from general education. To avoid this mental self-suf

ficiency and vicious cycle it is necessary to look to outsiders 

for help in solving the problems of commercial education; it 

is necessary to consider their attitude toward commercial 

education as well as the attitude of commercial educators to

ward themselves. In a study of this kind it is especially 

important to consider the attitude of superintendents, princi

pals, school boards, business men, and others outside the field 

or business education. 

PROCEDURE 

The first step toward an adequate solution of this prob

lem was to list as many of the problems of the secondary 

school as could be obtained from a careful study of recent 

literature on the subject. By means of this survey a list of 

approximately 80 problems was compiled. These problems were 

grouped under ten general headings and an attempt was made to 

state each of the 80 problems in the form of a choice between 

two or more courses of action. 

After these problems had been put in the form of questions 
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of ohoioe, mimeographed copies were prepared and presented to 

a group of graduate students in eommercial education 1n order 

to obtain their opinions as to whether the problems as stated 

constituted the major issues in their field. Following this 

discussion many of the problems were reworded and a number of 

others added. When a fairly complete list had been developed 

a careful survey of recent publications was made.' 

In order to avoid the objection that many persons have 

changed their opinions in recent years, quotations in most 

cases ~ere not used if the statements were made prior to 1933. 

This date was, of course, arbitrarily set, but chosen because 

it represents the first year in the upward cycle of business 

and allows educators the opportunity to modify or develop 

their stands with the economic depression in mind. 

~ Statements were selected which showed a definite stand on 

the point involved, and in most cases the reason for the atti

tude taken was noted. These arguments and statements form a 

major part of this report :) 

By using this method of approach it was possible to deter

mine the major issues of commercial education and at the same 

time to justify their claims to be considered among these major 

problems. The questions presented in subsequent chapters are 

undoubtedly issues in that in every case persons holding dif

ferent points of view have been quoted. 

Two other methods of approach to the problem could have 

been used·, probably w1 th fairly adequate solutions. One 

method of attack would be to prepare, after wide reading, a 

long list of questions whi ch might be considered as important 
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issues. These controversial points could then be arranged in 

a logical order and submitted to a jury of some twenty-five 

leaders in the fi eld for their evaluation. Each member of the 

jury would be asked to rank each point listed as "important", 

"fairly important", or "unimportant". This would give a very 

definite answer to the problem, provided the topics submitted 

to the jury were actually issues. The weakness lies in the 

fact that if every member of the jury considered a certain , 

point an issue, this would not make it so unless there was an 

actual conflict between theory and theory, theory and practice, 

or practice and practice. 

A second method of approach would be to prepare a list 

of controversial questions and to submit this list to a select 

group of business educators, asking each to state his stand 

upon each point. From the returns of this questionnaire it 

would be an easy matter to prepare a list of points upon which 

there was disagreement. 

ORGANIZATION AND RESENTATION 

After making a more thorough survey of the field, the 

issues were divided into eight general classifications. These 

classifications, while purely arbitrary, are based upon eight 

principal problems around which all of the issues found may 

be said to revolve. It is well to keep in mind that some of 

the points of difference affect more than one of the problems 

of the secondary school, and could therefore be classified 

under two or more of the headings • . For this reason a report 

of this kind should be read as an entirety as it is clearly 

impossible to draw a definite line between the material 



presented in the various chapters. 

In the fol lowing pages of this chapter the relation of 

this study to other similar studies is shown. The thorough 

and costly study made by the Department of Secondary-School 

Principals of the National Educatlon Association is undoubt

edly the most valuable work of its kind in the history of edu

cation. It presents the ten principal issues of general edu

cation on the secondary school level, and shows quite defi

nitely the uses to which a study of the problems may be put. 

( Each of t he succeeding eight chapters deals with one of 

the following general classifi cations of issues: 

l. What shall be the objectives of Commercial Education? 

2. hat shall be included in the Connneroial Curriculum? 

3. How shall the commercial department be organized and 

administered? 

4. Who shall teach commercial subjects, and what shall 

be their qualifi cations? 

5 . Ho shall the commercial courses be taught? 

6. How shall achievement in commercial courses be 

measured? 

7. What are the responsibilities of the commercial de

partment in regard to guidance and selectivity of 

pupils? 

8. What are the responsibilities of the commercial de

partment in regard to placement and f ollow-up? 

The closing chapter presents the summary and conclusions 

which have been drawn f rom the study, with recommendations for 

the use of the material presented . 



Dr. A. o. Colvin2, in an article in Business Education 

World, for Nov. 1937, listed the principal problems of busi

ness education in the small high school. Ao oording to Dr. 

Colvin, these problems were divided roughly into eight 

general headings: 

1. What are the functions of business education 
in the high school? 

2. What are the direct objectives of business edu
cation in the small high school? 

3. What business subjects should be offered in the 
small high school? 

4. Who should teach the business subjects, and 
what should be the teacher's qualifications? 

5. To what extent should the program of business 
education contribute to the objectives of 
general education? 

6. What is the relationship that should exist be
tween the fields of business education, home 
economics, science, and the social studies, and 
ho can these relationships be correlated? 

7. To what extent should the vocational skill sub
jects be emphasized? 

8 . \ hat are the standards of achievement that should 
be attained in the vocational skill subjects? 

7 

These eight problems are in many ways similar to the 

eight general classifications of the issues of commercial edu

cation that have been made in this study, however they are · 

not so inclusive as the ones selected here. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

It is imperative that a study which deals with the con

troversial matters presented here must be written with care

ful regard f or the terms used. Research done in the 

2. A. o. Colvin, "Business Education in the Small High 
School, B. E. w., Nov. 1937, pp. 206-7. 
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completion of this study has shown that much of the disagree

ment among leaders in the field is due to the fact that they 

do not attach the same meaning to the words used. For that 

reason, the terms used in this report will be consistently 

interpreted according to the following definitions: 

"ISSUE" defined. "An issue is defined as a conflict of 

theory 11th theory, of theory with practice, or of practice 

with practice."3 

"MAJOR ISSUE" defined. For purposes of this study a 

major issue is any issue which is of sufficient i mportance to 

be frequently discussed in current canmercial education or 

general education publications. 

"SECONDARY EDUCATION" defined. "Secondary education is 

used in the present instance to denote the education provided 

by schools for the purpose of guiding and promoting the devel

opment of normal individuals for whom on the one hand the 

elementary school no longer constitutes a satisfactory envi

ronment, and who on the other hand are either not yet prepared 

to participate effectively in society unguided by the school, 

or are not ready f or the specialized work of the professional 

schools or the upper division of the liberal arts college. 0 4 

''VOCATIONAL EDUCATION" defined. "Vocational education 

is here used to include all activities directed by schools f or 

the specific purpose of preparing individuals f or successful 

participation in different fields of service."5 

3 . Dept. of Secondary School Principals, Bulletin 59, Jan. 
1936, p . 9. 
4. Ibid • , p • 25 • 
5. Ibid., p. 186 



"GENERAL EDUCATIONn defined. "General education is here 

used to refer to all other activities directed by schools; 

namely those which do not have reference to the particular 

fields of service in vvhioh individuals hope to engage.n6 

In many cases it will be seen that general education will 

promote vocational competence through a better knowledge of 

grammar, or a better understanding of business relations and the 

economic order, but 1 t will not be called vocational education 

unless there is a different training for individuals accord

ing to the different fields of service in whi ch they plan to 

engage. 

RELATED STUDIES 

Study of the epartment of Secondary-School Principals 

£!.. ill N. E. A. At the Washington meeting of the Department 

of . econdary-School Principals of the National Education Asso

eiation7 in 1932, a committee was named to make a study and to 

attempt a restatement of the p·rinciples and objectives of sec

ondary education. This committee requested and received a 

grant of $9 ,000 f rom the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance

ment of Teaching, and an additional $6,000 was appropriated by 

.the Department at Minneapolis to finance a three year study of 

the issues and functions of education on the secondary-school 

level. 

Thomas H. Briggs, Professor of Education at Teachers' 

College, Columbia University, was appointed chairman of the 

committee. The membership of the committee was widely repre-

8. Ibid., p. 185. 
7. Ibid. (A summary of the department's report on Issues and 
Functions. } 
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sentative both geographically and professionally, including, 

at the time the report was submitted: Arthur Gould, Deputy 

Superintendent of Schools, Los Angel es, Cal1forn1a ; 1 Sidney B. 
I 

Hall, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Richmond, 

Virginia; Fred J. Kelley, Chief, Division of Colleges and Pro

fessional Schools, Office of Education , Washington, D. C.; 

Rudolph D. Lindquist, Director of the University School, Ohio 

State University, Columbus, Ohio; Franeis T. Spaulding, Pro

fessor of Education, Harvard University, Cambr idge, Mass.; 

Curtis H. Threlkeld, Principal of Columbia High School, South 

Orange, New Jersey; Truman G. Reed; Will French; John A. Lester; 

Heber H. Ryan; and Francis L. Baoon. 

This committee arranged and held six meetings, in whieh, 

after a brief discussion of the general problem before them, 

they agreed to devote the remainder of their time to a study 

of the issues and functions of secondary education. 

After a full discussion each member of the committee 

assumed the responsibility of writing a report on one of the 

issues. These reports were then discussed at subsequent meet

ings, and in some cases were re- writ ten as many as five or six 

times. In 1934 a number of copies of a tentative report was 

prepared and distributed to more than seventy groups of sec

ondary-school administrators, and to a number of other selected 

1ndlviduals fo.r their criticism. These tentative reports were 

then collected along with the n-itten criticisms, and were 

reworded and clarified in every way possible. 

The final report, as published in the Department Bulletin 

of January, 1936, listed the ten issues of secondary education 



as follows: 

1. Shall secondary education be provided at public 
expense for all normal individuals or for only 
a limited number? 

2. Shall secondary education seek to retain all 
pupils in school as long as they wish to re
main, or shall it transfer them to other agencies 
under educational supervision when, in the judg
ment of the school authorities, these agencies 
promise to serve better the pupils' imm.ediate 
and probable future needs? 

3. Shall secondary education be concerned only with 
the welfare and progress or the individual, or 
with these only as they promise to contribute 
to the welfare and progress of society? 

4. Shall secondary education provide a common cur
riculum. for all, or differentiated offerings? 

5. Shall secondary education include vocational 
training, or shall it be restricted to general 
education? 

6. Shall secondary education be primarily directed 
toward preparation for advanced studies, or 
shall it be primarily concerned with the value 
of its own courses, regardless of student's 
future academic career? 

7. Shall secondary education accept conventional 
school subjects as fundamental categories under 
which school experiences shall be classified and 
presented to students, or shall 1 t arrange and 
present experiences in fundamental categories 
directly related to the performance of such 
functions of secondary schools in a democracy 
as increasing the ability and the desire better 
to meet socio-civic, economic, health, leisure
time, vocational, and pre-professional problems 
and situations? 

8. Shall secondary education present merely or
ganized knowledge, or shall it also assume 
responsibility for attitudes and ideals? 

9. Shall secondary education seek merely the adjust
ment of students to prevailing social ideals, or 
shall it seek the reconstruction of society? 

10. Granting that education is a "gradual, contin
uous, unitary process", shall secondary education 

11 



be presented merely as a phase of such a pro
cess, or shall it be organized as a distinct 
but closely articulating part of the entire 
educational program, with peculiarly empha
sized functions of its own?8 

12 

The committee laid great stress on the importance of 

solving these issues, pointing out that new conditions have 

brought a large number of youth into secondary schools for 

lengthened periods of time, when formerly these youth did not 

enter at all, or if they did, remained f or only a relatively 

short time , and that the secondary school's policy toward 

these youth can not wi sely be determined until a positive and 

basically sound position has been taken on these issues. 

uch a policy must be concerned with the admis
sion of all youth, the period for which each one is 
to be retained, the basic purpose for which they are 
accepted and educated, the kinds of curriculum that 
should be offered, the scope that the new education 
should embrace, and the articulation of all units of 
the school system. These are all intensely practical 
matters, and no one of them can be soundly iI:Iproved 
until first the issues have been dec1ded.9 

Under the heading ''Uses to be Made of the Report" the 

committee explained vgry thoroughly the need for and the 

values of a study of this kind. The uses to which they sug

gested that their study be put apply equally well to a study 

of the issues of commercial education or any other branch of 

education. For this reason it deserves to be quoted fully : 

As already stated, it is hoped that this report 
will serve as an i mportant means of turning the 
minds of the profession to a consideration of what 
are considered to be the fundamental issues of sec
ondary education. If there are other such issues, 
they too should be considered. Both administrators 
and teachers, knowing that these issues exist and 
the arguments on the side of each alternative, should 

8. Ibid. 
9. Ibid., p. 15. 



become thoroughly convinced that one or the other 
is sound. They should challenge themselves to 
find what the implications of the accepted posi
tion aret what expansions or other changes are 
indicated as necessary in the school or schools 
for which they are responsible. Naturally there 
will be obstacles to a new program, and consider
ation should be given to how they can be overcome. 
Professional leadership in any community will be 

.manifested not by finding or by raising obstacles, 
but by ingenuity · n inventing means for overcoming 
them. Even though it may hot be possible to achieve 
the full ideal in any school, any approximation will 
be a contribution to progress. A consideration of 
these issues may well be made an important part of 
the program of teachers' meetings, formal and in
formal, in all parts of the country . Leadership can 
find no better challenge than concerning teachers 
with these matters and working out with them a new 
program based on wise decisions . 10 

13 

The committee repeatedly expressed the belief that a com

prehensive program of secondary education oan never be devel

oped until t he issues which they listed have been settled and 

the functions of each educational unit definitely determined. 

Dr. T. H. Briggs, who was chairman of the committee, and 

who wrote the introduction to the report, urged professional 

leaders to accept the challenge to lay a wide and sound base 

for the program for the care and education of youth. It is 

pointed out that the work will not be spectacular, nor will it 

lead to immediate direction for definite changes, but will be 

exceedingly difficult and will require painstaking effort, yet 

its importance can hardly be over-emphasized. 

( 

The surest begiOJling of efforts that will lead 
to the new comprehensive program for the care and 
education of1 youth 1 s fundamental thinking by the 
profession. 

Commerce teachers must determine what the issues of COOL-

mercial education are; they must ascertain and fairly present 

10. Ibid., p. 15. 
11. Ibid., p. 12. 
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the arguments for all the alternatives ; they must then try to 

agree on the one which seems best for the individual as ell 

as for society; and they must determine the best means of 

achieving the desired ends. The need for doing this is well 

expressed in the following statement from the committee's 

report: 

e can soaroel y expect the public to be interested 
in a new educational program until the profession 
itself has first clarified its ideas and has devel
oped a devotion to ideals that it thinks should be 
worked toward • .l2 

( The Committee believes that the chief value of any study 

of educational issues lies in the fact that such a study will 

encourage the serious consideration of educational problems 

by professional leaders. These issues should form the basis 

for discussion at teachers' meetings, professional fraternity 

meetings, departmental faculty meetings, etc~ Many informal 

groups could profitably be organized among leaders in the field 

of business education, as well as general education, for dis

cussion of these and other similar problems. By the exchange 

of opinion in these discussion groups members may expect to 

arrive at wiser conclusions than any one person could reach 

by himself. Ideas will be carried from teachers' meetings to 

departmental meetings, and vice versa. Sounder plans oan 

thereby be made, and public interest in education will be 

aroused and maintained. 

In stressing the need for fundamental thinking by leaders 

in the teaching profession, Dr. Briggs says for· the past two 

decades there has been an orgy of fact collecting by research 

12. Ibid., p. 15. 
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workers; many of the facts thus collected being relatively 

unimportant to any actual or desirable program. While facts 

are of importance, he believes that: 

Instead of 'wild-catting', investigators need 
to be directed to the cooperative d,evelopment of 
fields that are known to be important and promising. 
Consideration of the discussion of the issues and 
of the functions will furnish an abundance of prob
lems that will challenge research workers to 
profitable endeavor for some years to come.13 

~ Study Conducted EI,~ Business Education ~ orld.14 

In the spring of 1936 Dr. Harl R. Douglass, working with the 

editors of the Business Education World and the National Coun

cil of Business Education, began a study to detenn.ine the rela

tive importance of the problems of business education which 

were most perplexing to school administrators. 

A check 11st containing seventy problems, or areas in 

which problems lay, was prepared by Dr. Douglass and was sent 

to a large number of high school principals and superinten

dents, and to a few professors of education and members of 

state departments of education. 

Replies were received from 325 administrators represent

ing every state in the union. Each problem checked as most 

i ~portant was weighted at 3 points; if it was checked as very 

important, 2 points; .and l point if it was checked as important. 

Using this method of rating the replies received, Dr. 

Douglass ranked the seventy problems in the order of their im

portance to school administrators. He found the following 

twelve problems to rank as the most important in the order 

13. Ibid., p. 12. 
14. Harl R. Dougla.sst "What Business Education Problems Do 
Administrators Consider Important?", Business Education World, 
Sept. 1937, Vol. 18, Number 1, pp. 1-2. 



named: 

l. How may courses of study be best adapted to 
local conditions and needs? 

2. On what bases may pupils be guided into business 
curricula? 

3. How may instruction best be adapted to dif
ferences among pupils in ability to learn? 

4. Should there be some definite administrative 
plan for keeping commercial teachers in con
tact with business? 

5. V'hat courses should be required in all business 
curricula? 

6. rhat are the means of determining interests and 
potential abilities in business careers? 

7. What is the desirable pattern of college edu
cation of teachers of business subjects? 

8 . What is the case for teaching appropriately 
organized courses in general business education 
to all pupils? 

9. What are the possible contributions of business 
education to secondary education in general'? 

10. What is the responsibility of the department of 
business education for giving vocational guidance 
to its pupils? 

11. How may we determine definite minimum standards 
for each semester in typing and shorthand? 

12. What previous business experience, if any, is 
desirable for teachers? 

15 

In addition to the 326 replies reoeived from school ad

ministrators there were replies from twenty state departments 

of education.15 Using the same ranking system as previously 

described these replies were used to determine the most im

portant problems from the standpoint of the state departments. 

The eight of most importance were found to be: 

15. Harl R. Douglass, "Ranking of Business Education Problems 
by State Departments." Business Education ·orld, Nov. 1937, 
Vol. 18, No. 2, p. 174. 



1. How may instruction best be adapted to dif
ferences among the pupils in ability to learn? 

2. How may the courses of study best be adapted to 
looal conditions and needs? 

3. Should cooperative arrangements be made for 
business students to attend part time and to be 
employed in business vocations part time? 

4. ,hat is the desirable pattern of college train
ing or teachers of business subjects? 

5. What are the possible contributions o f business 
education to secondary education in general? 

6 . What courses should be required in all business 
curricula? 

7. Should credit be given for training received out
side of school? 

8. Should there not be in the eleventh or twelfth 
grade a general business course suitable for 
students not in commercial curricula? 

17 

Other Studies. At the present time at least one other 

study is under way to determine the issues of commercial edu

cation--a Doctor's dissertation being prepared at New York 

University by Mr. J. M. Hanna of Fort Lee, New Jersey. Mr. 

Hanna is using a questionnaire survey to determine the atti

tudes of leaders in the f ield on various problems whi ch he has 

prepared. 

His study has an advantage in that it is possible that 

"frontier thinkers" have questioned san.e of our educational 

practices and the issues thus created can be made evident only 

through an up-to-dat e survey of the beliefs of these thinkers. 
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CHAPTER II 

WHAT SHALL BE THE OBJECTIVES OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATION? 

From the standpoint of the amount of magazine and book 

space devoted to its discussion, the question of the objectives 

of business education is clearly the most important problem in 

the entire field. The teacher's objectives are determined by 

his philosophy of what the real values of commercial education 

should be, and when a teacher has explained his attitude toward 

the objectives of commercial education he has, in a large mea

sure, revealed his entire philosophy. 

For this reason, the problem of det ermining the objectives 

of camnercial education will be discussed first. 

ISSUE I 

SHALL CO ruERCIAL EDUCATION ON THE SECONDARY LEVEL HAVE 

AS ITS CHIEF OBJECTIVE, (a) TRAINING F OR VOCATIONAL EFFICIENCY, 

(b) TRAINING FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC RELATIONS , (c) ~HOULD IT BE 

PRIMARILY I NTERESTED IN PERSONAL-USE COURSES, OR ( d) SHOULD 

THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT MAKE .AN EFFORT TO PROVIDE BOTH VOCA

TIONAL AND NON-VOCATIONAL BUSINESS TRAINING FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL 

STUDENT'? 

This controversy as to the primary objective of business 

education is undoubtedly the most frequently discussed problem 

in the entire field of commercial education. This has been 

forcibly brought out by the number of articles written on this 

subject. The issue has been stated in such a way that it in

cludes the f our most canmon points of view in regard to the 

question. 

The traditional objective of commercial education is 
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training for vocational efficiency, and despite the present 

tendency toward the socialization of the entire secondary

school curriculum, many people still hold that the commercial 

department must remain primarily a job training center. The 

New York Regent's Inquiry found that the most common answer 

given by high school students to the question: "Why are you 

better ofr than people who have had no schooling?" was that 

"If you've had a high school education you're more likely to 

get a job." This seems to indicate that as far as high school 

students are concerned the value of all schooling lies in the 

fact that it helps them to get jobs. Further than that, sixty 

per cent of the high school students questioned said that they 

would drop out of school if they thought that their school 

work would not improve their vocational chances.· 

The Regents' Inquiry Board concluded that: 

•••• the vocational motive is not merely the 
chief motive for school attendance in the minds of 
large numbers of these young people; it is for them the 
only motive which serms to be adequate to justify their 
continued schooling. 

This same Regents' Inquiry found that in New York at least 

the courses in business are primarily intended as "end-point" 

or terminal courses for pupils who will not go to college, and 

in spite of their popularity for non-vocational purposes al

most none of them were so planned or conducted as to contri

bute in any appreciable degree to general education.2 They 

found that the principal value of present business education 

courses in the high schools of New York state is that they 

1. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life, p. 37. 
2. Ibid., p. 129. 
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provide elementary training in clerical occupations for the 

relatively few boys and girls who may enter such occupations. 3 

By such a description of conditions in New York the Regents 

did not mean to imply that they sanctioned these objectives. 

Thomas L. Norton has written this description of the 

traditional commercial education program: 

••••• the traditional commercial, or business 
education course is conceived by commercial teachers 
to have as its dominant objective the preparation of 
students for vocational life. By vocational, clerical 
is meant. More specifically, the purpose of this 
course is to train pupils to become stenographers, 
typists, office machine Y.Orkers, and other routine 
workers. 4 

Frederick G. Nichols, Virgil Stinebaugh, Paulo. Selby, 

and R. G. Walters all seem to hold, more or less, to this 

traditional idea. 

Nichols says: 

The social economic and civic aims of commercial 
education are the common aims of all secondary ed
ucation. However, commercial education must stand 
or fall, not on the achievement of these aims as its 
primary function, but on its effectiveness as prepara
tion for the lower levels of business employment and 
reasonably certain advancement to positions on the 
higher levels of business organization. 

Leadership in this field must be alert to see that 
secondary functiong do not completely overshadow 
primary functions. 

In a list of the specific objectives of commercial educa

tion Stinebaugh6 places particular emphasis on the training of 

junior workers for general clerical, stenographic and other 

3. Ibid~, p. 131. 
4. Thomas L. Norton, Education for Work, p. 41. 
5. Frederick G. Nichols," re-employment Business Training." 
The Business Education ·orld, Vol. 14, No. 9, (May, 1934) p. 531. 
S:- Virgil Stinebaugh , "Objectives for Commercial Educati n 
in Indiana." The Ball State Commerce Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, 
(Feb., 1931), p:-4:--
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lower level positions. He also believes that the commerce 

department should train students to eventually fill managerial 

and executive positions, should train them in neatness and ac

curacy, and should give them a knowledge of the economic 

structure and modern business relationships. 

R. G. '/alters7 definitely says that he believes that com

mercial education must always be primarily vocational if it is 

to be justified. 

Paulo. Selby recognizes the importance of this issue in 

his article in the Business Education ~orld for December, 1938. 

He says: 

Various thinkers, speakers, and writers contend 
that business education is scarcely vocational at 
all; others claim many virtues and objectives for 
business eduoation; and still others see business 
education as having a mixture of vocational and non
vocational purposes. 

I feel that I represent only a very snall group 
when I venture to say that business education is, 
and must remain, chiefly vooational if it is to 
exist at all.a 

Lloyd H. Hayes9 believes that the commerce teacher does 

not have the right to decide for a student what he should 

learn. He believes that the business man should decide what 

is to be included in the curriculum and that the School of 

Education should concern itself only with how those skills and 

knowledges can best be learned. 

Frederick G. Nichols says: 

7. R. G. Walters, "The Relation of Business to General Ed
ucation." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 18, No. 6, (Feb., 1937), 
p. 244. 
8. Paul O. Selby, "Business Education is and Must Remain Voca
tional." The Business Education World, Vol. 19, No. 4, (Dec., 
1938}, p.255. 
9. Lloyd H. Hayes, "The Commercial Teacher and the Business 
Man." The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 13, No. 6, 
(Feb., 'i9"3'8), p. 17-



The vocational objective has not been suffi
ciently emphasized in most of our sohoolfO in 
spite of public opinion to the contrary. 
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However, he points out the value of the non-vocational 

objectives and declares them good in themselves, and not an

tagonistic to the vocational objective unless allowed to 

dominate the curriculum to such a point that the vocational 

courses are excluded. 

From the hundreds of articles surveyed in this study, it 

is evident that many of the leaders in business education feel 

that the primary purpose of at least bookkeeping, shorthand 

and typewriting is to develop vocational efficienoy.' Lloyd 

Bertsch1ll says that these courses are so rich in direct, 

specific, vocational training that ve should not attempt to 

use them to provide personal-use values or to promote better 

social attitudes. Nicholal2 says that the field of business 

education is in danger of disintegration unless there is a 

halt in the devitalizing of vocational subjects by attempting 

to make them serve uses for which t hey are not intended. He 

recommends the establishment of new courses and the coopera

tion with other departments as means of achieving these new 

objectives rather than the abandonment of the legitimate aims 

of vocational subjects. 

Some writers claim that commercial education 1 s not 

10. Frederick G. Nichols, "National Clerical Ability Tests." 
The Business Education ~orld, Vol. 18, No. 5, (Jan., 1938), 
P:-340. 
11. Lloyd Bertschi, "Courses in Practical Economics f or Every
body." The Business Education 'lorld, Vol. 14, No. 6, (Feb., 
1934), p:--!02. 
12. Frederick G. Nichols, "Pre-employment Business Training." 
~ Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 9, (May, 1934), P. 530 
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vocational, but is r ather cultural and general in character. 

Among these is Charles E. Greene, 13 who defends his position 

on the grounds that many students who take typing take no 

other oommeroial subject and have only a personal-use value 

in mind. In addition to this, many of the commerce students 

do not plan to go into commercial occupations. 

Benjamin R. Haynes,14 A. o. Colvin,15 and Elmer E. 

Spanabe1l6 agree that commercial education has two objectives. 

Haynes says that we should not only train the student to enter 

gainful employment but must also help him to adjust himself to 

social and economic conditions. Colvin thinks that the voca

tional objectives, should be included, but that they should be 

secondary to general education values. spanabel says that 

training for vocational efficiency is a legitimate aim of the 

commercial department, but that its truer aim is to prepare 

students f or their social relations. 

B. Frank Kykerl7, Paul D. Coll1erl8, Harald G. Shielda,19 

13. Charles E. Greene, '*The Place of Commercial Education in 
the Public School Program." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 18, No. 6, 
{Feb., 1937), p. 250. ~ 
14. Benjamin R. Haynes, "Business Education Curricula on the · 
Junior College Level." The Business Education World, Vol. 14, 
No. 9, (May, 1934), p. 536. 
15. A. o. Colvin, "Business ~ducation in the Small High 
School." The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 3, {Nov., 
1937), pp. 206-7. 
16 . Elmer E. Spanabel, "Effective Pupil Guidance." The Bus
iness Education World, Vol. 15, No. 6, (Feb., 1935), ~45!7 
17. B. Frank Kyker, "There is no Conflict." Balance Sheet, 
Vol. 19, No. 7, (Mar., 1938), p. 291. 
1£ . Paul D. Collier, The Business ,.;,ducation World, Vol. 18, 
No . 3, (Nov., 1937), p:-!75. 
19. Harald G. Shields, "Social Responsibility of Business 
Education." The Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 10, 
{lune, 1934) ,P. 6l5. 
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Wa.lter F . Dexter20, Nathaniel Altholz21, and A.O. Colvin22 

have all expres sed the idea that the commercial department 

must provide both general social education and specific voca

tional education. Kyker emphasizes the fact that there is no 

conflict between the vocational objectives and the soeial, 

personal-use or consumer objectives . He says that they are 

supplementary and canplementary, and both are necessary in a 

well balanced secondary-education program. 

Perhaps one of the clearest statements of the attitudes 

of persons of this group is a statement by Harald G. Shields 

which appeared in the June, 1934, issue of the Business ~

ucation World: 

The real problem of the business department in 
the high school is the adequate training of a highly 
select group of vocational students and the offer
ing of general business courses for all, and not the 
offering of traditional courses for many who will in 
high probability, not use suoh t raining.23 

Even Nichols, who so strongly defends the vocational

objective says that: 

••••• there must be a clear understanding of the 
need for both types o,f business education; the neces
sity that each shall be developed to meet its own ob
jeotiv!i' and that neither shall conflict with the 
other. 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD THE OUTCOMES OF BEGINNING BOOKKEEPING R]MAIN THE 

20. ~alter F . Dexter, "An Adequate Business Education. " 
The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 10, (June, 1938), 
P:-781. 
21. Nathaniel Altholz, "Outcomes of Beginning Bookkeeping . .. 
The Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov . , 1934), p. 187. 

·22 . A. o. Colvin, loc. cit. 
23. Harald G. Shields, loo . cit. 
24. Frederick G. Nichols, "What is a Sound Philosophy of 
Business Education?" The Business Education orld, Vol. 17, 
No. 6 , (Feb., 1936), p:-:i47. 
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TRADITIONAL VOCATIONAL OUTCOMES OR SHOULD THEY BE BROADENED? 

f This issue is closely related to the objectives of the 

entire field of business education, but represents a spec.ific 

subject about which much of the controversy rages. The editor 

of the Business Education l orld says that teachers and curri

culum. committees all over the United States are asking how far 

we should go in socializing the bookkeeping course.* 

There are many points of view or shades of opinion ex

pressed on this subject in current literature. Many of the 

writers seem to think that the beginning bookkeeping course 

must be broadened. 

II. A • .Andruss says: 

The future of bookkeeping depends on its reor
ganization on a socialized basis.25 

w. R. Ode1126 argues that there must be personal-use 

records as well as business records included in a beginning 

course. He cites the need for family, club, lodge, and church 

records as examples of personal-use bookkeeping, and includes 

farm accounts along with business records in the vocational 

material needed. 

Fayette li . Elwe1127 holds that bookkeeping is merely a 

systematic procedure for keeping records and says that social 

and technical needs are complementary, not contradictory. Paul 

* This statement appeared in the introductory paragraph to a 
number of articles on "What of Beginning Bookkeeping", one 
being November 1934, p. 187. 
25. H. A. Andruss, "The Socialized Bookkeeping Course." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 6, (Feb., 1934}, p.-W,4. 
28. W.R. Odell, What of Beginning Bookkeeping." The Business 
Education Vorld, Vol. 15, No. 5, {Jan., 1935), p. 356. 
27. Fayette H. Elwell, "Outcomes of Beginning Bookkeeping?" 
.!h.!, Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 1, (Sept., 1934), 
p. 17. 
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A. Carlson28 is in agreement with Elwell. He thinks that book

keeping can be broadened to include social, economic, educa

tional, and personal values without sacrificing any of the voca

tional values. He says: 

The vocational value of bookkeeping is in no way 
destroyed or impaired by the new-type of topics, exer
cises, and projecta.29 

Nathaniel Altholz says that business education must train 

for specific occupations, but in the same article he says: 

We must choose between two alternatives, one 
limiting the study to a small minority, who show 
special aptitude for and an interest in bookkeeping 
as a vocation, the other liberalizing the subject so 
that it may be of genuine educational value in devel
oping the mentality and personality of all commercial 
students.30 

While Ir. Altholz does not state which of the alternatives 

should be chosen, he evidently implies that the latter choice 

is preferable. In the preface to his text, "Bookkeeping in 

Everyday Life," r. Altholz says that the book has been prepared 

with recognition of the recent tendency toward socialization.31 

Both Niohols32 and Bertsohi33 disagree violently with 

Altholz's position. Both feel that vocational courses should 

not be used to obtain socio-economic outcomes, but Nichols 

clearly expresses the view that we must include both vocational 

and non-vocational courses, and thus seems to indicate that he 

believes that both vocational and non-vocational courses in 

bookkeeping should be offered. They are also in disagreement 

28. Paul A. Carlson, "\\1iat of Beginning Bookkeeping?" The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 9, (May, 1935), P:-699. 
29. Carlson, op . cit., Vol. 15, No . 9, p. 701. 
30. Nathaniel Altholz, op . cit., Vol. 15, No. 3, pp. 187-189. 
31. Nathaniel Altholz, Bookkeeping in Everyday Life, Preface. 
32. Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p. 530. 
33. Lloyd Bertschi, op cit., p. 302. 
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with Elwell and Carlson when they hold that social values can

not be introduced into vocational courses ~ithout dam.aging the 

course for vocational outcomes. 

A. o. Colvin34 is consistent in his belief that the high 

school bookkeeping course should be offered as a highly special

ized vocational training course for a select group of students 

who plan to become bookkeepers. This would be more in accord 

with the beliefs of Nichols. 

E. H. Fearon35 and Ira w. Kibby36 find in beginning book

keeping a means of training the student to understand business 

and bookkeeping principles , but Kibby goes farther to say that 

teaching the pupil to keep personal records is one of the 

primary outcomes. 

w. Harmon ilson believes that bookkeeping courses must 

include three objectives if they are to function most effect

ively. These three values are: personal-use, social, and 

vocational. No bookkeeping course is ccmplete which does not 

provide these outcomes, but no one objective should be stressed 

to the detriment of the others.37 

ISSUE III 

SHOULD THE SECONDARY SCHOOL GIVE SPECI]'IC PREPARATION FOR 

ONLY THE LOWER LEVEL OF OFFICE POSITIONS, OR SHOULD IT ALSO 

PREPARE FOR THE MORE ADVANCED OFFICE, SELLING, SECRETARIAL, 

34. A.O. Colvin, trAn Integrated Course in Bookkeeping." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 14, No . 3, (Nov., 1933), p. 123. 
35. E. H. Fearon, "What of Beginning Bookkeeping?" The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No . 7, (Mar., 19351,p. 539. 
36. Ira W. Kibby, " Iha t of Beginning Bookke aping'?" The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No . 4, (Dec., 19341,p. 272. 
37. ~. Harmon Wilson, "Can Bookkeeping be Both Personal and· 
Vocational?" Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 35, No. 14, 
(Nov., 1938), pp. 14-15. 
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ACCOUNTING, AND ~1ANAGERIAL POSITIONS? 

If there is to be any vocational education provided in the 

secondary schools, and a majority of the writers included in 

this survey believe that there should be, the question natural

·ly follows as to whether that job training should be for the 

lower level offioe positions, the more advanced positions, or 

the managerial positions. 
r 

/ Because of the immaturity of the persons being trained it 

is generally admitted that the high school should not attempt 
\ t o train specifically for managerial positions. Virgil Stine-

baugh says: 

It is generally admitted that full and complete 
preparation for senior occupations cannot be given in 
the secondary school. To give a broad pre-vocational 
training {with some specific training f or junior occu
pations) seems to be the particular contribution 
which the secondary school can make toward the real
ization of the vocational objectives.38 

Mr. Stinebaugh ciuoted the specific objectives of commer

cial education, as outlined by the Commercial Education Exec

utive Committee for Indiana as follows: 

1. To train junior workers for General , Clerical, 
Stenographic, Statistical, Selling, and similar 
tasks in business. 

2. To train students to eventually fill the mana
gerial or more advanced executive positions.39 

Niohols40, as previously quoted, says that commercial ed

ucation must stand or fall on its effectiveness as preparation 

for the lower levels of business employment and reasonably cer

tain advancement to positions on the higher levels. 

38. Virgil Stinebaugh, op. cit., Vol. 2, No. 2, p. 6. 
39. Ibid., p. 4. 
40. Frederick G. Nichols, "Pre-employment Business Training. " 
The Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 9, (May, 1935), p. 531. 
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A. o. Colvin strongly emphasizes the need for training 

for the more advanced positions. The following statement pre

sents the arguments which Colvin uses to defend his stand: 

The present program of offerings is adequate 
for the necessary preliminary training for entrance 
into certain clerical and office positions, but 
these jobs are primarily non-productive and belong 
to the overhead accounts in business. 

Business occupations that are more directly 
and olosely associated with the productive activi
ties or business often carry greater remunerative 
rewards for service. It is within the scope of 
business education in the secondary schools to of
fer a program that will provide introductory educa
tion for entrance into occupations that are more 
remunerative and at the same time offer greater 
opportunity for advancement. 

Retail merchandising, for- example, offers great
er opportunity for employment of young people of 
high school age than any other business field.41 

Mr. Colvin then points out that the wages are as good 

in selling positions as they are in stenography or bookkeeping, 

promotional opportunities are better and lead directly to in

dividual enterprise or business administration and management. 

Francis T. Spaulding, in criticizing the lack of planning 

done by the high school students says: 

More than half the young people who have jobs 
will have to leave their present employer if they are 
to earn enough to marry, live decently, and stay out 
of debt.42 

Norton points out that in New York State commercial educa

tion is not concerned with training for positions which may 

ultimately involve managerial responsibility, but is thought 

ot largely in vocational and clerical terms.43 This, in spite . 

of the fact, that many people employed in these clerical 

41. A.O. Colvin, "Strengthening the Business Curriculum." 
The Business Education World; Vol. 18, No. 4, (Dec., 1937), p. 285. 
"42:'" Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life, p. 68. 
43. Thomas L. Norton, Education for Work, p. 41. 
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positions are not earning enough to provide a decent standard 

of living. 

ISSUE IV . 

SHOULD VOCATIONAL TRAINING I H TH"' SECONDARY SCHOOL AIM 

TO PROVIDE SKILLS, KNO '1LEDGE, AND ABILITIES NEEDED FOR A 

SPECIFIC JOB, OR A BROAD G:ENERAL BACKGROUND IN PREPARATION FOR 

ANY ONE OF A VARI ETY OF JOBS WITHI!"' THE SAME OCCUPATION.AL FIELD, 

FURNISHING ONLY SUFFICIENT SKILLS TO ENABL 1 THE INDIVIDUAL TO 

GAIN INITIAL PLAC ENT? 

At least f our distinctly different attitudes on this ques

tion may be fouhd. The belief that vocational training should 

be aimed toward a specific job is well expressed in the follow

ing statement from Vierling Kersey: 

" . • • • no amount of general training, no amount of 
assembled items of interest, no amount of knowledge 
about or knowledge of v ill replace technical skill 
and definite abilities for specific jobs." 44 

In order to emphasize his point of view, Howard Crunpion 

sets up the following statement and follows it by his attitude 

on the question: 

Changing occupational conditions make it impracti
cal to train for definite vocational objectives, and 
we should confine the work of the high schools to pro
viding the broad base or foundation for later special
ization; or we should train only for large general em
ployment fields or for groups or 'families' of 
occupations. 

This statement is good in theory, but in practice 
the person seeking employment is usually more success
ful if he has something specific or defir ite in the 
way of skill to offer an employer. We have too many 
Jacks-of-all-trades; too many who say, 'I can do any
thing.' An ability to do something well is what pre
pares the job seeker for the step over the threshhold.45 

44. Vierling Kersey, "Your Technical Skill Finds a Job." The 
BusinesssEducation World, Vol . 16, !Jo. 6, {Feb., 193?}, p. 40i. 
45. Howard Cam.pion, "The Vocational Issue in Business Education." 
Business Education World, Vol. 19, No . 8, {April, 1939), p. 622. 
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Homer P . Rainey says that many of the people whom census 

takers have listed as "employable" have hardly any qualifica

tion for employment except a willingness to accept it.46 

In regard to this Dr. i:cKee Fisk says: 

Business men, by and large, demand something 
more than7a willingness to work--knowledge of how 
to .vork. 4 

While Kersey and Campion have presented good reasons for 

their stand in favor of specialization, there are many who are 

just as sure that it is wise to avoid over-specialization. 

Norton says: 

Training in the future must, for the most part, 
avoid overspecialization and make it possible for 
an individual to shift from job to job.48 

And Harl R. Douglass backs hi m up with the statement: 

A general type of vocational instruction should 
be taught which could be applicable to a large number 
of related species of vocational employment.49 

Among those who feel that the secondary school should pro

vide both specific vocational training and background training 

are John L. Tildsley, Henry I. Chaim, and Orville O. Pratt. 

Dr. Tildsley points out that t'he criticism of business 

men indicate that they are not primarily interested in skill 

performance on the part of new employees, but are interested 

in their total capacities, of which llkill is but one manifes

tation.50 

46. Homer P. Rainey, Row Fare American Youth, p. 24. 
47. oKee Fisk, 110ooupational Training for Business." Texas 
Outlook, Vol. 23, No . 3, (March, 1939), p. 22 
48. Thomas L. Norton, loo. cit., p. 29. 
49. Harl R. Douglass , "The Relation of Business Educationto 
General Education." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 6, (Feb., 
1938) , p. 247. 
50. John L. Tildsley, "A Larger Conception of Skill . " The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 1, (Sept., 1934},~ 13. 
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Paul A. Mertz, Personnel and Education Training Director, 

Sears, Roebuck Co., Chicago, Illinois, says that business ex

pects the school to develop those attitudes, habits, skills, 

appreciations, and knowledge essential to sueeessful job per

formance and business association. He believes that in skill 

training courses the student should be trained to the point 

of minimum skill required for employability in starting jobs.51 

Mr. Chaim says that there are two types of students in 

the high school: one type of student is inclined to special

ize and should be offered specialized training, the other 

type seeks a general knowledge and should be offered courses 

which give him this type of information.52 

Mr. Pratt offers another point of view, and one that is 

supported by Homer P. Rainey53 among others: 

In every type of school, general or broad edu
cation ought to predominate in the earlier years of 
the course and direct vocational education ought to 
be stressed in later years . 

Specialization is necessary for effective work, 
but breadth of view is equally essential for the 
highest type of specialization. e want the graduate 
of business schools to be prepared to do well the im
mediate task, but we want them also to see the task 
in perspective, in its relation to the work of the 
world. I believe that business education would be 
strengthened if more time and attention were devoted 
to broadening work.54 

. ' 

Even Ir. Campion agrees that in the future 1orkers in 

the business occupations must know not only their own part ... 

icular work, but things beyond· and broader than their own 

51. Paul A. Mertz, "Business Looks to The School." Business 
Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 2, {May, 1939}, pp. 134-135. 
52. Henry I. Chaim, "Teaching of Office Machines." The Busi
~ Education ·• orld, Vol. 15, No. 7, 0 arch, 1935}, p:-5~ 
53. Homer P. Rainey, Op, cit., p . 54. 
54. Orville c. Pratt, "Trends in Business Education." The 
Business Education V/orld, Vol. 17, No. 5, (Jan., 1937), _p'p:" 321-324. 



immediate activities.55 

A fourth point of view has been 

press who is manager of the Business 

Michigan . He says: 

I believe it is also true that the average 
college-preparatory-course graduate from high school 
makes much better raw material for the business 
school than the high school graduate who has narrow
ed his training by too much specialization in the 
various technical lines, including business, during 
the years when the principal effort should be toward 
laying a good general f oundation.55 
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N • Nippress is manager of a private business school, and 

his stressing of general education in high school f ollowed by 

specialized education in the business college may be colored 

by personal interests. It at least represents the point of 

vie 'I of many business schools, and no doubt some business men. 

ISSUE V 

SHOULD INSTRUCTION IN THE U3E OF BUSINESS 1.1.ACHINES BE 

PRI ~ILY CONCER ED WITH PROVIDING Afl .ACQ,UAI? TANCESHIP 'i.'ITH 

TH.t1 VARIOUS 1 CHINES OR SHOULD IT PROVIDE A DEFINITE VOCA

TIONAL SKILL? 

This question is closely related to the issue on whether 

the commercial department of the high school should aim to 

provide skills needed f or a specific job, or a broad general 

background. However, many thinkers do not consider an acquaint

anceship with the various machines as being of much value as a 

"general background." 
. . 

• • J J 

• ~ ,I • '3 .. .. ,I 

; " :,,"'••"'".:·~ 

Frederick G. Nichols, who seems /a.1.ways to fa_vb~ 'trat_n,ihg 
e I e e • e e 

55. H. A. Campion, "Leadership 1n -B{;s1neas.-tt ·" The&stness :·. 
Education World, Vol. 15, No. 5, (Feb., " 1935"), p7°447. -. · · ··· 
56. G. I. Nippress, "Specialization." The Business Education 
World, Vol. 14, No. 3, (Nov., 1933), p. '!'26. 



for vocational efficiency, says: 

There is a rather widespread notion that a 
mere acquaintanceship with office machines, tech
niques, and practices is sufficient for all pract
ical needs of the average beginner in office work~ 
This is fatal to sound comprehensive vocational 
training. 57 
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Dr. Vernal H. Carmichael agrees with Nichols in that , 

while acquaintanceship with the various machines is of some 

value in helping the gr aduate to adjust himself to business 

situations, office machine courses must be thorough enough to 

furni sh pupils with marketable vocational skills if they are 

to be of real value.58 

R. S. Rowland points out a trend toward developing actual 

vocational efficiency rather than mere aoquaintano.e with the 

machines. He also notes a trend toward postponing such train

ing until the twelfth, or even the thirteenth or f ourteenth 

year. 59 

In answer to the question: "Should the high school a ssume 

responsibility for preparing its students to become office 

machine specialists'?" rr. Albert Stern says: 

The standard high school as generally organized 
at present, can hardly be expected to do that job; 
it might be done in special vocational high schools 
or in post graduate classes.60 

~r. Henry I. Chaim again takes a compromise stand , point

ing out that there are two types of students; one seeking 

5?. F . G. Nichols, "National Clerical Ability Tests." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 5, (Jan., 1938), P:-340. 
58. Vernal H. Carmlohael, "Suggested Course Content f or Office 
l achines Courses in Small, Medium and Large Schools. " The 
Business Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 1, (March, 1939)-;--p. 57 . 
59. R. s . Rowland, "bserv,ations and Trends in the Teaching 
of Office Irachines. " Business Education Digest, Vol. 2, No. 2, 
(May , 1938), p. 55. 
60. Albert Stern, "N.C.T.F . Office Machines Round Table Dis
cussion. '* Business Education World, Vol. 19, No. 6, (Feb., l93i), 
p. 473. 
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specialized skills and the other desiring general information. 

This necessitates the development of two types 
of office training courses: one in which a student 
will be given a general knowledge of all machines; 
the other, one whioh will give an intensive knowledge 
of some special machine so that the stud~nt will have 
an opportunity to work as a specialist.SJ. 

ISSUE VI 
. ' 

SHOULD VOCATIONAL STUDENTS RECEIVE TRAINING IN MORE THAN 

ONE OCCUPATIONAL SKILL IN ORDER TO INCREASE THEIR INITIAL EM

PLOYMENT POSSIBILITI~S? 

Those who believe that the high school should attempt to 

provide training in two or more occupational skills often base 

their arguments on the idea that a person who can do more than 

one thing will obtain employment sooner than the person who 

has only one technical skill even though he may ne~er be called 

upon to use this second skill. The additional skill gives an 

employee a "reserve power" which is supposed to make him a 

more valuable man because he can be shifted from one job to 

another if need be, and he is better "promotional material" 

than the person who knows nothing except his particular task. 

Imogene L. Pilcher , a strong believer in stenographic 

training, says: 

Even the moat narrow-minded of our co-workers in 
the commercial field and the most prejudiced of our 
academic friends admit that, among their personal 
friends, there are many whose initial and promotional 
opportuni~kes were made possible by stenographic 
training. 

In the May, 1939, issue of the Business Education Digest, 

J. M. Trytten reviews an article on the need for specialization 

61. Henry I. Chaim, loc. cit. 
62. Imogene L. Pilcher, "Facts Instead of Deductions." The 
Business Education iorld, Vol. 14, No. 6, (Feb~, 1934), p-:--!71. 
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which appeared in Vocational Trends. This writer believes that 

there are many opportunities for stenographers who understand 

foreign languages, engineering terms, medical terms, banking 

terms~ or finance. He points out that a s tenographer who can 

step into some other job in emergencies or when she is not 

occupied by secretarial work is a more valuable employee than 

one who has no special field beyond her stenographic skill.63 

Perhaps an even better argument in favor of training i n 

more than one occupational skill is. the following, also taken 

from an article by Miss Pilcher: 

e all kno that in actual numbers of offices 
there are more small of fices than large ones . We know 
that in the small office there is less specialization 
of tasks, and an employee must have an all-round com
mercial training. The process of disintegration going 
on in big business means , necessarily, a disintegration 
in large offices. The boy or girl trained in only one 
specific skill, such as filing or machine operation, 
cannot fit into the small office needs.64 

Werner H. Monninger, in defending a course in machine cal

culation in the high school, says: 

Skill in operating a calculating machine is 
valuable to the student who expects to take any kind 
of an office position for the reason that an employer 
will usually show preference to the one who can do 
more than one kind of'affice work. 6:5 

Those who do not believe that the commercial department 

should offer each student several occupational skills defend 

their position on the grounds that the community can not 

afford to train each person in several different occupational 

63. J.M. Trytten, "Stenographers Axe Like Doctors. " The 
Business Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 2, (May, 1939), pp':" 173-
!75. 
54. Imogene L. Pilcher, op~ cit., p. 273. 
65. Werner H. Monninger, ''Machine Calculation in the High 
School." ~ Ball State Commerce Journal, Vol. l, No . 2, (Jeb., 
1930), p. 9. 



lines, and that the person who tries to take too many skill 

subjects does not have time to get a sufficient background 

in the general and cultural subjects. 

Frederick G. Nichols says in regard to this: 

The pupil who wants to prepare for business but 
has no specific aim, usually chooses all of the dis
tinctly vocational oourses--shorthand, typewriting, 
office practice, advanced bookkeeping, and retail 
selling(if offered}. Such a program is top-heavy 
with skill-subjects and utterly lacking in the social
business subjects that afford a background of under
standing so essential to successfi! functioning in 
any of the many office positions. 

ISSUE VII 
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SHALL COMMERCIAL EDUCATION BE CONCERNED ONLY W'ITH THE 

FARE AND PROGRESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL, OR WITH THESE ONLY 

AS '!HEY PROMISE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE WELFARE AND PROGRESS OF 

SOCIETY? 

r This issue, for the most part, represents a conflict be

tween theory and practice. Most of the educators irho are 

quoted here believe that the publicly supported schools must 

of necessity be primarily concerned with promoting the inter

ests of society wherever these interests conflict wit h personal 

interests of the individual. However, Francis T. Spaulding 

says that the New York Regents' Inquiry found: 

The present courses are not designed to provide 
pupils with any broad understanding of business rela
tionships as a part of their individual economic ed
ucation, nor do these courses offer opportunity to 
develop the knowledge and skills most useful to the 
consumer of business services. Instead, the work is 
conceived strictly as preparation for vocational life.67 

Harl R. Douglass, in a address before the National 

66. Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
School, p. 29. 
67. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life, p. 130. 



Education Association, in Washington, D. c., in 1938, said: 

Business education particularly has failed to 
realize the social nature and the social obliga
tions of the public school. It has concentrated on 
a type of business and vocational education whose 
primary purpose is the occupational welfare of the 
individual student. It has ignored its responsibil
ity to society .68 
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Statements showing the need for social education have been 

taken from articles by A. o. Colvin, and Frederick G. Nichols. 

Mr. Colvin says: 

To give every high school student a desire to 
raise the ethical standards of business practice and 
improve the operation of our economic system (is one 
of the three most important objectives of business 
education.) 69 

The program of business education should attempt 
to create a desire on the part of every high school 
student to improve business practices and methods, and 
give a clear and unbiased concept of the true functions 
of business.70 

Mr . Nichols says that eduoators are attaching more import

ance to the needs of society as a whole rather than the needs 

of the individual as a unit in society. He adds: 

Each individual is entitled to an opportunity 
to obtain for himself the largest possible measure 
of personal development through the discovery and 
nurture of his own aptitudes, interests, and capa
cities as long as such personal development does 
not lead in anti-social directions. Fortunately in 
most eases there is no conflict between social and 
individual good.71 

Mr . Nichols also points out that no education, whether 

68. Harl R. Douglass, "Basic Consideration in Adjusting the 
Business Education Curriculum. to Conditions Today." Addresses 
~ Prooeedig(:5S .Qf. !!ll!. N. E. A., 1938, Vol. 76, pp. 394-396. 
69. A. o. cO:vin, "Business Education in the Small High School." 
~ Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 3, (Nov., 1937), 
pp. 206-207. 
70. A. o. Colvin, etstrengthening the Business Curriculum." 
The Business Education 1orld, Vol. 18, No. 4, (Dec., 1937), p. 285. 
71. Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p. 9. 
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specialized or unspecialized, can be defended on the assump

tion that it is for the individual good and not primarily for 

the individual as a member of society. He believes that busi

ness education is obligated to do all that it can to preserve 

and promote the social progress that has been made through the 

ages. 72 

He says that: 

Graduates of business schqols and courses should 
be first, model s of constructive citizenship , and 
second, successful business men.'73 

ISSUE VIII 

SHOULD M.ENTAL nr~OIPLINE BE ONE OF THE OBJECTIVES OF 

BUSINESS EDUCATION? 

This problem seems to be rapidly diminishing in import

ance, yet there are many who still contend that one of the 

major purposes of business education is to provide mental dis

cipline for the prospective office worker. Among those who 

hold to this belief may be listed William C. Wallace and Nathan-

iel Altholz. r. lallaoe, in an article in the Business Educa-

tion World in 1935, said: 

A thorough- going treatment of the fundamentals 
of bookkeeping , during the first year, furnishes an 
excellent practice field for the development of powers 
of reasoning and Judgment • • • • ••••• 

All of us, as teachers of business subjects, are 
ready to recognize the importance of develo~!ng these 
mental qualities in the pupils we instruct. 

Nathaniel Altholz, inan article published in 1934, in 

which he described the desirable outcomes of beginning book

keeping, said: 

72. Ibid., pp. 58- 59. 
73. Ibid., pp. 60-61 
74. illiam C. iallaoe, ''What of Beginning Bookkeeping." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, lo. 6, ( Feb., 1935), p.~3. 



Skills and technics constitute the initial 
stock-in-trade of tbe entrant into business. But 
he must bring to his task training in mental disci
pline along with desirable personality traits and 
proper social behavior patterns, if he is to become 
an effeo~;ve and acceptable worker in business organi
zations. 
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Frederick G. Nichols thinks that comme r cial subjects are 

as effective as mind developers as are the older academic sub

jects, but he does not believe in mental discipline and says 

that a more tenable justification than that must be found for 

commercial work in the high schoo1.76 

James E. Trabue is another vho does not think that mental 

discipline is an adequate justification for the coillITlercial 

subjects in the high school program. He says: 

Commercial education. in the secondary-schools 
i s no longer on the d.ef ensi ve. It is not necessary 
to plan rebuttals that justify the teaching of in
dustrial geography because it is cultural, bookkeep
ing because it develops mathematical precision, com
mercial law for its methodical reasoning, typewriting 
for its habits of diligence, '9d shorthand because 
it develops rapid perception. 

As evidence of the fact that this issue is rapidly losing 

its importance, H. L. Forkner says: 

The theory of mental discipline has been dis
proved for such a long time that many teachers are 
not aware of its existence.78 

SUMMARY 

Perhaps the most i Lportant of all secondary-school prob

lems is the determination of its objectives. In commercial 

75. Nathaniel Altholz, "Outcomes of Beginning Bookkeeping." 
The Business Education V orld, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1934), p. 188. 
ifs:'" Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p. 12. 
77. James E. Trabue, "Is the Commercial Department Selling 
Its Product?" The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 10, 
(June, 1938), p:--i;-83. 
78. H. L. Forkner, "Ready-for-Use Commercial Education. 0 !.!!! 
Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 2. (Oct., 1937), p. 51. 
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education !::JOre book and magazine .::ipace been devoted to a 

discussion of its objectives than any other of its problems. 

Undoubtedly the roost important issue concerning the objectives 

o:f c onnnercial education is ·whether it should have as its pri

r;1ary ain vocational efi'iciency, socio-economic training, 

personal-use values, or whether it should attempt to :provide 

all three of these types of' training. 

There is also considerable disagreement as to whether the 

vocational training, if offered, should be for the lmver levels 

o:C office posi ti or._s, or for the more ruivanced positions. ".l:he 

intensity and specificity of vocational training, the number 

of sldlls necessary or desirri.ble for each student, and th0 

values of :mento.1 discipline also give rise to considerable con

troversy am1 are d.efini tely among the n11-'lj or issues of the field. 

Concrete evidence of objectives may be found by excrn1ining 

·the cu:rriculu.1'12 beeause the cmrriculun must be constructed in 

suor1 a as to achieve these predetern1ined objeeti ves. 

A discussion of the curriculum naturally follows .. 
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CHAPTER III 

fflAT SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE covm.!ERCIAL CURRICULUM? 

After determining what the objectives of commercial edu

cation should be, the logical second step should be to deter

mine hm these objectives are to be achieved. An .educational 

curriculum. may be defined as everything that is done by the 

school to develop the socially significant abilities and char

acteristics of the individual, and this curriculum is deter

mined by the aims, or by the attitudes, interests , inf ormation, 

and skills which individuals should have. Consequently this 

· chapter has been devoted to a consideration of what should be 

included in the commercial curriculum. 

ISSUE. I 

SHALL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF ANY KIND BE OFFERED I N THE 

HIGH SCHOOL? 

This issue involves a number of questions, among which may 

be listed the f ollowing: Should the commercial department of 

the high school organize its program so that it offers general 

education courses, and leaves the instruction in vocational 

courses to the junior college? Should vocational oamn.ercial 

education be pushed up and out of the traditional high school 

and into t he thirteenth and f ourteenth years? Should voca

tional commercial education be eliminated f rom the small high 

school where the thirteenth, or thirteenth and f ourteenth 

years are not possible? 

Most of the writers who have been quoted on this issue 

seem to be of the opinion that commercial education on the 



high school level must always remain partly vocational. 

Frederick G. Nichols, Paul S. Lomax, and Edwin G. Knepper 

agree with this view. 
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Mr. Nichols says that business education is an essential 

part of any complete program of high school o anmercial educa

tion. l By ''business education" Mr. Nichols means training in 

specific occupational skills. 

All current educational theory and practice 
favor, even demand, the inclusion of commercial 
education in any full program of secondary educa
tion in schools large enough to support such a. 
progrem.2 

r. Nichols is undoubtedly a little too enthusiastic in 

his statement, as his definition of commercial education in

cludes vocational training. 

Pauls. Lomax, in an article entitled" at is a Sound 

Philosophy of Business Education" says that it is most unlikely 

that the business vocation phase of secondary education will 

be discontinued for a long time to come. He bases his posi

tion on the f ollowing facts: 

The present {1935) full-time day secondary-school 
enrollment is estimated by the United States Office 
of Education at 5,590,000 and the college enrollment 
at 1,150,000. As long as the great majority of .Amer
ican youths do not tend to go beyond secondary schools, 
the major need and contribution of vocational educa
tion (Including business education) will continue to 
be below the college leyel as far as the nation- ride 
situation is concerned.3 

Nichols points out that the number of high school pupils 

1. Frederick G. 
ness Education?" 
(June, 1936), p. 
2. Frederick G. 
School, p. 22. 

Nichols, "What is a Sound Philosophy of Busi
~ Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 10, 

766. 
Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 

3. Pauls. Lo.max, "What is a Sound Philosophy of 
ucation?" Business Education World, Vol. 16, No. 
19 35) , p • 2 91 • 

Business Ed-
4, (Dec., 
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who need training for the lower levels of office positions is, 

and will continue to be sufficient justification for high 

school courses in business~4 

Knepper points to the number of self-supported business 

training institutions as proof of the fact that vocational pre

paration is needed on the secondary-school level.5 However, 

he admits that the depression and the resulting lack of employ

ment have made rather acute the question of whether a purely 

vocational business education program can be defended on the 

high school level.6 

Dr. Jessie Graham believes that secondary education 

should include core courses for wise personal-business manage

ment, business background courses, and vocational training for 

actual business positions in the community served.? 

Ernest A. Zelliot agrees with Dr~ Graham in that definite 

vocational business training of some type should be included 

in the high school program. He points out the upgrading ten

dency which, in his opinion, is desirable because better 

positions in business offices require training above the high 

school level.a 

There are a number of people who believe that the vocational 

phase of commercial eduoation should be postponed until the 

thirteenth or fourteenth year of school. Because of this 

4. Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p . 15. 
5. Edwin G. Knepper, A History of Commercial Education in 
The United States, p. 140. 
e. Ibid ., p. 139. 
? • Jessie Graham, ''How uch Business Education Should Be 
Undertaken in the Secondary Schools?"( The Naf\~ Busi%e9s 
Educ a ti on Q.uarterl!, Vol. 6, No . 3, M!rr'e'lX, , pp. • • 
8. ErnestA. Zell ot, "Trends in Business Education.·" ~ 
National Business Education Q,uarterly, Vol. 6, No . 3, (March, 
1938), p. 11. 
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belief, and the trend toward the establishment of thirteenth 

and fourteenth years in the high schools, David Snedden and 

Samuel E. Fleming have predicted that in the future vocational 

courses will not be offered in the regular high school. 

Snedden predicts that by 1g50 the following conditions 

will exist: 

All the children of all the people will be attend
ing full-time schools of general secondary education 
until at least eighteen years of age. These schools 
will offer no courses designed to train in full or in 
part for any vocations.9 

Fleming says: 

I predict that purely vocational commercial train
ing will in the near future be offered only on the 
high school post-graduate leve1.lO 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD THE HIGH SCHOOL COMM.ERCIAL CURRICULUM BE BASED ON 

A JOB OPPORTUNITY SURVEY? 

This issue involves two closely related questions: Shall 

the commerce program be limited to the needs of the community 

in which the high school is located? Shall numbers enrolled 

in vocational commercial courses be limited to approximately 

the demand for employees with such training? 

In addition to these problems Mr. Frederick G. Nichols asks 

three fundamental questions upon which a solution to this prob

lem depends: 

Can any locality absorb all the home talent of 
every kind, and in doing so not add to the millions 
of vocational misfits? 

g. David Snedden, "Toward Better Commercial Eduoations." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 1, (Sept., 1934), p.~ 
10. Samuel E. Fleming, "Is Commercial Education Vocational'?" 
The Bala.nee Sheet, Vol. 17, No. 3, (Nov., 1935), p. 115. --------



Can any community afford to depend wholly on 
local talent for the perpetuation of and expansions 
of its eoonomio, social, and professional life? 

Could we successfully defend the thesis that 
no vocational education should be offered by any com
munity in excess of its own reasonable needs?ll 
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Nichols says that these issues deserve the best thought 

of those engaged in the field of commercial education. He 

believes that public education is intended to improve social 

conditions by improving each individual member of the social 

group. 

To accomplish this result, each individual in 
our public schools must be afforded the fullest pos
sible opportunity to achieve his own highest devel
opment. When local needs run counter to this obli
gation, it would be social suicide to neglect kinds 
of training not needed locally, but that most nearly 
fit the requirements of individuals for whom train
ing programs are provided.12 

An editorial comment which appeared in the Business Educa

tion World for April, 1934, expressed the belief of Bagley, 

Horn, and ,hipple that there is no justification whatsoever 

for every .American community to have a high school curriculum 

entirely its own. 

Regardless of geographical location, commercial 
education curriculR should adhere to a eanmon core 
of content ~d a common tac111 ty in the use of busi
ness tools. 

Mr. \11lliam C. Bagley definitely says that in his opinion 

there is no justification for each oommuhity to have a curri

culum all its own.14 

11. Frederick G. Nichols, The Business Education World, Vol. 
14, No. 3, (Nov., 1933}, p.~5. 
12. Ibid. 
13. Editor, Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 1, (April, 
1934), p. 482. . 
14. Villiam C. Bagley, The Business Education World, Vol. 14, 
No . 9 • ( May , 19 34 ) , p • 5'i!r. 
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Dr. ihipple objects to each town, city, county, and state 

developing its own curriculum., and enters a plea for a reason

ably stabilized ourrioulum. 

This plea is based upon the conviction that 
there has been enough experimentation with the 
materials of instruction and enough disousaion of 
the philosophy of education to determine with 
reasonable certainty what the information, the 
skills, the attitudes, and the ideals are that 
every prospeotive American ought to have.15 

Nichols says that the commercial department 1 s first ob

ligated to meet the needs of the community. However,, he be

lieves that there is a similarity of commercial positions and 

a similarity of needs in comparable cities throughout the nation, 

a.nd that the ease with which business workers move from one city 

to another must be considered~ 

Therefore, the exact number and kind of commercial 
workers in any community need not be given undue 
weight in determining the kinds of high school busi
ness training offered. This is so, also, because of 
the stepping-stone, or transient nature of the initial
contaot j~b~ for which boys and girls can be trained 
1n schoo1.l6 

He points out that since the local comm.unity bears the ex

pense of training students for jobs, the training required for 

the benefit of the local concerns should be given preference 

over other types~ Local employment conditions are also import

ant in that training while on the job is thus made possible.17 

Nichols' statement that business workers migrate freely 

has been definitely proved by a study made by Dr. Otis Young. 

15~ Guy Montrose \Vhipple, "The Relation of Curriculum Con
struction to Textbook Making." The Business Education Vlorld, 
Vol. 14, No. 9, {May, 1934), p. 543. 
16. Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
School, pp. 123-124. 
17. Ibid., P• 124. 
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This is often used as an argument to justify a commercial pro

gram in a rural high sohoo1.l6 

Among those who favor adapting the curriculum and the 

training program to the needs of the community are Marguer1 te 

D. Fowler, Harold Spears, and E.G. Blackstone. 

Miss Fowler shows the need for keeping the employment 

objective in mind when developing the curriculum because the 

student must be prepared to fill the needs of the community, 

as it is there that he will usually seek empioyment.19 

Spears talces a definite stand f or developing the curricu

lum in terms of occupational opportunities~ He says: 

Regardless of what other cities are doing the 
primary responsibility of any curriculum maker is to 
satisfy the needs of the local community.20 

The Department of Superintendence of the N.E.A. agrees 

with this statement, and says that the curriculum should be 

based on a study of jobs obtained by graduates and drop-outs, 

and positions suitable f or beginners.21 

Blackstone declares that the vocational offerings should 

unquestionably be based upon the kinds of jobs that are avail

able, and that enrollment should be limited to the annual num

ber or openings for each type of job in the community .22 

18. Virgil Stinebaugh, "Objectives for Commercial Education 
in Indiana." The Ball State Commerce Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, 
(Feb ., 1931}, ~7-=--
19. Marguerite D. Fowler, "Adapting Business Education to 
Local Conditions." The Business Education World, Vol . 19, 
20. Harold Spears, Experiences in Curriculum Me.king, p. 57. 
21. Englehardt and Overn, Secondary Education Principles and 
Practices, p. 503. 
22. E.G. Blackstone, National Business Education Outlook, 
First Yearbook , National Commercial Teachers Federation, p. 144. 
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ISSUE III 

SHALL CO:MMERCIAL EDUCATION PROVIDE A COMMON CURRICULUM OR 

SHOULD IT DIFFERENTIATE ITS PROGRAM TO ALLOW FOR INDIVIDUAL 

DIFJ!,ERENCES? 

This is largely an issue between theory and practice. Most 

writers on the subject seem to feel that a differentiated com

mercial program is necessary to achieve the objectives which 

have been set up for it, yet the New York Regents' Inquiry 

found that business education concerned itself primarily with 

training students to hold routine clerioal positions. The com

mittee reported no evidence that the teachers or administra

tors conceive of oommeroial education as contributing to a 

better understanding of business relationships or economic 

understanding, which would be of benefit to the pupil who oan 

not and does not intend to use his commercial training voca

tionally. 

F. G. Nichols says that because people differ widely in 

their aptitudes, interests, and abilities, there can be no 

such thing as a single educational program that will be suit

able for all. Neither could any sit gle program produce the 

wide varieties of abilities and skills necessary to render the 

services demanded by modern society. He therefore oo ncludes 

that the old single-curriculum secondary school program. of 

commercial education must give way to a multiple-curriculum 

program.23 Such a statement undoubtedly implies that the 

multiple curriculum has, as yet, not been widely adopted. 

23. Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
School, p. 10. 
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This position is further supported by the argument that 

the "open-door" school policy followed in the United States 

makes it necessary to provide a wider choice from whioh the 

boys and girls may choose a program to suit their interests 

and needs since true education must be based on self-activity, 

and self-activity is based on interest.24 

The position which Nichols has taken is supported by David 

Weglein who believes that there should not be just one curriculum 

as was at one time thought to be the case, but that there should 

be a variety of different ourrioula in the upper secondary 

school.25 

Elvin s. Eyster believes that there should be a general 

business curriculum as well as a vocational business curriculum. 

The vocational program should be built upon the general busi

ness program f oundation and should allow at least f our fields 

of specialization--olerical, bookkeeping, merchandising, and 

stenography.26 

ISSUE IV 

SHOULD THE CO [MERCIAL DEPARTMENT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR PROVIDING INSTRUCTION I N CONSUMER EDUCATION? 

Attitudes on this issue may be divided into three general 

groupings: (1) those who f eel that the business education de

partment has a definite responsibility f or training i n consumer 

education; (2) those who feel that the business education de

partment has a part to play in the program, but that its 

24. Ibid., pp. 14-17. 
25 . David Weglein, "The Relation of Business Education to Gen-
eral Eduoation. n Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 5, (Jan., 1938), p . 197. 
26. Elvin s . Eyster, "The Program of Business Educa tion. " Busi
~ Education Digest, Vol. 1, No. 2, {May, 1937}, p. 10. -----
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responsibility is no greater than that of some of the other de

partments; ( 3) those v1ho feel that business education should 

not include consumer education, various reasons being given. 

Among those who feel that the commercial department is 

definitely responsible for the introduction of consumer educa

tion into the high school are A. O. Colvin, Ray G. Price, Her

bert A. Tonne, Frederick G. Nichols, Caroline s. Voodruff, 

Henry I. Chaim, and Jessie Graham. 

Colvin says: 

The responsibility for leadership 1n the planning 
of courses, in the selection of content material, and 
in the promotion of programs in education whioh will 
provide practical consumer-business rest squarely upon 
the shoulders of business educators.27 

Ray G. Price says that the school and the government must 

accept the responsibility of providing consumer training and 

quotes the National Association of Commercial Teacher Train

ing Institutions to the effect that the business education de

partment is obligated to provide this training in the high 

school.28 Dr. Graham agrees.29 

Tonne30 and Chaim31 agree that the commerce department 

can make at least three major contributions to secondary 

education, and both place training in the better consumption 

27. A. o. Colvin, "The Relation of Business Education to Gen
eral Education." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 18, No . 9, (May , 
1937), p. 388. 
28. Ray G. Price, "The Forgotten Consumer." The Business Ed
ucation World, Vol. 14, No~ 7, ~ar ., 1934}, p . 367. 
29. Jessie Graham, "How Yueh Business Education Should be 
Undertaken 1n Secondary Schools. " The National Business Edu
cation Quarterly, Vol. 6, No . 3, (Maroh, 1938), p. 5. -
30. Herbert A. Tonne, "Are 1Ve Training All Our Students for 
Business." !£! Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 4, 
(Dec., 1934}. p. 265. 
31. Henry I. Chaim,, "A Definition of Business Education." 
~ Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No . 1, (Sept., 1937), p. 9. 
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of goods and services first in the list. 

R. s. Hadsell, Consumers' Counsel Division, AAA, Washing

ton, D. C., thinks that consumer education oan not be left to 

chance, but will not become a generally accepted part of the 

secondary-school program until superintendents become consumer 

oonsoious. The work of convincing superintendents of the im

portance of consumer education must be done by the business 

education and the home economics teachers.32 

oodruff33 predicts that in the future business education 

will include training for the consumer as well as the producer, 

and Niohols34 says that because of their background commercial 

teachers should ta.lee the initiative in developing consumer 

courses. 

None of the 1riters mentioned above says that business 

education should assume the entire responsibility and Colvin 

has definitely said that the problem is too big to be solved 

by any one subject-matter department.35 

Frances B. Bowers36, Frances zu11137, and J.M. Hanna38 

have all expressed their belief that, in the rords of the 

lattert 

32. R. s,. Hadsell, "Consumer Economics and the Schools." The 
National Business Education Quarterly, Vol. 4, No. l, (Oct.-;--
1937), p,. 14. 
33. Caroline s. Woodruff, "Tomorrow's School of Business." 
The Business Education 'lorld, Vol. 18, No. 8, (April, 1938), 
pp'; 611-612. 
34. Frederick G. Nichols, "~at is a Sound Philosophy of Busi
ness Education?" The Business Education World, Vol. 16, No. 6, 
(Feb., 1936), p. 4i7:° 
35. A,. O. Colvin, "Consumer Economics." The Business Educa
tion Vorld, Vol. 18, No,. 5, (Jan,, 1938), P:-367. 
~ Frances B. Bowers, "Trends in Commercial Education." The 
Balance cheat, Vol. 20, No. 2, (Oct., 1938), p. 55, 
37. Frances Zuill, "What Business Education Cannot do for the 
Consumer." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 18, No. 9, (May , 1937), p. 394. 
38. J. M. Hanoa, "A School Program of Consumer Education." 
..!h.!!. Journal.£!. Business Education, Vol. 14, No. 7, p. 21. 
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Consumer education is not the responsibility of 
any one department in our school. It must be a co
operative program among all the departments which by 
their very nature oan and should make a contribut1on . 39 

Henry Harap goes so far as to say that there is no basis 

whatsoever for classifying consumer education courses under 

the heading of commercial education since they could be just 

as effectively taught in the academic or technical schools.40 

R. G. Walters says that three departments have been sug

gested to teach consumer education: commerce, home economics, 

and social sciences. The commerce department is favored by 

some because commerce teachers already have a knowledge of 

economics, business procedures, consumer goods and retailing 

and are thus better prepared to teach the course. The home 

economics department is favored because of the asserted fact 

that women do 75 percent of the buying. 

Opposition is raised to both of the above pl ans because 

of the limited enrollment. The social science department 

could undoubtedly reach more students but there is a feeling 

that instruction in this department might be too theoretioal.41 

David Snedden thin.ks that the objective of consumer educa

tion, to make potential consumers more intelligent "buyers" 

and "utilizers", is quite logical and defensible, but is so 

hopelessly Utopian that it cannot be achieved with the means 

and methods which are now available.42 

39. Ibid. 
40. Henry Harap, "Consumer Education in the Business Curricu
lum." Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 8., (April, 1938), 
p. 616. 
41. R. G. /alters, "Consumer Education." The Business Educa
tion Digest, Vol. 2, No. 4, (No-v . , 1938} , p~5- 6. (From a 
bulletin of the Department of econdary-Sohool Principals of 
the N. E. A., Jan., 1938) 
42. David Snedden, op. cit., p. 1. 
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Arthur C. Kelley takes a dogmatic stand against the inclu .. 

sion of consumer education in the commercial curriculum. He 

says: 

Consumer education is really a social science 
course and should properly be taught as a social 
science because commercial teachers must not allow 
themselves or their students to question the basic 
property relationships or principles of private pro
fit on which our business system is based.43 

In direot opposition to this stand, Paul A. Mertz of Sears, 

Roebuck Company, says that business looks to the school to 

train consumers. He declares that legitimate business welcomes 

consumer education because an informed public is the best protect

ion which legitimate business can have,44 

ISSUE V 

SHOULD THERE BE COURSES IN PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT , SHOULD 

PERSONALITY D:h.--VELOPMmT BE ONE OF THE OBJECTIVES OF EVERY 

COURSE, OR I S THE SCHOOL RESPONSIBLE FOR DEVELOPING THE STUDENTS' 

PERSONALITY? 

A discussion of whether the school should attempt to devel

op a student's personality should undoubtedly begin with an ac

cepted definition of the term. Laurance F . Shaffer, who has 

done a great deal of work on this subject, says: 

An individual's personality is most clearly 
conceived as his habitual tendencies to make cer
tain kinds o~ qualities of adjustments to life 
situations.45 

i: r. Shaffer believes that while certain physiological 

43. Arthur C. ·Kelley, "A Symposium. on Socio-Business Education. " 
Monograph No. 31, The South-Western Pub. Co., p. 17. 
44. Paul A. Mertz, "Business Looks to the School." The Busi
Aess Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 2, (May, 1939), p.--r3°6. 
45. Laurance F. Shaffer, "Education Personalities for Business." 
The Business Education World, Vol. 17, No. 9, (May, 1937}, p. 651. 
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faotors may affect personality traits, by far the most of these 

characteristics are learned habits of reaction. 

Personalities are not 'born that way', but are 
formed as a result of learning processes that con
tinue throughout the life of the individua1.46 

Since personality traits are developed through learning 

processes, he bel ieves that they can be modified; that a de

ficiency in personality can be overcome; and that every contact 

which a teacher has with a student effects his personality.47 

Next to parents , the teachers have the greatest 
opportunity to cooperate in guidance of this person
ality development.~8 

Since business demands more effective personalities than 

many other occupations, the commercial teacher has a greater 

responsibility than most teachers. As many of the commercial 

students do not go to. college, the high school commerce teaeher 

must play an important part in personality development . The 

business student is near his vocational goal and can be more 

easily stimulated to examine his personality and to attempt to 

eliminate those features which would be a permanent handicap 

to him in business and in his private life. 

Mias Ray Abrams says that the schools must include in its 

objectives the development of agreeable habits of personal be

havior, of acceptabl e attitudes, and of approved business out

looks. Vhile she recognizes the many opportunities for the. 

achievement of these objectives in the ordinary course of the 

day's work, she feels that the field is too important to be 

attacked indirectly or inoidentally~ She feels that organized 

46. Ibid., p. 652. 
47. Ibid., p. 653. 
48. Ibid., p. 653. 
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classroom.instruction must be given in personal and business 

behavior.49 

Though Dr. Shaffer strongly advocates personality devel

opment he says: 

The education of personality is individual edu
cation ••••••• Personality cannot be taught in classes 
or courses. The guidance of personal qualities de
mands an individual and informal relationship between 
teachers and students that goes beyond the require
ments of the currioulum.50 

Orville c. Pratt51, G. A. Prosser52, John L. T1ldsley53, 

and Annie s. Greenwood54 believe that the development of per

sonality traits such as appearance, adaptability, genius for 

friendship, courtesy, a pleasing voice and a pleasing manner 

are more i mportant than the development of the highest techni

cal skill. Prosser and Tildsley cite studies to this effect. 

However, Herbert L. Rhoades, Assistant to Personnel Of

ficer, · etropoli tan Life Insurance Co .• , New York City, in an 

address delivered before the New York City Gregg Shorthand 

Teachers Association, said that he did not agree fully with 

the general conception of the importance of personality. He 

pointed out the importance of personality to salesmen, bank 

tellers, and others who must constantly come in contact with 

49. Ray Abrams, 0 The Teaching of Business Behavior by the 
Direct ~ethod." The Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 35, 
No. 3, {March, 1938T, p. 5. -
50. Shaffer, loo. cit. 
51. Orville C. Pratt, "Trends in Business Education." The 
Business Education ~·lorld, Vol~ 17, No. 5, (Jan., 1937), pp.'" 321-
324. 
52. G. A. Prosser, "What 'White-Collor' Business Expects of 
High School Graduates." The Business Education World, Vol. 18, 
No. 7, (March, 1938) , p. 526. .. 
53. John L. Tildsley, "A Larger Conception of Skill." The 
Business Education -lorld, Vol. 15, No. 1, (Septl, 193.t) ,P. 13. 

54. Annie S. Greenwood, "P.Q. More Impmrtant Than I.Q." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 10, (June, 1938), P:-787. 
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the public, but said that in his opinion, while p ers onali ty is 

always an asset, it is of secondary importance as far as typists, 

file clerks, check writers, bookkeepers, checkers and other rou

tine clerical workers are concerned.55 

H. VI . Nook expresses the need f or personal! ty training and 

the apparent lack of it in the fallowing statement: 

Students should be helped to improve their health, 
appearance, disposition, manners, poise, self-confi
dence, personal charm, and work habits by individual 
instruction from a personal adviser on the faculty and 
by participation in social functions sponsored by the 
school ••••• As far as I know very little is done on this 
important phase at present and therefore oonsiderable 
pioneer work \rnuld be required . 56 . 

J. Goodner Gill also points to the lack of personality 

training being offered. 

Aside f rom the scholastic program arranged by 
any institution, the duty that naturally follows is 
that of character and personality educati on ••••• lit
tle attention, as yet .. , has been given to including 
such instruction in the normal functions of the 
cle.ssroom.57 

Jessie J. Gibson58 says that there are a few schools 

throughout the country which have begun to develop a program 

in personality training. Most of the schools which she des

cribes in this article attempt to devel~p personality through 

extra-curricular activities, but some have established courses 

in personality development. 

55. Herbert L. Rhoades, "How Business Develops Expert Per
formance in the Secretarial and Clerical Occupations." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 2, (Oct.,1934), p:-Il5. 
56. H. \ . Nook , "lhat is v:rong with Your Commercial Graduates?r• 
The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 13, No. 2, {Oct., 1937), 
P:-18 -
57. J. Goodner Gill, nortice Practice at Rider College." The 
Journal of Business Education, Vol. 13, lo . 1, (Sept., 193?,-;-
p. 14. - · 
58. Jessie G. Gibson, "The Purchasing Power of Personality." 
Journal .2f Business Education, Vol. 14, No . 1, (Sept., 1938), 
pl 10. 
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Roy Newton, Dean of the Junior College, Ferris Institute, 

Big Rapids, tlchigan, says that high schools, business colleges, 

and universities by the score are adding to their curricula 

courses in personal development and im.provement.59 

ISSUE VI 

SHOULD ~1IB BE PERSONAL-USE COURSES IN BOOKKEEPING OR 

TYPE1;lRITING, AND, IF SO, SHOULD SUCH COURSES BE K:EPT SEPARATE 

FRO VOCATIONAL COURSES IN THE S.Alill SUBJECTS? 

This issue is largely a conflict between theory and practice 

since probably most writers believe in the establishment of 

personal-use courses and in keeping these courses separate from 

similar courses which have a vocational objective. 

A. o. Colvin lists the three principal purposes of book

keeping as: aid to business management, vocational use, and 

the ability to interpret and analyze papers--which may be con

sidered a personal use. He then says: 

Any attempt on the part of a teacher to accomp
lish all the above objectives in a single course in 
bookkeeping cannot help but result in failure. It 
would be much better for the school to select one of 
the three objectives and concentrate all effort on 
its achievement, or to offer different courses, ~aoh 
based on a single objective.60 

Mr. Hal F . Holt, who made a survey of teacher combinations 

and qualifications in the State of Oklahoma, found that there 

are very few schools in the state which have divided personal

use and vocational-use courses in a particular subject into 

different classes with different objectives, procedures, or 

standards. After a thorough study of the situation, he reports: 

59. Roy Newton, "The Course in :Personality Improvement." The 
Journal of Business Education, Vol. 14, No. 8, (April, 1939-r:
PP• 21-22. 
60. A, o. Colvin, "An Integrated Course in Bookkeeping." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 3, (Nov., 1933}, p. ill. 



It is my conviction that a single class cannot 
be both vocational and non-vocational, and do justice 
to either objective.61 

59 

Dr. W.R. Odell says that there are two distinctly sep

arate streams of subjects in the commerce field: in one 

stream there is general education based on the social and 

personal. use objective; in the other stream are the vocational 

subjects. 

But the two streams must be distinct and separate 
if we ever establish our program of commercial educa
tion on a firm basis in the secondary school.62 

Mr. A. E. Schneider believes that personal typewriting 

should be considered as an entirely distinct subject, having 

no connection or relation to courses which attempt to develop 

a vocational skill.63 

Objection to the offering of personal-use courses is 

raised by Alfred H. Quinette who bases his argument on the idea 

that pupils who have taken personal-use courses often decide to 

use their training vocationally. These people tell their pros

pective employers that they have taken certain courses in high 

school, but do not mention the fact that the courses were de

signed for personal use. After they have cbtained the position 

their incompetency becomes evident and they are discharged; 

61. Hal F. Holt, "Commercial Education as Viewed by a High 
School 1eacher." Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 34, 
No. llB, (Nov., 1937). p.-Y-9. · 
62. W. R. Odell, "Factors which Should Determine the Proper 
Balance for the Sooial, Consumer, and Vocational Objectives 
of Business Education." The Ball State Commerce Journal, 
Vol. 7, No. 2, (Feb., 19361"';" pp. 4-6. 
53. Arnold E. Schneider, "New Viewpoint on the Personal Type
writing Course." The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 14, 
No. 5, (Jan., 1939),p. 21 -



Because of this situation the school is criti
cized for turning out pupils who are incompetent.64 

60 

This leads Mr. Q,uinette to the conclusion that there should 

be no personal-use courses, but if there are: 

The requirements should be the same for all who 
take the f irst-year course in bookkeeping, short
hand, and t ypewr 1 ting. 65 

ISSUE VII 

SHOULD SHORTHAND :F'OR PERSONAL USE BE OFFERED IN THE HIGH 

SCHOOL? 

This issue is closely related to the one immediately above, 

but has been set up as a separate problem because of the number 

of people who do not think that shorthand as taught at present 

has any personal-use value which would justify the length or 
time whioh is necessary for learning it. However, persons who 

write shorthand realize that it is a tremendous help for all 

kinds of note-making, and for reporting lectures, sermons, club 

meetings, and conferences. Because of this universal q.seful

ness a number of textbook writers and promoters of systems ad

vocate shorthand for everyone. 

Paul s . Lomax says that the real test of shorthand writing 

is the business test and not the personal-use test. 

People who really learn to use shorthand effi
ciently learn vocational writing standards of short
hand. People who learn to use shorthand f or personal 
use only rarely have a high degree of attainment .66 

Edith V. Bisbee, while not definitely saying that there 

64. Alfred H. Quinette, "Business Education ani Its Relation 
to Pupils." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 20, No. 8, (April, 1939), 
pp. 342-43. -
65. Ibid., pp. 342-43. 
66. Pauls. Lomax, "Curricular Problems in Business Education. " 
Revie IV' of Connneroial Education, Vol. 35, No. 6A, (June, 1938), 
p. 7. -
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should be personal-use courses in shorthand, implies as mueh 

in the following statement: 

It cannot be doubted that we require a tool less 
cumbersOine than our longhand system for persons who 
need a more rapid method of writing or a more compact 
means of keeping records.67 

Godfrey Dewey, who is attempting to perfect a personal 

shorthand system at tbe present time, says: 

Shorthand for general use should be a part of the 
education of every man or woman who passes through 
high schoo1.68 

He believes that this personal shorthand should be con

siderably slower than business shorthand, and should be learned 

in about half as much time. 

Imogene L. Pilcher thinks that a simple solution of the 

place of shorthand in the secondary school curriculum would be 

to change the objective from vocational use to personal use. 

She says that the ability to write shorthand is an accomplish

ment of the highest order, and thinks that such ability is 

within reach of every person above the level of a moron.69 

The construction of the curriculum is one of the most im

portant problems in the field of commercial education. The cur

riculum is ordinarily an expression of the philosophy of com

mercial education which is held by the school administrators 

and the commerce department heads. 

The first issue in regard to curriculum construction is 

67. Edith V. Bisbee, "Shorthand for Personal Use." The Busi
ness Education World, Vo:b. 15, No. 2, (Oct., 1934), p-:-T20:--
68. Godfrey Dewey, "Shorthand for General Use." The Journal 
of Business Education, Vol. 13, No. 6, (~arch, l93sT;' p. 10. 
69. Imogene L. Pilcher, "Facts Instead of Deductions." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 6, (Feb., 1934), p~74. 
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the desirability of placing any vocational courses in the high 

school. If this question is answered affirmatively, we are then 

faced by the problem of whether this vocational training should 

be determined by a job opportunity survey. 

Other questions of importance which must be answered before 

the program o an be wisely developed are: ( l) Should commercial 

education provide a differentiated curriculum? (2) Should con

sumer education be provided? (5} Should attempts be made to 

develop the student's personality? (4) Should there be per

sonal-use courses in bookkeeping, shorthand, and/or typewriting? 



CHAPTER IV 

HOW SHOULD THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT BE ORGANIZED 

AND ADMINISTERED? 

63 

After the objectives of commercial education have been 

determined, and courses have been placed in the curriculum 

which will achieve those aims, it next becomes necessary to 

decide upon how those courses are to be organized and adminis

tered. These problems are usualiy solved through cooperation 

with the school administrators because they deal largely with 

the prerequisites for taking certain courses, the requirements, 

for graduation or job recommendation, and matters of school 

policy. 

ISSUE I 

SHOULD TYPEWRITING BE A PREREQ.UISITE FOR SHORTHAND, OR 

SHOULD THEY BE BEGUN AT THE S E TIME? 

This issue is principally a conflict of theory with pract

ice. The principal reason for advocating that at least one 

semester of typewriting should be a prerequisite to the study 

of shorthand is that typing ability is needed if transcription 

is to be taught. ~any teachers feel that they can not do a 

satisfactory job or teaching students to transcribe their 

shorthand notes if it is necessary for the student to watch 

the machine, or if the student's mind is occupied with the 

mechanical manipulation of the typewriter to such an extent 

that he c an not concentrate on his shorthand not es. 

Hester C. Wood says that the ideal way to organize the 

curriculum would be to require the student to take typewriting 

for at least a semester before he begins the study of shorthand 



so that practice in transcription may be begun immediately 

after he starts shorthand study.l 

64 

Edith • Winchester agrees that the study of transcription 

should not be begun until the student has a complete mastery 

of the typewriter keyboard and the mechanical operation of the 

machine. She believes that tbe ability to do type·wri ting on 

the word level should be a prerequisite to the study of short

hand transcription.2 

Ver nal H. Oarmiehae13 also thinks that typewriting pro

ficiency should precede any attempt at transcribing, and he 

sets up one semester of typewriting as a prerequisite to the 

study of shorthand. E. W. Harrison4 expresses almost exactly 

the same opinion as that of Carmichael, while Emma Felter5 

thinks that at least one full year or typing should precede 

the study of shorthand. 

Harold D. Runkle6 describes the condition which exists in 

most schools as being that most teachers require the trans

oription work to be done in longhand. If this is done, it 

1. Hester C. \·Tood, "Transoripti on Problems." The Ball State 
Commerce Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2, (Feb., 1930), ~1,:--
2. Edith M. Winchester, "'!:hat Typing Instruction is Necessary 
to Develop Skill in Transcription?" The Business Education 
World, Vol. 15, No. 4, (Dec., 1934), ~282. 
3. Vernal H. Carmichael, nwb.at Typing Instruction is Neces
sary to Develop Skill in Transcription?" The Business Educa
tion World, Vol. 15, No. 4, (Dec., 1934), ~282. 
r.-E. · • Harrison, " ,vhat Typing Instruction is Necessary to 
Develop Skill in Transcription?" The Business Education World, 
Vol. 15, No. 4, (Dec., 1934), p. 2887 
5. Emma Felter, "What Typing Instruction is Necessary to 
Develop Skill in Transcription? 0 The Busi ness Education World, 
Vol. 15, No. 4, (Deo., 1934), p . 2'a'6':'" 
6. Harold D. Runkle, "Essential Factors of Shorthand Trans
scription." The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 11, No. 2, 
(Oct., l935),-i;711. 
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completely ignores the need for rapid transcribing at the type

writer. Runkle does not recommend this procedure, but rather 

believes that at least one year of typewriting should precede 

the study of shorthand. 

In describing the typical canmeroial curriculum. of the 

small high school, F. G. Niohols7 includes both beginning typ

ing and beginning stenography in the eleventh year. This can 

only mean that in the commercial program of the typical high 

school beginning typewriting and beginning shorthand are taken 

concurrently, and that :branscription practice must either be 

in longhand, or it must be done on a typewriter before the stu

dent is sufficiently familiar with the machine to enable him 

to do anything like his best work. According to this same 

source, the typical large high school is more in accord with 

the ideas of most of the writers on this subject, for there the 

beginning course in typewriting comes during the tenth year, 

while the beginning course in shorthand is not taken until the 

eleventh year. 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD THE PRESENT ca ERCIAL COURSES BE INTEGRATED AND 

COMBINED IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE lm1 BER OF SUBJ"ECTS OFFERED 

AND SIMPLIFY THE CURRICULUM? 

Typewriting, bookkeepingt shorthand, clerical practice, 

office machines, commercial law, consumer education, general 

business training, commercial geography, economics, business 

organization, salesmanship, advertising, history of commerce, 

7. Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
School, p. 119. 
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retailing, commercial mathematics, store practice, industrial 

history, filing, dictating machines, penmanship and spelling, 

and finance are a few of the many courses which have been advo

cated for the commercial department and all are taught in at 

least a few schools in the United States . 

In addition to this load, thinkers like ColvinB, Godfrey 

Dewey9, and others are either recommending or impliedly recom

mending the establishment of personal-use courses in typewrit

ing, shorthand, bookkeeping, and the like. New courses and new 

objectives are being recommended every day, a fac t which is 

amply proved by previous quotations . 

Benjamin R. Haynes expresses the feelings of a number of 

leaders in the field of ccrnmercial education in regard to this 

matter in the following paragraph: 

As soon as we , as business teachers, can deter
mine with some degree of accuracy the extent and kind 
of business experiences that our boys and girls should 
possess , and then set up a reduced number of courses, 
sufficiently enriched and endowed to warrant their 
existence, then business education will not only be 
strengthened but will receive the support of adminis
trators, supervisors , teachers, and the public that 
this type of education deserves.10 

J. W. Studebaker, Commissioner of Education , Office of 

Education, w!ashington, D. C., says that educational leaders are 

giving special attention to the study of activities which should 

be included in the high school program. , and are pointi~ to the 

a. A. o. Colvin, "An Integrated Course in Bookkeeping." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1933), p.°121. 
§. Godfrey Dewey, nshorthand for General Use: If not, hy 
Not?" The Journal of Business Education , Vol. 13, No. 8, 
(Mar., 1938), p. 10. 
10. Benjamin R. Haynes , "The General or Consumer Business 
Education Course." The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 
4, (Dec., 1937), p. 272. 
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need for a functional program that is based on the large areas 

of life activities rather than upon the highly separated sub

ject-matter courses. Re believes that one of these large areas 

is vocational life and that business education would be a most 

important core area in such an integrated program. 11 

ISSUE III 

SHOULD GENERAL BUSINESS TRAINING BE REQUIRED OF .ALL HIGH 

SCHOOL PUPILS? 

This issue represents a conflict bet\een theory and theory 

as well as practice. James L. Holtsclaw says that business ed

ucation in the future must give to all pupils some general busi

ness training.12 The position of the commercial department in 

the high school has been strengthened by the addition of general 

courses of sound economic value to all students. A good case 

oan be made in favor of including in the list of required 

courses the type of training which will help people to be better 

consumers and investors, and to perform routine business tasks 

more efficiently. It is the duty of the school to teach pupils 

to do better the desirable things which they are likely to do 

anyway--and nearly everyone is at some time engaged in businesa.13 

William J. Piepenbrink: gives the business man's viewpoint 

on this question. He believes knowledge of business procedures 

and simple business law is essential to all persons. A proper 

11. .J. W. Studebaker, "Education for the 85 Percent." The 
Business Education Digest, Vol. 2, No. 2, (May, 1938}, p-:-:I. 
12. James L. Holtsclaw, "Business Education Looks Ahead." 
The National Business Education Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 1, 
Toct., 1937), p. 4. 
13. Virgil Stinebaugh, "Objectives for Commercial Education 
in Indiana. 0 The Ball State Commerce Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, 
(Feb., 1931), p:--4:--



understanding of business would do away with much injustice 

an~ wo~d do muoh to correct illegal or irregular· business 

practioe.14 
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Herbert A. Tonne expresses his belief in the importance 

of general business training in the following paragraph: 

In an increasing, though as yet small, number 
of communities this subject is being organized as a 
required course for all pupils rather than as a base 
course for business students only. '!'his is, undeni• 
ably, a step in the right direction, for the pupil 
who will receive no business training is even more 
in need of better training in the consumption of 
goods than is his fellow who will probably have sev
eral other contacts in senior high school through 
which he will learn how business functions.15 

This statement indicates that general business training 

is not a required course in the average high school, however, 

Paul L. Salsgi verl6 says that i f the course is taught so as 

to develop an appreciation of, and a knowledge about the place 

and function of business in society, it has as much claim. on 

the curriculum time of the pupils as does English, social sci

ence, or general science. He believes that it should be a 

required course in the ninth grade. 

A. B. Zu Tavern believes that social business courses 

have interest and value to every person in his daily life . He 

believes that children will not get the things they ought to 

have from their own volition because they do not know what they 

14. Villiam J. Piepenbrink, "The Accountant Looks at High 
School Bookkeeping." The Business Education T'!orld, ( Oot ., 1937) , 
Reviewed by Elvin s . Eyster in Business Education Digest, Nov., 
1938), pp. 51-52. 
15. Herbert A. Tonne, "Are We Training All Our Students for 
Business?" ~ Business Education World, Vol. 15, No . 4, (Dec., 
1934), p . 264. 
16. Paul L. Salsgiver , "The E'volution of Junior Business Ed
ucation." The National Business Education Quarterly, Vol. 17, 
No. 1, (Autumn, 1938), p. 18. 
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should have. He points out that children 14 or 15 years of age 

are not expected to be intelligent enough to vote, l;Uld argues 

that the selection of the best courses for any individual re

quires at least as much intelligence as would voting. He be

lieves that the depression of 1930 was directly due to a lack 

of sooial business education. For this reason he thinks that 

social business subjects must be and will soon be required of 

eve-ry high school student.17 

Dr. McKee Fisk says that the solution to the problem does 

not lie in making some subject a required o ourse. He points 

out the confusion existing at the present time in the social 

business field, the la.ck of qualified teachers, and the lack 

or a broad standardization of offerings. These weaknesses, he 

believes, must be corrected before social business deserves to 

be a required course. Even after this confusion has been set

tled, Dr. Fisk doubts the wisdom of prescribing such a course 

because of the natural decadence which follows when it becomes 

no longer necessary to secure students through student inter

est. Commercial courses should be so vital, so compelling and 

so real that students enter them of their own free will. Pres

cribed courses rest upon their vested interests, become dead, 

and lose their reality and usefulness. In addition to this, 

Dr. Fisk believes that required courses disregard individual 

differences and, in many cases, force a student to take a sub

ject which he does not need.ls 

17. A. B. ZuTavern, "Social Economic Training for All." The 
Business Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 1, (Mar., 1939), pp:--'1'2-
'75. 
18. McKee Fisk, "Social Economic Training.'' Business Educa
tion Digest, Vol. 3, No. 1, (March, 1939), pp. 75-80. , 
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Allen Y. K1ngl9, and Lloyd Bertschi20 say that there is. 

too muoh duplication of other courses in the general business 

training course. They believe that intelligent cooperation 

with the social science department would do much to eliminate 

this evil. Bertschi declares that the business educators 

should be reluctant to take into an already overcrowded curri

culum: a course which has so little new material to offer. 

ISSUE IV 

SHALL THE COMMERCIAL STUDENT BE REQUIRED TO TAKE ENOUGH 

COLLEGE ENTRANCE WORK THAT HE CAN ENTER COLLJ!."'GE EVEN THOUGH 

HE WAITS UNTIL AFTER GRADUATION TO REACH SUCH A DECISION? 

This is a conflict between theory and practice. While a 

number of schools, and especially those in New York State, are 

allowing the student to receive his diploma when he has completed 

oertain courses even when his program will not permit him to 

enter college, the typical school requires the student to pre

pare for college entrance even though he does not plan to enter 

college. 

Nichols says that under the original theory the door to 

college was always kept open to every high school pupil. Now 

many educators feel that the damage done to the many who do 

not go to college may be greater than that which might result 

to the few who may decide late to go on to college.21 

Now that there is a growing conviotion among 
educators that many should be discouraged from going 
to college, the commercial curriculum need no longer 

19. Allen Y. King, "Duplication Between Commercial Subjects and 
the Social Studies." Business Education World, Vol. 19, No. 5, 
(Jan, 1939), p. 354. 
20. Lloyd Bertsch!, "Courses in Practical Economics for Every
body." The Business Education World, Vol. 14, No. 6, (Feb., 
1934}, p-:--303. 
21. Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p. 19. 



carry the added burden of meeting college-entranoe 
requirements.22 

This same idea is expressed by Blackstone: 

We want all students who can to go to college, 
and to meet the entrance requirements. On the other 
hand, if the student is not going to college, it may 
be better to give him a complete vocational training 
in the high school. Since three-fourths of our stu
dents do not go on to college it seems an unquestion
able economic waste to require them to take college 
entrance subjects which have no practical value; re
gardless of what their cultural values may or may not 
be.23 
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Homer P. Rainey believes that secondary education must pro

vide a common education for all at this level. It is not now 

to be regarded as a privilege for a selected minority. The 

"common school" must now include the junior high school, the 

senior high school, and the junior college as well as the elem

entary school. 

It is perfectly clear that the old secondary ed
ucation which stressed the selective and college pre
paratory functions is no longer suited to modern 
conditions.24 

This seems to indicate that Rainey does not favor college 

preparatory courses for students who will not go to college. 

ISSUE V 

SHOULD THE SEGREGATION AND CENTRALIZATION OF ALL C01~MERCIAL 

STUDENTS INTO SEPARATE COMMERCI AL HIGH SCHOOL" BE ATT:S,:PTED? 

There are only about twenty commercial high schools in the 

United States, and practically none were organized during the 

period from 1920 to 1935. 

Frederick G. Ni chols points out the f ollowing advantages 

22. Ibid., p . 19. 
23. E.G. Blackstone, National Business Education outlook, 
First Yearbook, National Commercial Teachers Federation, p . 145. 
24. Homer P. Rainey, How Fare .American Youth,. p • 45. 
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of the commercial high school over the cosmopolitan high school: 

Objectives are more clearly defined; homogeneity of pupils 

should be assured; demands of colleges may be ignored; academic 

prejudices and traditions are more easily overcome; curricular 

adjustments may be more easily made; part-time business ex

perience for students may be arranged with less friction; bet

ter teachers are available because of homogeneity of work of

fered and specialization made possible by larger numbers; and 

graduates should be more easily placed . 25 

In a number of oases , in actual practice, students living 

in the neighborhood attend the commercial high schools, when 

they have no interest in the vocational training, merely be

cause they do not wish to travel long distances to school. 

Because of this, many of the commercial high schools stress 

college entrance preparation. Stenographic and bookkeeping 

positions frequently receive undue stress. Both of these ten

dencies, are, in the opinion of Nichols,2° in error. 

In regard to the establishment of separate vocational 

schools, Ar. Homer P. Rainey says: 

Throughout the history of education in the United 
States there has run the conscious effort to evolve 
a common school system-- unified from the lower through 
the higher schools. We ought not have a dual system 
of education. By this is m.eant that we should not 
have separate vocational schools apart from those for 
general education or separate schools for different 
ability groups or for those of different economic 
status.27 

!r. Rainey's objection seems to be based on the belief 

that the establishment and use of vocational schools separate 

25. Frederick G. Nichols, op . cit., pp . 441 - 442 . 
26. Ibid. 
27. HomEir P. Rainey, How Fare American Youth, p . 48. 
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from the cosmopolitan high school may lead to social stratifi

cation. 

\1m. L. Moore, Principal of John Hay High School, a com

mercial high school in Cleveland, Ohio, believes in the spe

cialized type of high school because he thinks that the best 

interests of commercial education oan thus be met.28 

Norton says that in New York there is 11 ttle articulation 

between business education courses in the general high school 

and in the vocational schools. There appears to be a strong 

feeling of rivalry between the two types of schools, both claim

ing to be doing a superior job of training. There is little 

evidence which would lead one to believe that there is any co

operative effort between them.29 

In spite of this fact, V. R. Alberstett says that it seems 

to him that the question of teaching vocational business courses 

in the high school is slowly but surely moving in the direction 

of a separate commercial high school.30 

ISSUE VI 

SHOULD HIGH SCHOOL COAMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS TRAIN PUPILS 

TO ENTER CONTESTS, OR SHOULD CONTESTS BE ELD1INATED BECAUSE 

THEY HAVE AN UNWHOLESOME EFFECT ON THE OBJECTIVES? 

Most of the articles on contests which were read in pre

paring this report seemed to hold to the opinion that the de

sirability or undesirability of contests depended to a large 

extent upon the type of contest Yhich is held. 

28. William L. Moore, "The Specialized High chool. '' Business 
Education Difest, Vol. 2 , No . 1, (March, 1938), pp. 8-9. 
29. Thomas • Norton, Education . for Work, p. 50. 
30. V. R. Alberstett, ''Trends in Business Education." The 
National Business Education Q,uarterly, Vol. e, No. 3, {Ma'r:", 
1938), p. 9. 
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M. E. Studebaker is strongly in favor of the mass contests 

where every member of the class is required to take the test, 

and the median score of the entire class is used to determine 

the schools standing in each event. He is equally strong in 

his opposition to the traditional contest. His opposition is 

explained in this statement of his experience: 

In spite of the fact that we appealed to the 
professional spirit of all the teachers and urged 
them to train the entire class, some let their de
sire to win exceed their professional spirit by 
selecting a few of their best pupils for training 
for the contest. As a result, the class, as a 
whole, was neglected in the interest of the few. 
Further, those teachers who followed the spirit of 
the contest by giving the same attention to the en
tire class as they did to the possible candidates 
for team representatives found they could not make 
so good a showing as the teachers who devoted more 
attention to a few.31 

r. Studebaker believes that the mass contest eliminates 

the objectionable features of the traditional contest in that 

every pupil is required to take the test, and thus the t eacher 

will spend his time in training the entire class rather than 

a few. He feels that the contests as now held, foster a spirit 

of honesty, fairness, and cooperation on the part of the teach

ers, and f or this reason alone would be worthwhile. 

W. Ruby Blackburn32, A. Rex Johnson33, Mildred I. Olson34, 

Cletus E. Zunnvalt35, and L. F. Reynard36 all feel that the 

31. M. E. Studebaker, "Commercial Contests in Indiana." Busi
ness Education ·1orld, ·Vol. 14, No. 7, (March, 1934) , p. 37S:
~ • Ruby Blackburn, "The Value of State Commercial Contests." 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1934), p. 241. 
33. A. Rex Johnson, "The Value of State Commercial Contests. '' 
Business ·• ducation \!orld, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1934), p. 242. 
34. Mildred I. Olson, "The Value of State Commercial Contests." 
Business Education ~rorld, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1934), p. 243. 
35. Cletus E. Zumwalt, "A New Era in Commercial Contests. " 
Ba.lance Sheet, Vol. 20, No. 3, (Nov., 1938) , p . 117. 
36. L. F. Reynard, "The Value of State Commercial Contests. " 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No. 3, (Nov., 1934), p. 241. 
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state contests are definitely benef1oial because of the incen

tive whioh they offer to the teachers as well as to the stu

dents_. Most of them admit, however, that the contests have 

dangers, and tbat in some oases aotual harm. may be done. 

Paul Iii. Boynton thinks that oompeti tion is necessary if 

greater competency is to be had in. business education; and he 

takes the position that contests are benefieial to the teach

ers' objectives. He says:. 

The state contests require that teachers under .... 
stand the aims and. objectives of' what they are teach
ing more thoroughly than otherwise 'would be the case. 
This leads them to analyze their teaching more thor- · 
oughly and to instruct more intensively. ~!:here is no 
gainsaying tho fact that a state contest is motivat·
ing device for improvement in teaehi.ng.37 

In a lecture delivered before a group of graduate students 

at the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College in June, 

1939, Vachel E. Breidenbaugh said that in his opinion contests 

often did more ha.rm. th.an good because of the unfair means used 

by some teachers to win, e.nd the tendency of school administra

tors to ranlr t euohers .solely on the basis of the achievement 

of their students in the state contests. 

Some of the values attributed to business education con

tests have been listed by George R. Tilford: 

1. Contests act as motivating devices. They offer 
opportunity to excel and to master. 

2o They tend to set up standards toward which both 
teachers and pupils ~ay aim and thus give to the 
Yrork a greater amount of objectivity. 

3. They afford opportun1 ty for students of similar 
abilities from different localities to come in 
contact vdth each other. 

37. Paul H. Boynton, 0 The Value of Sta.ta CoP.' ... "7:.ercial Contests. n 
Business Education norld, Vol. 15, N'o. 3, (.Nov., 1934), p. 240. 



4. State contests create public acquaintance with 
and interest in the work of the school. 

5. An opportunity for a comparison among schools 
of the quality or work done is given. 

8. State contests aid teachers in improving their 
own tests. 

7. They develop an intrinsic interest in subject mat
ter on the part of the pupil~ 

8. State contests help to accomplish more thorough 
classroom work. The accomplishment of each and 
every pupil is placed on a higher level. 

9. They bring honors, trophies, and trips to worthy 
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students. en the complacent students or teacher 
has more respect for classroom work well done. 

10. Contests give zest and pleasure to class work. 
ohool tasks are dull only where inefficiently 

done. 

11. Contests insist that the mind and skills be used 
effectively. 

12. Contests aid in solving all educational problems 
by helping to make teachers professionally-minded. 

13. There are Babe Ruths in Bookkeeping; Amelia Ear
harts in Shorthand; Bobbie Jones's and Glenna Cal
letts in Typewriting; and channel s·wimmers in Ari th
metic. Contests help to discover them.38 

A.O. Colvin points out some of the common arguments 

against contests and expresses his ideas in the following para

graph: 

The arguments which are commonly used in oppo
sition to the scholastic contests are: (1) Intense 
ner vous strain; (2) False idea of values: (3) Dilu
tion of school program; (4) Dissipation of morality; 
(5) Financial burden; (5) Breakdown of democratic 
principles; (7) Co~trary to the accepted philosophy 
of education. These arguments are often presented 
with little or no evidence to support them. The argu
ments are probably founded on some very meagre and 

38. George R. Tilford, "Values Attributed to Business Educa
tion Contests, he Contest Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2,(April, 
1935), pp. 2-3.~ 



much highly imaginary evidence.39 

SUMMARY 
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The problems of organization and administration of com

mercial education are usually solved through the cooperative 

action of school administrators and commerce department heads. 

These problems ordinarily deal with prerequisites for taking 

certain courses, requirements for graduation or certification, 

and questions concerning school policy • 

.Among the moat important of these problems, from the 

standpoint of the commercial teacher, are: (1) Should 

typewriting be a prerequisite for shorthand? (2) Should 

commercial courses be integrated and their numbers reduced? 

(3) Should general business be required of all high school 

students? (4) Should all students be trained to meet college 

entrance requirements? (5) Should commercial high schools 

be established? (6) Should high school students be trained 

to enter contests? 

These problems represent some of the major issues of 

commercial education, and their solutions are necessary to 

the development of a sound commercial program in the secondary 

school. 

39. A.O. Colvin, "The Commercial Contest in Secondary 
Education." The COD.test Journal, Vol. 5, No . l, (Oct., 1937}, 
pp. 28-29. -



CHAPTER V 

WHAT SHOULD BE THE ~UALIFICATIONS OF BUSINESS EDUCATION 

TEACHERS? 
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A logical fourth step in the study of the problems of 

commercial education should be to determine who shall teach 

the commercial subjects, and what skills, education, and ex

perience they should have. 

ISSUE I 

SHOULD ALL TEACHERS 01', BUSINESS SUBJECTS BE REQ.UIRED TO 

HAVE A MINllru:M OF, SAY SIX MONTHS, ACTUAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE? 

Some of the most heated discussions in the entire field 

of commercial teacher training have arisen over this issue. 

As a rule, those who have had business experience feel that it 

is essential, while those who have remained in the school 

either as teachers or advanoed students feel that the import

ance of business experience is often over-emphasized. 

An editorial comment in the Business Education World for 

January, 1938, expressed the editor's idea of the importance 

of actual experience: 

Mastery of subject matter, skill development on 
a superior level, and a familiarity with actual busi
ness conditions and procedure through direct contact 
will do more to vitalize classroom teaching than any 
a.mount of reading and expounding of pedagogoc theories.l 

Frederick G. Nichols points out that in all other fields 

of vocational education it is necessary for teachers to have 

actual business experience as well as professional training, 

and expresses his belief that this plan should be adopted for 

l. Editor, Business Education lorld, Vol. 18, o. 5, (Jan., 
1938), Editorial. 



the certification of commercial education teachers.2 

Irma Ehrenhardt3 and 1ldred Ferguson4 agree with Dr. 

Nichols in that business teachers should have at least one 

year of actual experience. 

iss Ferguson's comment on the matter was as follows: 

I cannot understand a teacher who is not willing 
to make the necessary effort to obtain practical busi
ness experience--but if there is such a teacher, she 
should be made to make the effort or she should not be 
granted a teaching certifionte.4 
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This dogmatic statement was supported with practically no 

basis for her so believing. Ruth Frances Hiatt5 bases her con

victions that business experience should be required on her sum

mer vacation experiences. 

Dr. Edwin G. Knepper feels that business experience is 

valuable to all teachers, and especially to the college commerce 

teacher, but on the high school level he doubts whether the 

exp.erience gained is worth the effort and sacrifice which must 

be made to obta in it. According to Dr . Knepper three things 

should be accomplished by requiring business experience of all 

teachers in the commerce department: 

In the first place, it will reduce the a cademic 
tendency and prevent a too theoretical attitude on 
the part of the teacher. Secondly, it will give to 
the teacher a degree of confidence which will go a 
long way toward insuring successful presentation of 
subject matter. And , finally,. it will tend to keep 

2. Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
School, p. 127. 
3. Irma 'i'hr enhardt, "Business Experience fo r Business Educators." 
Business Education V.'orld, Vol . 17, No . 2, (Oct., 1936), p. 11. 
4. iildred ]'erguson, "Business Experience for Business Educa
tors." The Business Education World, Vol. l?, No . 2, (Oct., 
1936), p:-D. • 
5. Ruth Frances Hiatt, Essay Contest, The Business Education 
World, Voi. 16, No . 2, (Oct., 1935), p.-ro9. 



the material used and the point of view in present
ation in harmony with actual praetioe. 0 
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By no means all of the writers feel that sueh a requirement 

would be wise, and in aotual practice very few of the states re

quire business experience. Lloyd H. Jacobs? says that in look

ing baok over his experience he ·sees that it was not the busi

ness teacher with the rich background of practical business ex

perience who had the most influence on his life, but rather the 

teacher who did most to influence and develop his philosophy of 

life. Surely actual business experience would be of little 

value to the teacher of the personal use or social business-sub

jects when compared rith the value to be derived from a year of 

advanced study in college. 

J. H. Dodd8 has given two answers to the issue. The first 

is what he terms the logical answ-er, and the latter is his 

practical answer. 

As a matter of logic he f inds that the business world is 

too broad and life too short to allow any teacher to gain pro

ficiency in all the business subjects; and, the widely used 

facts of common application which are supposedly learned on 

the actual job could be more economically learned in the school 

room. 

As a matter of practice he says: 

••• actual experience in an atmosphere or reality 
will afford in future teaching situations a sort of 
anchor for theoretical discussion; a sense of poise 

5. E.G. Knepper, Essay Contest, The Business Education ~orld, 
Vol. 16, No. 2, {Oct., 1935), p. 1!'3.' 
7. Lloyd H. Jacobs, Easay Contest, The Business Education 
World, Vol. lo, No_. 2, (Oct., 1935),p. 111. 
8. J. H. Dodd, "Should Actual Business Experience be Required 
of Business Teachers?" The Journal of Business ~ducation, 
Vol. 12, No. 3, (Nov., 1'§36) , p. 11-12. 



that comes from having participated in the work for 
which he is training others; and it will gain for the 
teacher a greater respect from his students, because 
they feel he knows more nearly whereof he speaks. 
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Therefore, while the values claimed for actual 
experience may not be susceptible of exact calculation, 
and although the opportunities far securing such exper
ience may be far from ideal, actual experience should 
be required as a part of the preparation for b.lsiness 

teachers.9 

Dr. E.G. Blackstone, in an article in the Journal.£!.~

ness Education in September, 1933, said that there is no object

ive evidence that working in business offices contributes mater

ially to teaching ability. Dr. Blackstone recalls that his 

first business experience was gained in the office of a lawyer 

of the old type and that considerable experience in other of

fices was necessary to unlearn the f aulty practices learned 

during this first experience. He therefore believes that busi

ness experience can be good or bad, and that indiscriminate 

assignment to business offices may have bad effects as readily 

as good ones.10 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD PER .,ONS PLANNL G TO TEACH BUSINESc. SUBJECTS IN HIGH 

SCHOOL SPZCIALIZE IN A PARTICULAR COMMERCIAL qUBJECT IN ORDER 

TO HAVE A BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT WHICH THEY HOE TO 

TEACH, OR JHOULD THEY HAVE A BROAD BACKGROUND IN ORDER TO BETTER 

UNDERSTAND THE ENTIRE FIELD OF BUSINESS? 

The requirements for teacher certification in the state 

of Oklahoma, which may be taken as typical of middle-western 

states, call for six hours of shorthand, six hours of account

ing, and six hours of typewriting. In addition to this, six 

9. Ibid. 
10. ii:. G. Blackstone, "Experience Needed by Business Teachers." 
Journal of Business Education, Vol. 9, No. 1, {Sept., 1933), p. 16. 
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hours are required in business mathematics, commercial law, 

and/or business English. These requirements have been set up 

so as to allow the prospective teacher to obtain a little back

ground in Enelish grammar, science, general mathematics, psy

chology, and education. If additional courses in the commer

cial subjects were re uired it would probe.bl mean that the 

cOIDir1erce teacher would have to spend morij than four year.sin 

preparation. 

Harald G. Shields implie .... that the teacher should have 

both specialized fields and a broad general b ackground in com

merce in the following statement of his opinion on this question: 

The business ·teacher must , in addition to an ade
quate understanding of economics and accounting, have 
some appreciation of the.problems of personnel, of 
marketing, of finance, of production, and of the risk
bearing structure of industry.11 

Ray G. Price expresses t h e same idea. 1hen he sPys that all 

business teachers should understand and appr eciate finance, 

production, marketing, banking, insurance, consumption, and 

all other major fields of business.12 

Fred C. Ogle also disagrees with those in charge of teacher 

certification, but for a slightly different r eason. According 

to his viewpoint commerce teachers should be given a broader 

and less technical type of training wit h considerably more em

phasis on the social sciences .13 

11. Harald G. Shields, "The Social Responsibility of Business 
Education . " The Business Ti'ducation ·vorld, Vol. 14, l\Jo . 10, 
{June, 1934),~ 615. 
12. Ray G. Price , ttintegration In Business Education." Busi
ness Education ·1orld , Vol. 18, No. 9, ( 1ay , 1938}, p. 739. 
E:- Fred c. Ogle, "The Principal of a Small High School Views 
Commercial Educ ation." The Review of Commercial Education, 
Vol. 34, No . llB, (Nov. ,1937), p. 20. 
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H. H. Maynard of Ohio State University says that it is 

his matured judgment that the commercial teacher of the future 

must be trained in "at least this minimur;i work:" 

It must start with the non:ial work 1n Principles 
of Economics and in Accounting and proceed through 
the program of statistics, corporation finance, money 
and banking, industrial organization, marketing, law, 
geography, business correspondence, personnel, offioe 
management, and the applied marketing fields such as 
advertising, retail merchandising, credits and collect
ions, salesmanship, and sales management, etc . 14 

Mr. Maynard says that one must know not only what to teach 

but how to teach. However, the "minimum" program whieh he has 

outlined above wo4ld hardly allow time for many courses in 

pedagogy i.f' any considera ble amount of work is to be t ak:en in 

a particular field. 

ISSUE III 

SHOULD ALL TEACHERS OF TYPING AND SHORTHAND BE REQUIRED 

TO HAVE HIGHLY D ELOPED SKILL.> I r THESE SUBJllJTS? 

lany people who are capable of performing r emar kable feat s 

of' skill can not explain how they arrived at the ability nor 

by what met hod others may obtain their degree of skill. Many 

of the greatest coaches have been men who could not pl ay the 

games which they taught others to play. Yet, t his apparently 

does not affect \\Titers in the f ield of commercial education, 

for many of them feel tha t a teacher must be able to do ,well 

himself anything which he hopes to teaeheothers to do. 

Nichols says tha t the teacher must not only know something 

about the skill, but he must a lso possess the skill which he 

14. H. H. Maynard, "The Contribution of the Collegiate School 
of Business to Teacher Training.n The Business Education 
Digest, Vol. 3 , No. 1, (Mar., 1939}-;-J>°. 84. 



seeks to develop in others. 

The trainer of stenographers must possess a 
journeyman competency _in this field.15 
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Margaret H. Ely justifies her stand in favor of requiring 

a high degree of skill on the part of the teacher on the grounds 

that a teacher must have a reserve of both skill and knowledge 

over and above that which he expects his pupils to obtain. 

This surplus skill, she believes, gives him confidence in pre

senting his subject, and gives his students confidence in his 

ability.16 

Iiss Ely , in explaining the teaohers' need for actual 

skill in writing shorthand, says: 

Furthermore , his own experience in a cquiring 
that speed makes it possible for him to assist his 
pupils to acquire similar skill. It is only through 
his own experience that he is able to analyze their 
difficulties and suggest remedies.17 

~. fi . Howard says that it is easier to lead than to push, 

and the teacher.who is trying to develop greater ability in 

his students than he himself possesses is trying to ush when 

he should be leading.18 

In spite of these stutements as to the necessity of a 

high degree of skill, it is a well kno~rn fact that the school 

boards of many, and perhaps most , of the smaller communities 

do not require applicants for teaching positions to exhibit 

15. Frederick G. Nichols, Proceedings of the University of 
Chicago Conference on Business Education, The· Gregg Publish
ing Co., 1g33 , p. 80. 
16. Margaret H. Ely, "Levels of Knowledge and Skill Needed 
by a asterly Teacher of Shorthand." The Business ;Education 
orld, Vol. 14, No. 10, (June, 1934), ~649. 

17. Ibid. 
18. Wm. H. Howard, "Effectiv.e Method of Teaching Gregg Short
hand . " The Business 1 ducation ~rorld, Vol. 15, No . 2 , (Oct., 
1934), p:-T51. 
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their skills. 

Frances E. 1errill believes skill desirable but recognizes 

the impossibility of being highly skilled in all lines of vrork. 

It is essential that the teacher of skill subjects 
be proficient in the skill she is trying to teach. But 
it is asking almost too much to expect a college grad
uate to be a skilled bookkeeper and a skilled steno
grapher and a trained teacher.19 

Dr. Herbert A. Tonne·, in a lecture delivered before a 

group of graduate students at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechani

cal College, in June, 1939, described the examinations given in 

New York City. According to Dr. Tonne, there are many cases 

where persons ~1th a high degree of skill make very poor teach

ers due to a lack of knowledge of psychology, a lack of pro

fessional attitude, and weak personality traits. He expressed 

his opinion that a teacher who has a reasonable degree of skill 

and a good understanding of the principles of education and 

psychology, will probably be a better teacher tban one who has 

a high degree of skill but laoks the necessary background. 

August Dvorak believes that commercial teachers must have 

a high degree of skill, but he nlso recognizes the importance 

of a knowledge of how to teach. 

In addition to being required to attain per~ 
formance levels at least as high as the highest re
quired in commercial employment, prospective teach
ers need to be well grounded in psy~hology of learn
ing, teaching methods, and those courses pertaining 
to the profession of teaching .20 

19. }?ranees E. ! errill, "How Can We Improve the General Back
ground of Business Education Students in Teacher Training?" 
Business Education Digest, Vol . 3, No. 1, (Mar., 1939), p . 118. 
20. August Dvorak, 11Should the Training of Prospective Com
mercial Teachers Differ from That of Prospective Employees'?" 
The Bu"'iness Education Digest , Vol. 3, ro . 1, (?.ar., 1939), 
p. 127. 
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ISSUE IV 

SHOULD ONLY THOSE TEACHERS i HO HOLD A REGULAR COMMERCE 

TEACHING CERTIFICATE BE ALLOWED TO TEACH ANY CO! ERC.,, SUBJECTS 

INCLUDING BUSINESS E!Q ISH, BUSIN~SS ARIT ·1-crrc , BUSINESS LAW, 

EVERYDAY BUSI NESS, CONo"UMER E UCATIO , EOOUO ICS, SALE,·.,iANSHIP , 

AS \'JELL AS THE USUAL VOCATIONAL SUBJ CTS? 

In a number of high schools business English is taught in 

the English epartment, business mathematics in the mathematics 

department, and everyday business in the social s oienoe depart

ment. Herbert A. Tonne says that the plan whereby general busi

ness training is offered by the social studies people has many 

advant ges, and will probably in measure materialize. He 

thinks that the greatest weakness in this plan is that the 

training in business functioning will be treated as more or 

less of an adjunct to historical studies.21 

R. J. Hosler says that teachers of social business subjects 

should be trained in commercial education and should be " com

mercially interested.,. He feels that too many social business 

teachers are brought over from other fields to "fill in". Thi s 

error, he thinks, must be ealled to the attention of the super

intendent.22 

Harald G. Shields says that administr ators are often will

ing to permit eeonomios, whioh is in his opinion the most basie 

subject in the business curriculum, to be taught ih the history 

21~ Herbert A. Tonne, 0 Are We Training All Our Students for 
Business?" The Business Education ·:Jorld, Vol. 15, No . 4, 
(Dec., 1934}-;-p. 267. 
22. R. J. Hosler, "Some Suggested Subjects to Be Used 
Meeting "' tudent Demand from Social Economic Subjects . " 
ness Education Digest , Vol. 3, No . 1, (Aar., 1939), p . 

in 
Busi
g~ 
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department or in the social science department of the secondary 

schoo1.23 

H. H. ~aynard points out the fallacy of letting anyone 

teach courses in s alesmanship. 

Too many times 1 t has been assumed that anyone-
the English teacher or the Latin pedagogue--can 
teach salesmanship to fill out his schedule. It is 
suicidal to make such an assigmnent for usually there 
is neither sympathy with the objectives of the course 
or competency in the content.24 

While Maynard does not say that the salesmanship teacher 

should hold a regular commerce teaching certificate, he does 

say that the minimum basis shouls be retail store experience, 

a basic marketing course, economics, accounting, and statistics. 

This would eliminate many of the teachers who do not hold com

mercial certificates, and perhaps some who do. 

Both Colvin25 and Benjamin R. Haynes26 agree that the busi

ness education courses should be taught by the teacher who is 

best qualified because of his training and experience regard

less of the .certificate held. 

James L. Holtsclaw proposes the following solution to the 

problem: 

All prospective commercial teachers should have 
the equivalent of at least six months of sug~essful 
business experience before being certified • 

. 23. Harald G. Shields, op. cit., p. 615. 
24. H. H. Maynard, "The Contribution of the Collegiate School 
of Business to Teacher Training." .Business Education Digest, 
Vol. 3, No. 1, (March, 1939), p. 84. . 
25. A.O. Colvin, "Business Education in the Small High School." 
Business Educat1on·vorld, Vol. 18, No. 3, (Nov., 1937), p. 206 
26. Benjamin R. Haynes, "The General or Consumer Business 
Education Course." The Business Education ~orld, Vol. 18, No. 
4, (Dec., 1937), p. 272. · 
27. Jam.as L. Hol tsolaw, ''Business Education Looks Ahead." 
The National Business Education Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 1, (Oct., 
1937), p. 5. 
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And, this certification should be done by subjects rather 

than by broad subject matter fields. This, he believes, will 

safeguard the students from being exposed to inefficient 

instruotion.28 

SUMMARY 

The issues discussed in this chapter are largely concerned 

with educational, skill, and experience qualifications of persons 

planning to teach business subjects. 

The question of whether actual business experience should 

be required of all commercial teachers has been the center of 

a great deal of heated discussion. Little objective evidence 

has been presented e.i ther for or against such a proposal. 

The question of whether a teacher should specialize or 

attempt to develop a strong background is important as a matter 

of educational guidance . Idealists who outline minimum require

ments often seem to forget the limiting factors such as time, 

financial cost, and inadequate salary schedules when they list 

the "essentials." 

The uestion of vmether teachers of skill subjects must 

have a high degree of skill in the subjects which they teach 

is largely a conflict of theory and p r actice . However, many 

schools are now selecting their teachers through competitive 

examinations. 

~ost educators seem to believe that comraercial subjects 

should be taught by teachers with certain special training yet 

many recognize the lack of care shown in the selection of 

teachers for salesmanship, consumer education, and many of the 

non-vocational courses. 

28. Ibid. 
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CHAPTER VI 

HOW SHALL THE C 01 ~ERCIAL COURSES BE TAUGHT? 

Four principal issues regarding the manner of presentation 

of commercial subjects are presented in this chapter. There are 

perhaps more minor issues in regard to this subject than there 

are for any of the other .major groups of problems. One issue 

has been selected concerning typewriting, one concerning short

hand, one concerns bookkeeping, and the fourth has to do with 

the manner of presentation of office practice courses. It is 

apparent,. of course, that there are many other issues in the 

pedagogy of commercial teaching. These selected are judged 

to be typical. 

ISSUE I 

SHOULD METRONO liIC RHYTEM BE Et IlASIZED IN THE TEACHING OF 

TYPKv'/IUTING? 

This issue is largely due to the lack of a generally ac

cepted definition of rhythm. To some rhythm means that the 

keys must be struck in a perfect metronomic cadence, while to 

others rhythm merely means striking the keys with a certain 

flow or oontinuity of effort. 

Until quite recently it seems that no one had ever ques--

tioned the desir~bility of teaching typewriting through the use 

of music or rhythm machines. The Victrola or graphophone has 

been standard equipment in the commercial department for sev

eral years •. 

In his book, Twentieth-Centurn Type,vri ting !Qr. Colleges, 

D. D. Lessenberry expresses the view of many commercial teach

ers in regard to rhythm when he says: 
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Type with even rhythm and with equal force behind 
strokes; avoid jerks • .&nphasize regular, continu
stroking that will keep the carriage moving with
pauses.I 
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However, this does not mean that perfect metronomic rhythm 

is to be desired. In the April, 1936, issue of the Business 

Education Norld, 1 r. Lessenberry lists typing at a fixed rate 

as one of the errors in stroking technique. He seems to believe 

that flow or continuity are to be desired, \hile spasmodic typ

ing and its opposite, metronomic rhythm, are to be avoided.2 

In 1930 George Hossfield said that it is impossible to 

write at a high rate of speed without rhytbm.3, and again in 

1934 he said: 

I am convinced that rhythm is an essential factor 
in gaining typing speed and accuracy. I firmly be
lieve--and many others will admit--that the present 
high degree of accuracy eould not have been attained 
without the aid of rhythm.4 

Urina Roberts Frandsen believes that rhythm is the founda

tion of typing speed and ability, and that the value of the 

Victrola as a teaching device cannot be overestimated.5 

Mrs. Esta Ross Stuart implies the desirability of rhythm 

when she s ays that once the carriage is put into motion it 

should be kept moving evenly and at a good rate.6 

However, Mrs. Stuart indicates in her book, Principles 

1. D. D. Lessenberry, Twentieth-Century Typewriting for Col-
leges, p. 18. · 
2. D. D. Lessenberry, "Diagnosing Type1-n-iting Errors . " The 
Business ~duoation World, Vol. 18, No . 8, (April, 1936),~ 620. 
3.. George Hossfield, "Acquirement of Speed and Accuracy in 
Typing. " The ~ State Commerce Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, (May, 
19 30) , p • I9. . 
4. George Hossf'ield, "That is Rhythm in Typewriting." The 
Business Education World, Vol. 15, No . 1, (Sept., 1934),~ 15. 
5. Urina Roberts Frandsen, "Vlhat Typing Instruction is Neces
sary to Develop Skill in Transcription." The Business Educa
tion World, Vol. 15, No . 4, (Dec., 1934), ~285. 
~Esta Ross Stuart, Stuart Typing, p. 6. 
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~ Techniques !Q!. Directing ~ Learning of TypeWl"i tinft ~ yub

lished in 1935, that experiments have shown that expert typists 

4o not type according to an even measured rhythm. 

Analysis of what it would mean to wri t e in an 
even, measured rhythm indicates immediately that 
such a procedure would result in the slowing down 
of the writing process. In order to write with 
equal intervals between each stroke it is necessary 
for the typist to write at the r ate of his slowest 
(most difficult) letter sequences.7 

.Among others who feel that rn.etronomie rhythm is either un

desirable or impossible are Harold H. Smith, Jane E. Clem, and 

Arnold E. Schneider. 

Mr. Smith has written numerous articles on the subject, 

J11ost of which have appeared in recent issues of the Business 

Education World. Through the use of a paper tape moving along 

the platen at a uniform rate, he found that expert typists do 

not write with anything like per fect metronomic rhythm.a 

Miss Clem indicates the newer conception of rhythm in the 

following par agraph: 

Metronomic rhythm, a set pace in which equal time 
intervals separate all strokes, has been replaced to 
some extent by a new conception of rhythm. Rhythm is 
now interpreted to be a flow of vn-i ting in which the 
easy combinations are typed at a faster tempo than the 
hard combinations.9 

Mr. Schneider has written an explanation of the "new co.11-

ception" of rhythm which Miss Clem mentions: the important 

?. illiam R. Odell and Esta Ross Stuart, Principles and Teoh
niques for Directing the Learning of Typewriting, p. 220. 
e. Harold H. Smith, '~ietronomio Rhythm in Typing Found to Be 
a Fallacy." The Business Education World, Vol. 17, No. 4, 
(Dee., 1936), pp. 276-281. 
9. J'ane E. Clem, "New Trends in the Teaching of Typev.rri ting. 
The Business Education vorld, Vol . 19, No . 8, (April, 1939), 
P:-629. 



points being: 

The definition of rhythm as applied to typewriting 
teaching technique has undergone a significant change. 
It no longer means, in any sense, a metronomic, lock
step teaching device. 

Rhythmic writing, so long cherished by the speed 
typists as one of the secrets of their typing skill, 
is no longer accepted as a factor of basic importance 
by all these writers. 

The teaching of rhythm in the classroom has boen 
proved to be a lock-step and time-wasting procedure. 

An effective typewriting teaching technique must 
be substituted f or vniat type:11ritine teachers long 
thought 'rhythmic writing' accomplished.lo 
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Mr. Schneider believes that continuity and fluency are the 

important factors in developing speed and accuracy on the type

writer. 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD LONG PRACTICE SETS BE ABANDONED IN THE TEACHING OF 

HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING COURSES? 

There has been a recent tendency toward getting away from 

long practice sets in the teaching of elementary bookkeeping. 

r. E. H. Fearon, who is author of a popular high school text 

in bookkeeping, says that the presentation of long lessons 

should be carefully avoided in the teaching o.f beginning book

keeping.11 

In the preface to their text Bookkeeping in Everyday !4!!,., 

Altholz and Lile say that they favor the short set as a teach

ing device, but are convinced tha t an occasional long set is 

valuable for unifying the material which has been presented and 

tor developing the power of sustained attention.12 

10. Arnold E. Schneider,. "Streamlined Rhytbm." Business Eduoa
tion World, Vol. 18, No. ? , (hiar., 1938), p. 4 '36. rr:- E. H. Fearon, "What of Beginning Bookkeeping." Businesfa ,M
ucation World, Vol. 15, Uo. '?, ( ar . , 193?), p. 539. 
12 . lathanlel Alt holz nd R. Al t rea Lile, Bookkee ing in ~'Tery~ 
day Life , p . iv. 
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Paul A. Carlson thinks th~t th - trou 1 . wit the tradi

tional practice sets is that because of their greal length they 

have been allowed to monopolize the classroom tine. The sola

tion, he believes, lies not in the abolition of all practice 

sets, but in the use of a few good practice sets w1 th busineiss 

papers.13 

In regard to the tendency to substitute a number of short 

problems for a long practice set, Mr. A. C. Thomas says that 

\oth the prac~ice set and the problem are essential in effect

ive teaching of bookkeeping.14 

Mr. Earl Clevenger agrees with the statement made by rr. 

Thomas. He explains his osition as follows: 

It has been found in actual practice that it is 
desirable to use both problems and practice sets in 
teaching bookk:eeping--problems to illustrate the var
ious steps of the cycle as they are studied; and a 
practice set to review the princi les and to show the 
relationships which exist between the various steps 
in the eycle.15 

Mr. Oscar 0 . Gellein says that a practice set should be 

used as a unifying device rather than as a teaching device. · 

He points out the danger of using practice sets too frequently, 

saying that to do so causes the student's work to become mere 

imitative routine.16 

Harvey A. Andruss says that after the different steps in 

13. Paul A. Carlson, "What of Beginning Bookkeeping." The 
Business ..,ducat ion ·vorld, Vol. 15, No. 9, (May, 1935), p :--S99. 
I4. A. c. Thomas, "Problems Versus Practice Sets in Teaching 
Bookkeeping.~ Review£!. Commercial Education, Vol. 35, No. 14a, 
Dec., 1938, p. 7. 
1,5. Earl Clevenger, "Problems Versus Practice Sets in Teaching 
Bookkeeping." Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 35, No. 
14 a, Deo., 1938, p. 7-;-
16. Oscar S. Gellein, "Probiems Versus £raotice 0ets in Teach
ing Bookkeeping," Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 35, No, 
14a, (Dec., 1938), p.a.~ 



the bookkeeping cycle have been taught through the use of 

questions, answers, and problems, the practice set may be 

used to unify the principles previously learned. 

The practice set is the project to unify prin
ciples already mastered separately and not a teach
ing medium through which new principles are pre
sented.17 
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Andruss points out a trend a.way from using practice sets 

as a teaching medium. tvhile they were once the sole means of 

teaching bookkeeping they are now used only after the material 

has been learned. He believes that while such sets may be con

demned because they are too expensive, their effectiveness 

in teaching can not be seriously questioned. 

ISSUE III 

BY ViliICH METHOD 3HOULD GREGG SHORTHAND BE TAUGHT'? 

In an article entitled "A Psychological Evaluation of 

Current Methods of Teaching Gregg Shorthand" • Edward A. 

Klein describes six or seven of the most common methods of 

teaching the Gregg system of shorthand. Six of the methods 

described by Mr . Klein are listed here: 

· 1. Odell-Rowe-Stuart, "Direct-Approach Method". 
These authors employ the reading approach but 
only for the first five units of their text. 

2. Brewington-Soutters, nnirect Method". Use of 
reading approach through blackboard presenta
tion of contextual material. 

3 . Beers-Scott ethod. Students read until they 
have a good mental picture of the shorthand 
outline before they undertake to write shorthand. 

4. Zinman-Strelsin-Weitz, "Sentence Method". Teaches 
shorthand through the use of sentences containing 
new words, whioh when learned, are used immediate
ly in sentences supplied by the teacher. 

17. Harvey A. Andruss, nrAlays to Teach Bookkeeping and Ac
counting." Balance Sheet, Vol. 16, No . 5, (Jan., 1935), p. 196. 



5. Leslie, °Funotional Method". Uses reading ap- · 
proach. No formal statement of rules. ~uestions 
and discussions on theory discouraged. 
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6. Frick, "Analytical Method." Trains first for re
cognition and emphasizes reading for context after 
recognition is established.18 

Louis A. Leslie, author of the functional method, says 

that in the training of stenographers presentat on or class dis

cussion of points of theory is of praotically no,value . He em

phasizes that students learn to write shorthand by writing it 

and not by talking about it.19 

Hubert A. Hagar declares that many teachers devote more 

than half their time to talking, describing, lecturing, and 

explaining while the students wit wondering when the teaching 

is to begin. 

Children are not educated by what we do for 
them ••••••• Then let us quit talking and lecturing 
and encourage our students to exercise their ini
tiative and resourcefulness. Any student who is 
capable of learning shorthand can read and under
stand, for the most part, the rules and statements 
in our shorthand manuals, so why kill his initia• 
tive by explaining the evident.20 

This statement seems to indicate that 1ir . Hagar is in favor 

of the functional method or one of' the other direct methods . 

There are many, however, who do not feel that shorthand can be 

learned unless the basic rules are thoroughly learned, and who 

feel t .hat the best way to learn rules is through the teacher's 

explanations and assistance. 

18. Edward A. Klein, t'A Psychological ::};valuation of Current 
:ethods of Teaching Gregg Shorthand ." The National Business 
Education Outlook, Third Yearbook of the NCTF ., pp. 223-35. 
19. Louis A. Leslie, "A Re-examination of Traditional Short
hand Teaching fothods . " ~ Business Education Vorld, Vol. 14, 
No. 6, (Feb., 1934), p. 296. 
20. Hubert Al Hagar, "Baok to Fundamentals. " The Business Ed
ucation World, Vol. 14, No . 1, (Sept., 1933), p-:--!33. 
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Harold D. Runkle believes that a thorough mastery of 

rules and principles is necessary in studying shorthand. He 

points out the value of knowing the rules in writing words 

which have never before been encountered.21 Guy G. George is 

convinced of the value of a high degree of executional skill, 

and is afraid that the use of any direct method of teaching 

shorthand will cause this skill to be ignored even more than it 

has been in the past. He adds: 

Further, I think executional skill cannot be 
acquired merely incidentally ••••• I maintain that a 
pupil needs to be shown how to execute accurate 
strokes with ease and speed; and, within reason, to 
be drilled toward the acquisition of correct ho.bits. 
Obviously, there is only one person to whom we may 
look for this instruction and .drill guidanoe--the 
teacher. If my contention is right, comment on a 
teacher who cannot or will not direct him2~n the 
formation of right habits is superfluous. 

Under the topic heading "Mastery of Principles", Wm. H. 

Howard says: 

Rapid and legible shorthand is predicated upon 
thorough familiarity with the application of every 
principle.23 

He thus seems to f avor a careful s tudy of rules, a study 

which is the opposite of the functional method, and most of the 

so-called "direct" methods. 

A brief, but comprehensive survey of the various methods 

of teaching Gregg shorthand may be found in a mimeographed book, 

~ Teaching E:f.. Shorthand, compiled by Ann Bre\vington and 

21. Harold D. Runkle, ":Essential Factors of Shorthand Instruct
ion." The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 2, No. 2, (Oct., 
1935), P:-10 -
22. Guy G. George, The Business Educa tion , orld, Vol. 14, 
No. 9, {May, 1934), P:-563. 
23. William H. Hm•ard , "Effective ethods of Teaching Gregg 
.~horthand." The Business Education World, ol. 15, No. 2, 
(Oct., 1934),~ 152. 
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published by the School of Business of The University of Chi

cago in 1936. 

This book describes the methods and procedures used in 

(1) The Brewington Direct Hethod, (2) The Direct V7riting Method 

of Munkhoff, (3) The Barnhart Direct Association Method, (4) 

The Odell-Rowe-Stuart Direct Practice Approach, (5) The Beers

Scott Sentence Method, {6) The Leslie Functional !ethod, (?) 

The Frick Analytical Method, (8) The "traditional" Method. 

A complete statement of tho characteristics of each method 

is not within the scope of this study. Each of these methods 

is an interpretation of shorthand in terms of the author's 

conception of certain principles of psychology and learning. 

The f act that so many methods do exist indicates the existence 

of an important issue between practice and other praotice.24 

ISSUE IV 

BY ·wHICH METf OD SHOULD OFFICE PRACTICE COURSES BE PRESENTED? 

This issue represents a conflict between practice and prac

tice as well as between theory and theory. Peter L. Agnew25 

has listed and described the six most common plans by which 

office practice may be taught. These six plans will beds

cussed, with short comments on each. That this subject re

presents an important issue is indicated by the fact that there 

are so many plans in existence, and that there are conditions 

whioh make each seem the most desirable that can be obtained 

24. Ann Brewington, The Teaching of Shorthand. 
of Chicago Press, 1935, p. 119. A Swnmary of a 
existing Methods of teaching Gregg Shorthand by 
25. Peter L. Agnew, "Plans for Teaching Office 
The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 11, No. 
1935), pp. 11"='12. 

The University 
0 urvey of the 
R. La Dow, 1935. 
Practice." 
1, (Sept., 
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under the existing cireumstanees. 

Plan One. Recitstion Plan. Under this plan office pract

ice is taught in a regular classroom with no special equipment. 

All theory, no practice. Agnew says that it is the least de

sirable of all and fev,r places use it. 

Plan Two. Dictation Office Practice. Secretarial pract

ice is given in connection wi tl1 dictation practice. 1'Iay often 

become mere dictation practice. 

Plan Three. Rotation Plan. Under this plan students use 

one type of office machine or do some other type of office 

practice work for a given time and then shift to something new. 

AgnevJ says that this plan is extremely flexible, makes good 

use of equipment, provides reasonable integration, takes care 

of individual differences, is an excellent tryout course, pro

vides a reasonable of'fice atmosphere, is easily managed, and 

does not become artificial. 

Plan Four. Typewriting Office Practice. This plan in

volves teaching office practice in a room equipped with type

writers alone. This plan does not provide for adequate train

ing on offi.ce machines. 

Plan Five. Battery or Specialization Plan. Under this 

plan specia.lized training in one or more types of office 

machines is given to enable the students to become proficient 

operators. This is an·exoellent plan for developing special

ists, and it permits class instruction. Agnew lists the fol

lowing objections to it, however: It is a narrow type of train

ing, does not shov;1 job relationships, is extremely expensive 

to equip, and requires a greater degree of student selectivity. 
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than is usually ·provided. 

In commenting on these various plans, Clinton Reed says 

that the battery plan provides intensive training but requires 

a large expenditure for machines; the rotation plan makes good 

use of equipment, allows time for a famili Rrity with all the 

machines; the model office plan provides for various skills 

in their natural relationships, makes good use of equipment, 

gives experience in all types of office work, and has proved 

very successful in actual .ractice.26 

E. W. Alexander27, and George P . Hillmer28 like the model 

office plan because it trains in several skills, shortens the 

period of apprenticeship, is easily adapted to individual dif

ferences, makes good use of the equipment, and relieves the 

teacher of much routine. 

Peter L. Agnew thinks that - the model office plan is un

doubtedly the most "ideal" but he feels that it has many faults, 

some of which are: It requires an exhaustive amount of plan

ning; it must be replanned for various sizes of classes; stu

dents do not have an opportunity to work at all jobs; absences 

interfere with plan; it does not provide for real mastery; and 

the situation created is obviously false. Mr. Agnew's des

criptions of the various plans imply a tendency on his part to 

favor the rotation plan.29 

26. Clinton A. Reed, "Office Practice in New York Schools." 
Journal of Business Wducation, Vol. 11, No. 1, (Sept., 1935), 
pp. ll-127 . 
27. E.W. Alexander, "Teaching Procedures in Office Practice 
for Clerical Efficiency." National Business Education Outlook, 
Third Yearbook of the n.c.T.F., p. 240. 
28. George P. Hillmer, "Office Training for Graduating Students~ 
Journal of Business Educo.tion,. Vol. 14, No . 4, (Dec., 1938), p. 23 . 
29. Peter L. Agnew, loo. cit. 
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The entire issue of the national Business Education 

Quarterly, Volume III, no. 3 (March, 1935} is devoted to a 

discussion of these plans. 

St"TJ?<[,JillY 

'I'here a.re a great many issues concerning the methods of 

teaching the commercial subjects. Four of the most frequently 

discussed problemf:i have been presented in this chapter. There 

are, of course, many issues concerning the teaching of geogra

phy, economics, salesmanship and distributive education coursesj 

to mention e:\ few, but the issues presented in this chapter :may 

be considered typical. 

One of the principal 1.ssues concerning the teaching of 

typewriting is Hhether metronomic rhythm should be emphasized. 

The most recent trend seems to be tm.i1ard a newer concertion of 

rhythm. where emphasis is placed on flovr and eontinui ty rather 

than a perfect metronomic cadence. 

A great deal has been written on the use of practice sets 

in bookkeeping--practice sets being interpreted to mean a long 

accounting problem going entirely through the bookkeeping cycle. 

In spite of much controversy, there seems to be a fairly gen

eral agreement that practice sets are unifying material rather 

than teaching· devices. 

The many methods of teaching Gregg shorthand indicate the 

lack of any unifor:mity of thought concerning the principles 

of psychology and learning which govern this subject. It is 

not within the scope of thin study to describe the various 

methods and the practices peculiar to each or eo!'.lmon to all. 

It should suffice to say that many methods do exist, that each 
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method is based upon the author's interpretation of the bases 

of learning, and. that there is a •1:1ide d.ifferenoe in the pro

cedures used. 

The best nethod of teaching oi'f'iee practice has given rise 

to a great deal of discussion. This issue differs from the one 

concerning the best method of tee~ohing shorthand in that there 

are a great many more factors than achievement to be considered. 

Cost 01' equipment, time, and objectives of· the course all great

ly affect the choice of a method. Six principal plans seem to 

be in use, however, some seem to have been selected through 

necessity rather than through choice. 



CHAPTER VII 

HOW SHOULD THE PROGRAM OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATIOU ON THE 

SECONDARY-SCHOOL LEVEL BE JUDGED? 
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In a discussion of how the program of secondary education 

should be judged, Francis T. Spaulding says that the Regents' 

Inquiry in New York in 1937 decided that the present high school 

program can not be fairly judged by comparing its rogram with 

some preconceived idea of what the outcomes should be. Instead, 

they believe that it should be dispassionately analyzed in terms 

of the outcomes in interests, abilities, aptitudes and habits 

on the part of boys and girls who are ready to leave the school.l 

Just as the success of the high school in preparing young 

people f or continued learning is measured by their college re

cords, so Mildred L. Davidson believes that business education 

should be measured by its effectiveness in placing students in 

commercial positions.2 

ISSUE I 

HOVI SHALL ACHIEVEMENT I N CO ERCIAL C CURSES BE 11EASURED? 

Frederick G. Nichols is firmly eonv1nced that the only 

really dependable measurement of the results of t eaching voca

tional business courses is to be found in an evaluation of the 

success of the graduate in the business office where he is 

employed: 

There is no trustworthy evidence of success in 
teaching except the success of the student on the job.3 

1. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Lif e, p. 2. 
2 . Mildred L. Davidson, "Graduate Business Department of the 
Los Angeles Metropolitan High School . " The Journal of Busi
~ Education, Vol. 13, No. 10, (June, 1'9'38 ), p . 10-:-~ 
3. F . G. Nichols, tt '• hat is a Sound Philosophy of Business Ed
ucation?" The Business Education World, ol. 16, No. 10, 
(June, 1936,-;-p . 766. 
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He thinks that the tests and devices which are to be used 

to measure achievement in vocational courses should be devel

oped by making a careful follow-up study of the abilities and 

qualities which have made for success on the part of the 

schools' graduates.4 In regard to the nature of the tests to be 

used, he says: 

Success in teaching vocational business subjects 
has been measured in terms of spurt-speed ability to 
do simple things--take dictation, type from copy, 
check statements about bookkeeping true or false, 
complete unfinished sentences about how to typewrite-
and not in terms of the composite skills required to 
handle complex office situations. Already, here and 
there, emphasis is being shifted from the flash-type 
test to the endur~ce-type which is more typical of 
job requirements, 

Imogene L. Pilcher says that business standards form the 

only acceptable bases for evaluating students' work in second 

year shorthand.6 Charles G. Reigner agrees that standards of 

achievement in a vocational skill subject are set by the busi

ness community. He believes that the first thing to do is to 

determine what those standards are in definite, quantitative 

terms. After this has been done, the instructor should direct 

his efforts toward the attainment of those standards.7 

The complexity of developing a stenography test is indi

cated by the following quotation from Gertrude Lieber: 

hany questions arise in the discussion as to 
the content end type of test which is best for meas
uring achievement. Shall it be an all dictation and 

4. Ibid. 
5. F. G. Nichols, "Criticism, Comment and Challenge." The 
Journal of Business Education, Vol. 13, No. 1, ( ept., 1937), 
p. 9. 
6. Imogene L. Pilcher, "Vocational Guidance in Shorthand.n 
The Business Education World, Vol. 17, No . 2, (Oct., 1936), p. 108. 
V-:- Charles G. Reigner, "Business Standards for Typing . " Busi
.£.™ Education World, Vol. 16, No . 5, (Jan., 1936), pp . 373-376. 
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transcription test, or shall it be a list of words or 
matter to be written from copy; shall isolated words 
have any place in a test or shall it be only words in 
context; or shall it be a combination of all of these? 
And then how shall the test be administered and graded, 
how much emphasis shall be put upon proportion and 
whether all is wrong when either shorthand or transcript 
is incorrect, and shall the element of time be a factor 
in the make-up?8 

The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards indi

cates the importance of an adequate evaluation of achievement 

in any subject. 

In the educational program of the good secondary 
school, major concern should be given to attaining 
desirable outcomes and to various kinds of evidence 
indicating that such outcomes are being realized. 

They have prepared the following checklist for business 

education: 

1. Knowing the language of business. 

2. Having a general notion of the economic nature of 
business and how it operates, includir,g interming
ling of the functions of management, finance, pro
duction, marketing, and accounting. 

3. Developing vocational efficiency in at least one 
occupation sufficient to permit a graduate to se
cure an initial position. 

4. Developing the ability to adapt oneself to occupa
tional changes brought about by inventions or 
social and economic changes. 

5. Knowing business practices and being proficient in 
those business skills needed by all intelligent 
consumers. 

6. Developing a personality which will be welcome in 
business and society a.like. 

Evaluations: 

How efficiently are pupils prepared for vocational 
service. 

8. Gertrude Lieber, "Testing in horthand." The Ball State 
Commerce Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, (May, 1930), P:-1~ 



How well do they appreciate the part business 
plays in the everyday life of the individual.9 

ISSUE II 
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MUST THE COAlMERCIAL DEPARTMENT ESTABLISH STANDARDS FOR 

GRADUATION WITH STRICT REGARD FOR BUSINESS STANDARDS ON ACTUAL 

JOBS? 

Standards for graduation at the present time are set ac

cording to what the teachers feel to be reasonable standards 

and bear little relation to the actual job requirements or 

standards for employment. Because of this general disregard 

for business standards, Francis T. Spaulding says that gradua

tion from the business curriculum does not indicate that the 

student is ready for vocational employment.10 

A.O. Colvin thinks that the standards of achievement in 

the vocational skills should meet the average requirements of 

the local community, but that they need not be restricted there

by.11 

Wm. R. Foster says: 

But commercial education can never be based only 
on purely subjective standards. We cannot escape the 
objective tests imposed by society •••• 

When mastery is made the basis for pranotion, 
our high school diplomas will be given only to those 
who have satisfactorily met reasonable but definite 
standarda.12 

Mr. Foster seems to believe that there are definite stand

ards which must be met, but J'ohn l : . Brewer points out that 

9. Evaluative Criteria, CooperativeStudy of Secondary School 
Standards, (1938 Edition), Washington, D. c., p. 82. 
10. Francis T. Spaulding, op. cit., p. 131. 

\ 

11. A. o. Colvin, ~Business Education in the Small Hgih School." 
~ Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 3, (Nov., 1937), 
p. 208. 
12. William R. Foster, The Business Education World, Vol. 16, 
No . 5, (Jan., 1936), p. 377. 
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within the f ield of commerce there are many grades of work, 

and great varieties of ability, knowledge, and skill are re

quired.13 St andards of performance are set by business but 

it seems doubtful i f there is any one a bsolute business 

standard. 

ISSUE III 

SHALL STUDENTS mo ARE TAKING BUSINESS COURSES FOR PERSONAL 

USE BE HELD TO THE SAME STANDARDS AS THOSE vmo ARE TAKING THE 

COURSES AS PREPARATION FOR A VOCATION? 

In describing the conditions existing in the public high 

schools of Oklahoma, Mr. Hal F . Holt says: 

Speed and skill requirements determine achieve
ment in typev,riting. Those students who take it for 
personal use only must meet the same requirements as 
those who are interested in holding down stenographic 
jobs.14 

!r. Holt implies that this is not a desirable condition. 

He seems to agree with Arnold E. Schneiderl5 that personal-use 

courses should be thought of as sanething entirely different 

and bearing no relation to vocational courses in the same sub

ject. 

On the other hand, 1r. Alfred H. Quinette argues against 

the establishment of personal use courses, and holds that the 

requirements should be the same for all who t ake first year 

courses in bookkeeping, shorthand, or typewriting. As was 

13. John~. Brewer, "Effective Pupil Guidance." The Busi
ness Education World, Vol. 15, No. 7, (Mar., 1935}~.~-
14. Hal F. Holt, "Commercial Education as Viewed By a High 
School Teacher." The Review of Commercial Education, Vol. 
34, No. llB, (Nov.-;-T937), p.19. · 
15. Arnold E. Schneider, "New Viewpoint on the Personal Type
writing Course." The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 14, 
No . 5, (cTan., 19391,p. 21. -
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previously pointed out, he bases his argument on the idea that 

people who take personal-use courses often decide to use their 

training vocationally, and by so doing, cause unfavorable cri

ticism of the commercial department because of their incompe

tency.lo 

Peter L. Agnew advocates office practice courses of two 

types: (1) a general office practice course designed to include 

introductory machine operation and a study of office procedures, 

and (2) a specializing course for prospective machine operators. 

He believes that the final examination in the general office 

practice course should be a highly practical type of test allow

ing the student to exhibit his skill and knowledge. On the 

other hand, the final test for persons specializing in the opera

tion of a particular machine should be based on the business 

standards f or machine operators so that it could be used as a 

basis f or granting certificates indica ting that the student is 

a trained operator of a given machine or group of maohinea.17 

SUMMARY 

In the secondary sohool it is necessary to give major 

concern to attaining desirable outcomes, and evaluative criteria 

must be developed. The New York Regents decided that the out

canes of a high school program can not be fairly judged by a 

comparison w1 th some preconceived idea of what the outcomes 

should be. Nichols and others seem to believe that the voca

tional program should be judged by business standards. But 

16. Alfred H. Quinette, "Business Education and Itw Relation 
to Pupils.n Ba.lance Sheet, Vol. 20, No. 8, (April, 1939), p. 342. 
17. Pater L • .Agnew, "A Testing Program for Office Machine 
Classes'' Business Education Digest, Vol. 3, No. 1, (Mar., 
1939), pp. 57-59. 
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Gertrude Lieber suggests a. number of factors such as isolated 

,i:ords and perfect shorthemd transcript which are d.efini tely not 

business bases for evaluation. 

Host writers seem to believe that grad.nation from the vo

cational cow..mercial department should be based on business 

standards, which as Brewer points out, is not a definite and 

detern:inable stru1dard. 

Objection is raised to using the same standards for all 

classes regardless of whether the objective is vooo.tional effi

ciency or personal use. Nevertheless, there seems to be a num

ber of schools which continue to judge all who take typing, 

bookkeeping or shorthand by the same measuring stick. 
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CimPTER VIII 

WHAT .ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COA~MERCIAL DEPAR'D.rnNT 

IN REGARD TO GUIDANCE AND SELECTIVITY OF PUPILS'? 

One of the most widely discussed problems in the entire 

field of camneroial education is the problem of who should ta!ce 

the commercial education courses, and what guidance they should 

be given. Uany different factors must be taken into considera

tion in the solution of this problem. Age, previous training, 

intelligence, maturity, occupational opportunities, native abil

ity, physical dexterity and personal interest influence the 

determination of who should take the commercial courses. The 

future of commercial education depends, in a large measure, up

on the selectivity and guidance of its pupils. 

ISSUE I 

SHALL VOCATIONAL CO IERCIAL EDUCATION ON THE SECONDARY

SCHOOL LEVEL BE PROVIDED AT PUBLIC EXPENSE FOR ALL NORM.AL INDI

VIDUALS? 

According to Harald G. Shields, vocational training should 

be offered only to a highly select g roup of students, and gen

eral business training should be offered to all who desire it.l 

This position is taken on the grounds that only a very small 

proportion of students who have received the traditional voca

tional courses have been able to obtain pos1tio s, and these 

positions, because of the over-supply of workers , pay only 

slightly more than is paid for unskilled labor. 

1. Harald G. Shields, " Social Responsibility of Busi ness Ed
ucation." The Business 'Education · orld, Vol. 14, No. 10, 
(June, 1934,-;-p. 515. 
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Frederick G. Nichols says that we must clearly recognize 

the faot that persons who are to be trained for vocational com

mercial positions must possess certain traits, aptitudes, in

terests, and abilitie, and that those who are not potentially 

trainable for, and placeable in, commercial ~ositions should 

not be allowed to enter courses which have a vocational object

ive.2 

On the other hand, Alfred H. Quinette points out that the 

high school is supported by ublic funds, and: 

We cannot, therefore, limit the enrollment in 
subjects that are desired by pupils, regardless of 
whether these subjects are bookkeeping, shorthand, 
and typewriting or subjects in other fields.3 

In answer to this, Nichols says: 

Surely no pupil has an inalienable right to the 
wrong kind of vocational training at public expense.4 

He believes that the time will come when school authori

ties will be permitted to exclude from vocational courses all 

persons who are manifestly unsuited for such training, and 

that when such a policy is established a great many of the most 

troublesome educational problems will be solved readily.5 H. w. 
Nock agrees with Nichols.6 

Ernest A. Zelliot takes the attitude that business men 

have the right to expect the schools to do a more careful job 

2. F. G. Nichols, "Vlhat is a Sound Philosophy of Business 
Education?" The Business Education World, Vol. lo, No. 10, 
(June, 1936),~ 756. 
3. Alfred H. uinette, "Business Education am Its Relation 
to Pupils." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 20, No. 8, (April, 1939), 
p. 342. -
4. F. G. Niehols, Commercial Education in the Rig~ School, p.255. 
5. Ibid. 
6. H. W. Nock, fl \ hat is ~rong with your Commercial Graduates?'' 
The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 13, No. 2, (Oct., 1937), 
p.17. 
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of selecting students for business training.7 Engelhardt and 

Overn believe every ind1 vi dual to be entitled to training to 

enable him to perform some useful service as well as training 

in the common culture, but they do not say that this training 

should be in a particular field.a 

A third alternative, and one which undoubtedly has a great 

deal of merit, has been proposed by David leglein: 

In a democracy like ours, the school should not 
make the decision as to what a pupil should do, but 
it is equally true that the school is charged with 
the responsibility of furnishing pupils with the 
necessary informatioh which will enable them to make 
the decision wisely.9 

ISSUE II 

SHOULD STUDENTS PLAf\iNING ON ENTERING THE VOCATIOM.AL CCM

MERCIAL COURSES BE REQUIRED TO TAKE OCCUPATIONAL TESTS , INTEL

LIGENCE TESTS , AND PROGNOSTIC TESTS, AND ENROLLMENT DENIED 

THOSE ,ffiO SE UNSATISFACTORY? 

This issue is clo·sely related to the one immediately pre

ceding 1 t, but is more directly concerned with the use and 

validity of testing methods. 

G. A. Prosser indicates the need for some type of mental 

testing ,m.en he says that many of the people who take commer

cial training do not have the necessary intelligence for a 

creditable showing, and as a consequence, are never able to 

earn a satisfactory living. This, in turn leads to unhappy 

7. Ernest A. Zelliot, "Effective Pupil Guidance." The Busi
~ Education World, Vol. 15, No. 4, (Dec., 1935), ~2~ 
8. Engelhardt and Overn, Secondary Education Principles and 
Practices, p. 508. 
9. David ·,Jeglein, "The Relation of Business Education to 
General Education." The Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 5, (Jan., 
1938), p. 197. ~ 
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employees, dissatisfied employers, and criticism of the depart

ment which provided the training .10 Much social discontent un

doubtedly arises from the fact that tests have not been used to 

select recruits for all the important lines of work, but many 

writers on this subject think that tests can not be satisfactor

ily used as a basis for selecting students. 

arie E. Curtis has presented data to show that intelli

gence tests, mechanical ability tests, and school records are 

of little value in predicting success in typewriting.11 

Raymond C. Goodfellow says that intelligence tests are not 

safe criteria for dete~ning vocational ability, and that prog

nostic tests should never be taken as final .12 In the skill 

subjects, where aptitudes, manual skill, the learner's interests, 

sensory capacities, and nervous system play such an important 

part in the achievement of success, it is exceedingly difficult 

to find a test which will forecast results.13 Harl R. Doug

lass says that neither intelligence test scores nor records of 

previous scholarship can be relied on for forecasting probable 

success in the study of business subjects, and that even when 

they are used together they do not afford accurate predictions. 

He suggests the use of finger dexterity tests for typing, tests 

in language learning for shorthand, and tests in arithmetic and 

10. G. A. Prosser, ''What ' Wh1 te-Collar' Business xpects of 
High School Graduates." The Business Education vorld, Vol. 
18, No . 7, (Mar. , l 938) , p.'"'""527. 
11. rarie E. Curtis, "No Pre-requisite for Typing Success . " 
The Business ducation World , Vol. 18, No . 1, (Sept., 1937), 
IT:- Raymond c. Goodfellow, "Vocational Guidance Through Junior 
Business Training." ~ Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 4, (Jan., 
1938), p. 209. 
13. Gertrude Lieber, "Testing in Shorthand." The Ball State 
Commerce Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, (May, 1930}, p:-T1-:--
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reasoning f or bookkeeping.14 

L. A. Ricel5 and E. J. Alexanderl6 object to the "careful" 

selection of students in vocational courses on the basis that 

there are many grades of jobs, and that society should train, 

all students for entrance into employment on scme level. Rice 

points out that while students with the highest mentalities 

will probably make better stenographers and clerical workers, 

they are not likely to remain very long in such low paying 

positions. 

ISSUE III 

SHOULD THE COM?.i ERCI.AL DEPARTMENT ATTEMPT TO DIVIDE STU

DENTS INTO ABILITY GROUPS? 

Frederick G. Ni chols suggests that students in the commer

cial department should be divided into two groups that I!li.ght be 

designated as the "vocational" and the "general". I.n the for

mer group he suggests placing all students who seem trainable 

and employable in any of the vocations for which training is 

offered. In the "generaln group should be placed students who 

are manifestly unfit for business occupations. He believes 

that even a reasonably accurate ability grouping would go far 

toiard remedying the unsatisfactory situation caused by the 

heterogeneous grouping of all kinds of s tudents in the commer

cial department. With such a division of students the "voca

tional" group could be held to high standards ·of achievement 

14. Harl R. Douglass, The Business Education vorld, Vol. 18 , 
No. 5, (Jan., 1938), p. 350. 
1 5 . L. A. Rice, "Boys, Girls, and n achines." The Journal of 
Business Educa tion, Vol. 11, No . 6, (Feb., 1936>,p . 7. -
16. E. W. Alexander, "Teaching Procedures in Office Practice 
for Clerica l Efficiency.' The Iational Business Education 
Outlook, Third Yearbook of the N.C.T.F., (1937), p. 241. 
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and could be prepared to meet the requirements of business.!? 

In the high school in which Fred G. Forsgard teaches the 

curriculum has been arranged to provide a f our-way differentia

tion, making a place f or a number of gradations of ability. 

The plan may be outlined a s follows: 

The students of higher I. Q. were permitted a 
choice between stenographic and accounting courses. 
The poorer students were eliminated from the short
hand classes by re~uiring a high gr~de in English 
courses and from the accounting group by requiring a 
good grade in first-year bookkeeping which is required 
of all commercial students. Then those who could not 
enter the accounting and stenographic courues were 
permitted a choice between r~t ail selling and general 
business or clerical courses.is 

David 1ifeglein thinks that in general educa tion there should 

be an attempt made to classify students according to ability, 

but: 

In business education, where there is definite 
preparation for a n occupation of a special kind, only 
those pupils should be admitted and retained who have 
the necessary abilities for this particular type of 
work.19 

The question arises as to whether business education at

tempts to give students a definite preparation for a special 

kind of job, in whi ch only one degree of proficiency may exist. 

Francis V. Unzicker points out the fact that all jobs do not 

require the same degree of intelligenoe20, and even persons 

17. F . G. Nichols, op. cit., pp. 26-27. 
18. Fred G. Forsgard, "Office Practice and Ability Levels. " 
The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 14, No. 3, (Nov., 1938), 
p:--11. -
19. David Weglein, "The Relation of Business Educa tion to 
General Education. " The Balance Sheet, Vol. 19, No. 5, (Jan., 
1938), p. 196. 
20. F . V. Unzicker, "Selection, Guidance, Placement and Follow
up as an Extra-Curricular Activity." The National Business 
Education ~uarterly, Vol. 7, No. 3, (March, 1939), pp. 9-11. 
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engaged in the same type of work vary in ability. 

ISSUE IV 

SHOULD VOCATIONAL COMMERCE BE OFFERED WHEN I T CAN NOT BE 

ACC .ANI 1'D BY A CAREFUL PROG' J1 OF GUIDAr CE AND SEJ ECTION OF 

PUPILS? 

Frederick G. Nichols declares that in the secondary schools 

of the United States the vocational business classes are made 

up of both the fit and the unfit, and that no adequate guidance 

program or other selective prooess has been established to 

insure that the persons who are enrolled in vocational courses 

are trainable for the positions to which they aspire.21 

Spaulding points out that in New York there are no well defined 

standards for admission of students to vocational courses, and 

no preliminary educational guidance which would help pupils to 

choose special courses wisely.22 

In spite of this condition, educators are generally of the 

opinion that vocational education must be preceded and accom

panied by guidance if it is to be effective. 

Nichols says: 

Vocational education of any sort without vocational 
guidance before, during and after the period of train
ing is little short of futile.23 

In support of this stand he deolares that a sound job of 

business training can not be done unless each pupil possesses 

the qualities which are necessary for success on the job for 

which he is preparing himself. V/hile he realizes that 

21. Frederick G. Nichols, "National Clerical Ability Tests." 
The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 5, (Jan., 1938), 
~340. 
22. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life, p. 174. 
23. F . G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High School, 
p. 25?. 
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aptitudes, interests an.d abilities can not be aoourately meas

ured, he feels that even a reasonably satiataotory aeasur811lent 

would be a great iaprov81lent over the present oondition.2, 

Others who agree with Mr. Nichols are the Editor of the 

Business Eduoation World25, who says that the ruture o! commer

cial education depen4a upon et:reotive pupil guidanoe, and Ur. 

Franois v. Unziclcer28, who declares that business education 

can not be suoceastul unless it takes into consideration in the 

aeleotion, guidance, and training of pupils those personality 

traits that business demands. This, of course, means that stu~ 

dents must be selected on the basis of peraonaJ.1ty as well as 

mentality. 

ISSUE V 

SHOULD STUDENTS WHO ARE OOI.NG UNSATISFACTORY WORK IN 

ACADEMIC COURSES BE ENCOURAGED TO TRANSFER TO THE COMMERCIAL 

DEPAR1'1EN11'? 

'l'his 1a a oontliot o:r theory and praotioe--theory on the 

part or oamm.ercial teachers, and practice on the part or those 

in charge of the adnt.1.nistration. 

Shields mays the aohool adndnistrators frequently think 

ot the business e4uoat1on department as aoaeth1ng entirely 

apart from. the rest of the school; as a plaoe for persona com

ing from. low inoame tamilies or tor problem cases with low 1a

telllge.uoe.2'1 

24. Ibid., pp. 252-253. 
25. Eclitor. 8!!1.neaa Education World, Vol. l&, Ho. 2, (Oot., 
1935), p. 133. 
26. F. V. Unzicker, op. cit., p. 11. 
27. Harald G. Sh1elda, "Social Reaponaibility of Business 
Education." The Bu.a1R••• Eduoat1on World, Vol. 1•, No. 10, 
June, 193', p:-ll!S. 
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Nichols says that almost every commercial elass has in it 

pupils who can not be regarded as ''commercial" pupils. Pupils 

have different objectives in taking commercial courses and no 

one program c an achieve all of the various o·bjectives. The 

heterogeneous group is largely due to the fallacious belief on 

the part of school administrators that boys and girls who lack 

the abilities necessary for success in academic studies can do 

creditable work in the commercial department. Nothing, he be

lieves, is farther f rom the truth.28 

Both Nichols and Allan Laflin declare that the commercial 

department has lbng been the dumping ground for academic mis

fits. Laflin believes that this situation can be remedied by 

acquainting the administrators wi th the requirements of busi

ness, and making them aware of the problem of plaoement.29 

Nichols' arguments against making the commercial department 

the dumping grounds for other departments, and his solution 

f or the problem are found in the following quotation: 

••••• low grade students cannot be converted into 
high grade workers in fields of service requiring a 
maximum of mental capacity and a minimum of physical 
strength. 

For this reason he suggests: 

Fight f or a division of all commercial pupils into 
two groups--the truly vocational and the non-voc ational. 
See to it that only those who are potentially trainable 
for the jobs chosen are admitted to the ranks of the 
former group. Refuse to be charged with failures in 
vocational training on the part of' those who never 
should have been admitted to this kind of work.30 

28 . Frederick G. Nichols, op. cit., p. 23. 
29. Allan Laflin, "The Selection, Guidance and Placement of 
Students in Busi.ness Positions.,. The National Business Edu
cation Quarterly, Vol. 7, No. 3, (March, 1939), p. 13. ~ 
30. F. G. 1-ichols, 0 What is a Sound Philosophy of Business 
Educa tion?" The Business ~duoatlon World, Vol. 16, No. 10, 
(June, 1936), p. 762. 
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This does not mean that only the highest type of student 

is to receive vocational training, but rather that no student 

be accepted for training unless he is placeable in at least 

one of the fields for which training is offered. 

ISSUE VI 

SHALL THE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT ASSUME RESPONSI

BILITY FOR "LPING THE TUDENT . TO UNDERSTAND HIS QUALIFICATIONS 

AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES? 

According to Frank W. Thomas, the term "guidance" includes 

all those influences and opportunities which are designed to 

assist the pupil in discovering how he may make his social, vo

cational, cultural; and recreational choices and adjustments 

most satisfactorily and sucoessfully.31 Since the school has 

access to all the tools and techniques of guidance, it must be 

the chief agency for performing these i mportant functions.32 

But guidance has other advantages to the student, to the 

school, and to the employers of business workers . 

An administr tive attack upon the problem of 
guiding pupils into commercial courses for which they 
are fitted--or, if necessary, of guiding them away 
from the commercial department entirely--will result 
in fewer teaching problems , higher standards, greater 
satisfaction among pupils and teachers, and greater 
approvaf , among employers of the product of the high 
schoo1.33 

In spite of these numerous advantages claimed for it, gui

dance has not functioned in any appreciable degree in the com

mercial courses to date.34, 35 General high schools are 

31. Frank • Thomas and Albert R. Lang, Principles of Modern 
Education, p . 220. 
32. Maurice J. Neuberg, Principles and Methods of Vocational 
Choice, p. 23. 
33. G. H. Reavis, "The Need for Guidance. '1 ~ Balance Sheet, 
Vol. 20, No. 8, (April, 1939), p . 339. 
34. F . G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High Sohool, p. 251. 
35. F. V. Unzicker, op. cit., p. 9. 
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frequently not in a position to give dependable advice about 

vocational opportunities, ·and in many communities the rela

tionship between the school and industry is not cooperative .36 

The high school's opinion of its pupils' voca
tional competence bears little relation to the actual 
success of these boys and girls in getting jobs.37 

The Regents' Inquiry found that many of the most intelli

gent students planned on jobs requiring little ability while 

some students with mediocre ability and poor school records 

planned to continue study in advanced professional schools. 

Pupils' vocational choices were roughly comparable to intelli

gence, financial level, and school achievement, but in spite of 

the economic depression few of the pupils studied recognized 

that the lack of job opportunities might have to be considered 

in choosing a vocation.38 

Almost any reasonable planning body would be of great bene

fit in helping high sohool students to increase the range of 

effective freedom of choice in regard to the selection of 

oocupations.39 

Hence it is clear that business education ia 
obligated to assist pupils in their choice of occu
pations for whioh to prepare, and also throughout 
the period of their training, to the end that they may 
succeed in their initial employment and avoid strand
ing on an occupational level below the highest one 
which they are capable of reaching.40 

SUMMARY 

The Editor of~ Business Education World says that the 

36. Thomus L. Norton, Education for Work, p . 29. 
37. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life , p . 59. 
38. Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
39. IIarold F . Clark, "Using All the People to do All the Work." 
The Business Education World, Vol. 14, No . 7, (Mar., 1834), 
p. 397. 
40. F. G. Nichols , op. cit., p. 242. 

r 
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future of conunercial education. depends upon effective pupil 

guidance. The eomm.ercial department has then an important 

duty to perfon:11 in seeing that its pupils receive the proper 

guidance and training and in seeing that persons vrho receive 

this training are placeable in positions for ·which they have 

prepared th.ems elves • 

. A nu:nber of problems must be faced and solv~d before an 

intelligent program of guidance can be developed .. It is first 

necessary to deoid.e v;hether vocational training should be pro

vided for sll nomal secondary-school students, A democratic 

syster.il. of government provides equal education.al opportunity, 

in so far as possible, for everyone, but many writers doubt 

that an;y person has un inalienable right to the v!lron.g kind of 

education. They feel that students who take vocational courses 

must bo selected. on t.he basin of intelligence, personality and 

tuotor ability. Idany feel that occupational teats, intelligence 

tests, and prognostic tests should be given and enrollnent 

denied those who seem unsatisfactory. Yet, in actual practice, 

this is often not d.one. 

The division of students·into ability groups is recommended 

by some and opposed by others who feel that business standards 

should be met by all and that there is a definite standard re

quired by all business. 

Guidance is rel t necessary by most 1ovri ters, bu.t in practice 

is given by few s ohools to any appreciable degree. Dumping of 

inferior students into the commercial department is opposed in 

theory but often followed in practice. And the benefits of 

guidance are everywhere proclaimed but in few places enjoyed. 
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CHAPTER IX 

VHA.T ARlli THE RE PO 0IBILITIES or THE CO!,'JHE:i1CI L DEPARTl,:ENT 

IN R.t!.Gl\RD TO PLAC .t!J ENT AND FOLLOl7-UP? 

Undoubtedl y one of the most neglected phases of modern 

business education is the failure to place, and in many oases 

the utter lack of any attempt to place, the student after he 

has received twelve years of training. All of the issues pre

sented in this chapter are almost entirely conflicts between 

theory and practice. 

ISSUE I 

SHALL THE COMlF'RCiiU, DEP AR'l\i3NT ASSUME DEFI ITTE RESPON-

oIBILITY FOR HELPING THE STUDENT TO FIND SUIT ABLE lil:1PLOTh>;ENT? 

The lack of any attempt on the part of the high school to 

provide guidance for its graduates is vividly presented in the 

following statement by C. Guy Brov,n: 

No sound business enterprise should put in from 
eight to twelve years in the manufacture of a com
modity and then trust to chance f or its distribution 
nor to aecident for its sale. Yet this policy has 
·been the standard method of dealing with this inval
uable product of the school.l 

Mr . Brown believes that it should be. a part of the responsi

bility and duty of the commercial teacher to see that the grad

uates of the commercial department are able to find their pro

per places in the economic order.2 

·while Brown limits the responsibility to that of oaring 

for the graduates of the cormnercial department, Pauls. Lomax 

suys that we have a definite responsibility for helping to 

1. C. Guy Brown, "Placement and Follo -up in Commercial Ed
ucation." The Review of Cormneroial Education, Vol. 34, No. 
llB, (Hov. ,--r§'3?), p. 8. 
2. Ibid. 
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establish an adequate placement service for students in other 

departments as well. 3 

James E. Trabue says that schools should not feel that 

they have finished the job until their graduates have been 

placed in satisfactory positions .4 

Brown, Lom.o.x, and Trabue have all attempted to show the 

sohools' responsibility for guidance, but Francis T. Spaulding 

shows why this responsibility exists, and the importance of 

proper placement to the student . 

The activities in which a boy or girl chooses to 
engage or even happens to engage, after he is out of 
school are at least as important in determining the 
value of his education as are the interests and abil
ities he has acquired in school .5 . 

Spaulding found, as a result of the New York Regents' In

quiry that the schools tend to recommend graduating students 

with little regard for the training which they have received 

while in high school, and (Perhaps as a result) employers make 

little use of transcripts, school recommendations, or school 

records when seeking employees. 0 

ihether because of employers' lack of interest 
in their high school work or beoause of their own 
indifference to the kinds of immediate jobs they 
get, relatively few step out of school into occupa
tions which p~ace any special premium on what they 
have studied. 

This reflects a serious lack of adequate placement facili

ties in New York ta.te. In a study made in Oklahoma in 1938, 

3. Paul s. Lomax, "Curricular Problems in Business Education." 
The Review of Conmeroial Education, Vol. 35, No. 6A, (June, 
1938), pp. s'=9. 
4. James E. Trabue, "Is the Commerce Department Selling Its 
Product?" The Business Education World, Vol. 18, No. 10, 
(June, 1938,-;-pp. 784-785. · 
5. Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life , p. 172. 
6. Ibid. , p. 86. 
7. Ibid., p. 64. 
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I. T. Mo.ntgcaery round that none of the large sohools in the 

entire state provided a aohool placement serYioe.8 

ISSUE II 

IS THE COMMERCIAL DEPAR'114ENT RESPONSIBLE FOR '!'BE PLACJ!JmN'l', 

ADlUS'fMERT, AND EDUCATION OF THE IBDIVIDUAL P'OR ADVANCEMENT 

WHILE HE IS ON THE JOB? 

This issue ia laraely a contliot between \heor:, B.Ad prao

tioe. Most or the writers belieTe that the individual should 

reoeiTe guidance and any necessary adc11t1onal training during 

the early period of his •ployment. lUahols says that during 

the early amplOJD1ent period the worker should be helped 1n the 

effective use or all that he has learned and in disoovering 

how to get the most out or his business experience.9 T. H. 

Briggs aays that aooiety not oaly ahould, but eTen,ual.ly must, 

provicle tor the oon.tinued education or al.l adolesoents.10 

After a brief aurTey of the nature or modern industry, 

Thomas L. Norton reports four things wh1oh were round to stand 

out in relation to the problem or vocational adjustment: 

Firat, the worker must have infomation about 
industrial needs and conditions 1r he is to become 
a4Juale4 and, when neoessary, readJusted to eoonomio 
11.f'e. (Ouidanoe.) Second, he should be trained ia 
those fields or work wh1oh provide the best ~erman
ent posaibilitias. (Wise vocational choice.) Third, 
his training should be or a charaoter that will en
able him to adapt himself to the chB.Jigiq situa,ton. 
Fourth, he must have available after he has been 
eaployed, the opportunity or learni.118 a new type or 

8. I. T. 14o4tgQpery, An upubliahed report made or a study 
oonduoted by Mr .. Montgoaery at Oklahoma A. & J.1. College, 1.n. 
Dec. 1938. 
9. F. G. Niohols, Commeroial Education in the High School, 
p. 260. 
10. T. H. Br1gga 1 Department or SeoondtUT School Principals, 
Bulletin No. 59, ,zan., 1936), p. 1~. 



work if he is to become vocationally readjusted as 
a consequence of alterations in occupational oppor
tunitiea.l.l. 
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C. Guy Brown says that follow-up work has many advantages 

for the commerce teacher as well as being of value to the stu

dent. It enables a teacher to learn from students where the 

departnent has been weak, what types of work to stress, and oc

cupational materials to develop, as well as other valuable in

formation .12 

George F . Zook says that the vocations are changing so 

rapidly that many people are finding that the jobs for which 

they are trained are no longer in existence, and that they must 

often talce over new duties or even find an entirely different 

job. This fact makes evident the need for vocational training 

for persons who are out of sohooi .13 

Vhile the need for adult eduoo.tion and for part time sohool

ing is evident, only the larger schools have established such 

tra ining programs, and many of the se have been half-hearted at

tempts. There is practically no evidenoe that the school is 

meeting its rEsponsibility i n regard to this matter . In speak

ing of those schools which have part time programs for youth 

who are working, Spaulding says: 

It is seldom guided however, by anyone competent 
to judge the educational needs of the boys and girls 
concerned, or interested in planning constructively 
for their vocational futures .14 

In this same report Spaulding says that fewer than seven 

11. Thomas L. Norton, :;Jducation for 'fork , p . 4 . 
12 . C. Guy Brown, op. cit., p. 11. 
13. George F . Zook , The us1ness Education ~orld, Vol. 14, 
No . 8 , (April. 1938),~ 379. 
14. _rancis T . 3paulding, op. cit ., p . 70 . 
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per cent of the graduates and fewer than three per cent of the 

young people who left sohool without graduating were directed 

to their jobs by the school. 

ISSUE III 

SHOULD THE CO:MMERCIAL DEPARTMENT SEEK TO RETAIN A STUDENT 

UNTIL HE IS GRADUATED IF THE STUDEiff HAS OPPORTUNITY FOR SUIT

ABLE mf,.PLOYllENT BEFORE GRADUATION? 

The typical attitude of the secondary school toward this 

problem is undoubtedly that the student should complete his 

high school education before he seeks any full time employment. 

This position is substantially supported by the fact that most 

employers demand that their youthful employees be high school 

graduates, and that such jobs as are obtained by drop-outs are 

often of short duration. 

Fred Engelhardt and A. V. Overn have said: 

•••• the current philosophy governing the aims 
of secondary education does not permit pupils to be 
eliminated from school before completing at least 
the twelfth grade. Financial aid should be given the 
family, if necessary, to enable this requirement to be 
enforced.16 

Dr. Edwin G. Knepper definitely implies that he does not 

agree lith this current philosophy when the student has been 

adequately prepared to hold a suitable position. He seems to 

believe that the student should not only be encouraged to t ake 

the position, but should also be given his high school diploma. 

He says: 

The average school administrator would throw up 
his hands in 'holy horror' were one to suggest that 
a student be allowed to withdraw from school any time 
in the last semester of his course, provided he proves 

16. Fred Engelhardt, and A. V. Overn, Secondary Education 
Principles and Practices, p. 500. 



capable of fi lling satisfactorily the type of position 
for which he has been prepared, and still be graduated 
by the school. The reason why this may not be done 
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is that the standard for granting eredits is an arbi
trary one, based upon such artificial factors as time 
devoted to a subject, and the amount of materials 
involved, rather than to that of attainment in the sub
ject.17 

Norman A. Lufburrow includes graduation from high school 

as one of the requirements that appears over and over again in 

job specifications. He feels that the lack of a high school 

diploma is a very serious handicap to any youth.la 

SUMMARY 

The secondary school is evidently not meeting its obliga

tions in regard to placement and follow-up of its graduates. 

Educators all over the nation are pointing to the lack of any 

attempt on the part of most schools to place their graduates. 

In addition to this responsibility for placement the 

changing economic conditions and the technological advances in 

industry and trade are making it imperative that the high school 

provide education for the individual for advancement whil e he is 

on the job, skill maintenance courses while he is temporarily 

unemployed, and vocational rehabilitation for those who must 

find new jobs. 

The practice of retaining a student until graduation even 

though he may be capable of obtaining satisfactory employment, 

is being questioned . Part time training and training on the 

job may offer a solution to the problem. 

17. Edwin G. Knepper, A History of Commercial Education in 
the United States, p. 133. 
18. Norman A. Luf'burrow, ''Requirements for General Clerical 

orkers in Large Offices." Reviewed by McKee Fisk in the 
Business Education Digest, Vol·. 2, No. 5, (Dec., 1938), p. 61. 
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The high school must train, place, follow-up, and stand 

ready to retrain its graduates if it is to adequately fulfill 

its respons2.bilititis .. 



CHAPTER X 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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In a study of this type it is impossible to reach any con

clusions or to make any recommendations which will be spectac

ular, or which will lead to immediate direction for definite 

changes. An attempt has been made to determine the issues of 

commercial education, and to present fairly some of the argu-
, 

ments for the v arious alternatives. It is realized that this 

study does not present nearly all of the issues of commercial 

education on the secondary-school level. Since the importance 

of the various issues was judged largely by the amount of space 

in current publications which was devoted to a discussion of 

them, and the number of conflicting theories, plans, or prac

tices, it is possible that other issues which bave not been so 

widely discussed may reallv be of more significance to the 

field. However, from the basis for judging importance taken in 

this study, the conflicts presented are undoubtedly correctly 

included in a list of the major issues of commercial education. 

It has been found that the problems of commercial educa

tion may be adequately grouped under eight general classifica

tions with from three to eight subdivisions under each general 

heading. The following outline summarizes the eight major 

fields in ~hich conflicts arise , and presents the principal 

points of difference under each main heading. 

THE ISSUES 

I. What shall be the objectives of commercial education? 

A. Shall co!:ltlercial education on the secondary level 
have as its chief objective, (a) tra ining for voca
tional efficiency, (b) training f or socio-economic 
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relations, (o) should it be primarily interested 
in personal-use courses, or (d) should the commer
cial department make an effort to provide both 
vocational and non-vocational business training for 
the high school student? 

B. Should the outcomes of beginning bookkeeping remain 
the traditional vocational outcomes or should they 
be broadened? 

c. Should the secondary school give specific preparation 
for only the lower level of office positions, or 
should it al s o pr epare for the mor e advanced office, 
selling, secretarial, accounting, and managerial posi
tions? 

D. Should the vocational t rai ning in the secondary school 
aini to provide skills, knowledge , and abilities need
ed for a specif ic job, or a broa d gener al background 
in preparation for any one of a variety of jobs with
in t he same occupati onal field , furnishing only suf
ficient skills to enable the individual to gain 
initial placement? 

i . Should instruction in t he use of business machines 
be primarily concerned with providing an a cquaintance
s hip with the various machines, or should it provide 
a definite voca tional skill? 

F. Should vocational students receive tra ining in more 
than one occupational skill in order to increase 
t heir initial employment possibilities? 

G. Shall oor:un.ercial education be concerned only with 
the welfare end progress of the individual , or with 
these only as they promise to contribute to t he wel
fare and progress of society? 

H. Should mental discipline be one of the objectives 
of comme rcial education? 

II. 'vhat shall be included in the commercial curriculum? 

A. Shall vocational education of any kind be offered in 
the high ~chool? 

B. Should the high school commercial curriculum be based 
on a job opportunity survey? 

C. Shall comneroia l education provide a common curriculum 
or should it differentiate its program to allow f or 
individual differences ? 

D. Should the commercial department a ssume responsibility 
f or providi ng instruction i n c onsumer education? 



E. Should there be ooursea in peraonality deTelOJ)
Jll8nt, should peraoA&lity developaent be oae of 
the objectives ot every course, or is the school 
reaponaible for dneloping the students' person
ality? 
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!'. Should there be personal use courses in bookkeep
ing or tJPewrit1ng, and, it so, ahou.ld such courses 
be .kept separate troa vocational courses in the same 
aubj~ta? 

G. Should abort.band ror perso.o.al use be ottered in the 
high aohool? 

III. How should the oClllllleroial department be organized and ad
ministered? 

A. Should typewriting be a prerequisite tor shorthand, 
or should they be 'begun at the same t illle? 

B. Should. the present cClllll.8roial courses be integrated 
and oClilbined in order to reduoe the number ot anb
jeota ottered and a1m.pl1ty the curriculum? 

c. Should general business training be required ot all 
high school pupils? 

· D. Shall the commercial student be required to take 
enough oollege entranoe work that he can enter eollege 
·even though he wa1 ts until a!ter graduation to reach 
auoh a decision? 

E. Should the segregation and centralization ot all cm
:meroial students into separate oamneroial high aohools 
be attapte4? 

F. Should high aohool ocmaeroial departments train pupils 
to enter contests, or should contests be el.1a1nated 
because they have an unwholesaae efteot on the teachers• 
objectives? 

IV. What should be the qualification of business education 
teachers? 

A. Should all teachers of business sub3eots be reqllirad 
to have a minimum or, aay a1x months, actual business 
experience? 

B. Should persons planning to teach business subjects 
in high aohool apeoial1ze in a particular oommercial 
subject 1n order to have a better knowledge or the 
subject which they bope to teach, or should they have 
a broad baokgrouad in order to better understand the 
entire field ot business. 
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c . hould all teachers of typing and shQrthand be 
required to have highly developed skills in these 
subjects? 

D. Should only those teachers vho hold a regular commoree 
teaching certificate be allm ed to teach any commerce 

· subjects including busines English , business arith
metic , business luw, everyday business, oonsuner edu
cntion, econo~ics, salenmanshir, and the usual vocation
al subjects'? 

V. llow shall the commercial courses be taught? 

• 

B. 

c. 
D. 

Dhould rhythm be emphasized in t he teaching of 
type ttiting? 

Should long ractice sets be abandoned in the teach
ing of high school bookkeeping courses? 

By which method should Greg . shorthand be taught? 

By which method should office prnotice courses be 
presented? 

VI . How should the :progrnm of conreieroio.l education on the 
secondary-school level be judged? 

A. How shall achievement in commero1al courses be 
measured? 

B. fl ust the commercial department establish stande.rds 
for graduation with strict regard for business atan
darda on actual jobs? 

C. ~hall students who arP ta.kin business courses for 
personal use be held to the same standards as those 
iho are taking the courses as pre arntion for 

vocation? 

VII .. \lhat are the responsibilities of the commercial depart-
in regard to guidance and seleotivi ty of . upils? 

B. 

c. 

D. 

'~l al] vocFttional coru.merci 1 educt:1tioh on the s ... oondary 
sch~ol level be providoJ at public expense for all 
normal individualn? 

Should students planning on entering the vocational 
comrlerci l courses be required to take ocounational 
teats, intelligence tests, an· prognostic tests, and 
enrollment denied those who seem unsatisfactory? 

.;:)hould the commercial department atte. pt to divide 
students in vocational courses into ability- roups? 

Should vocationol commerce be offered when lt can not 
be accompanied by a careful progr~ of uid nee nd 
selection of pupils? 



E. Should students who are doing unsatisfactory work 
in academic courses be encouraged to transfer to 
the commercia l department? 
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F. Shall the high sohool commercial department assume 
responsibility for helping the student to understand 
his qualifications and job opportunities? 

VIII. What are the responsibilities of the commercial depart
ment in regard to placement and follow-up? 

A. Shall the commercial department assume a definite 
respon ibility for helping the s tudent to find suit
able employment? 

B. Is the commercial department responsible for the 
placement, adjustment, and education of the individual 
for advancement while he is on the job? 

c. Should the commercial department seek to retain a 
student until he in graduated if the atudent has 
opportunity for suitable employment before graduation? 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Current literature is full of points of view; educa

tors and writers have been expressing themselves for a long 

time. Each expression of a particular writer's point of view 

is an interpretation. of his ideas concerning the basic laws 

of psychology and learning, and his beliefs concerning the ob

jectives of secondary education . 

There is a need for drawing the issues of secondary com

mercial education sharper, and for setting forth the various 

arguments in support of the different points of view. Teachers 

and administrators . should then care fully study the various 

points of view, and try to develop a philosophy of their own, 

using the best that they can find in all the arguments presented. 

Care must, of course, be used in order to develop a consistent, 

logical whole. 

2. !:any of the issues of education are due to opinion and 
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observation. It is evident that some writers take very definite 

stands for or agains t some i ss ue when they have practically no 

evidence to support such a point of view. 

No doubt many of the issues can be settled by gathering 

available data on the matter, or by doing experimental work 

which will lead to the solution of the dispute. It is certain

ly to be recommended that these data be gathered, and th~t the 

necessary experimentation be done in order that these problems 

be solved in a manner acceptable to all~ 

3. Business education peopl e ·have in many instances drawn 

themselves apart from the regular high school. The placing 

of inferior students in the commercial department is no doubt 

due to a lack of understanding between the commercial depart

ment and the school administrators. 

There is a de1'ini te need for commercial teachers to have 

a better understanding of the entire field of secondary educa

tion, and a need for the recognition by the general education 

group that commercial education is, and must necessarily be, 

an integral part of the secondary school. In addition to this, 

there is a need for a better understanding and cooperat ion with 

the social science department. There need be no fighting over 

which department shall teach general business or economics. 

Tnese courses should be placed in the department 'here they can 

best be taught, regardless of where that mny be. 

4. While commercial education is generally adoitted to 

have non-vocationai or personal -use values, there in rauch more 

discussion of the vocational aspects than of the general educatinn 
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aspects. The trend toward the socialization or the ool!lllercial 

ourrioulwn is .making 1t more 1.Jlportant than eTer that adequate 

diecuaaion be given the social and econ<lllio values ot the 

courses, as well as the vocational Talues. 

5. There is little discussion or the distributive phaae 

or 0C11m.eroial education. HoweTer, since this study was based 

largely on the amount of magazine and book space deToted to 

the various topics, and since distributive education is rather 

a new field, it may be poaaible that this subject 1s now get

ting the attention that its iaportan.ce warrants. 

There are 11.Ddoubtedly a number or issues ooneern.ing the 

teaohiag of distributive education. These issues need to be 

determined and the Tarious points or Tiew analyzed. 

6. Much or current praotioe. in oOD111eroial education seems 

to be based upon tradition rather than upon any eTidence which 

would cause one to believe that such practioe is preferable. 

Practice should be rationalized; defenses should be otter

ed. When theory runs counter to prao\ioe, the praotice should 

be diaoontinued unless it can be defended. When all current 

theory poin\s toward the need tor a certain prao\ioe, as tor 

example an adequate program of guidance, plaoement, and tollow

up, it seems that such practice should ba inaugurated UDl.eas 

reasons for not doi.ng so oan be giTen. 

7. There is an eTident need for a oonaistent, and logical 

philoaophy of education on the part of the writers and leaders 

in oommeroial education. Teachers are in need ot definite 

goals. They must decide upon a program and make eyery e:f'tort 

to see that the 4esire4 outcomes are aohieTad. 
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It is better to have an opinion, and a definite stand on 

the various issues of commercial education, even though that 

position be wrong, than to have no definite beliefs and to 

drift from one idea to another without ever firmly deciding to 

support any. 

A sound philosophy of business education must be based upon 

a knowledge of the problems and issues which must be met and 

solved. The surest beginning of effort which will lead toward 

the development of a sound philosophy and a sound program of 

commer cial education in the secondary school is the serious con

sideration of these issues and problems by members of the 

profession . 

Public interest in a new educational program cannot be 

aroused and maintained until members of the profession have 

decided among themselves which ideas and ideals they ~~sh to 

support. After the issues of commercial education have been 

determined it is necessary that the arguments for the various 

points of view be considered. All the alternatives and possible 

solutions must be carefully listed and com ared with each other, 

and the implications of each must be thought through. Profes

sional leaders are then in a position to try to agree on the 

solution which seems best for the individual as well as for 

society, and may set bout to learn how these desired ends may 

best be achieved. Commercial education may then look forward 

to real progress. 

This study should lead to increased professional thinking 

on the important problems of business educa tion. The issues 

presented here should form the basis for many profitable dis

cussion groups. Through the exchange of ideas at these meetings 
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each individual in attendance should gain a broader view and 

a sounder philosophy . And, as the philosophy of the commer

cial teacher goes, so goes commercial education. 
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APPEllDIX 

The problems presented in this appendix were used in searching for 
the major issues of commercial education. Moat of the issues discussed in 
the main body of this study are to be found in this original list which 
was prepared after a preliminary survey of the field. 

1. Shall commercial education on the secondary-school level have as its 
chief objective, (a) training for vocational efficiency, (b) training 
f'or socio-economic relations, ( c) should it be primarily interested in 
personal-use courses,. or (d) should the commercial department make an 
effort to provide both vocational and non-vocational business training 
for the high school student? 

2. Should the outcomes of beginning bookkeeping remain the traditional 
vocational outcomes, or should they be broadened? 

?• Should the secondary school give specific preparation for only the 
lower level of off ice positions, or should it also prepare for the 
more advanced office, selling, secretarial, accountin~, and mana
gerial positions? 

4. Shall the vocational obj ective of the commercial department be the 
preparation of students for initial employment, or shall it find its 
chief function in preparing students for promotional opportunities, 
and positions as business leadere? 

5. Should the vocational training in the secondary school aim to provide 
skills, knowledge, and abilities needed for a specific job, or a broad 
general background in preparation for any one of a variety of jobs 
within the same occupational f'ield, furnishing only sufficient skills 
to enable the individual to gain initial placement? 

6. Should instruction in the use of business machines be primarily con
cerned with providing an acquaintanceship with the various machines, 
or should it provide a definite vocational skill? 

7. Should vocational students receive training in more than one occupatio -
al skill in order to increase their initial employment possibilities'? 

8. Shall commercial education be concerned only with the welfare and 
progress of the individu 1, or with these only as they promise to 
contribute to t he welfare and progress of society? 

9. Should mental discipline be one of the objectives o:f business education? 

10. Should the commercial department assume responsibility for training in 
general economic education? 

11. Should attempts be made to remedy social conditions that tend to force 
many boys and girls out of school before there is any economic or 
educational reason for their leaving? 

12. Shall the commercial department seek merely to adjust the student to 
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prevailing social ideals., or shall it seek the gradual reconstruction 
of society? 

1,. Shall the coIDT.1ercial department present merely organized knowledge, 
or sha.11 it also assume a partial l"eaponsibilit.y for the attitudes 
and ideals of the student? 

14. Shall the high school commercial department assume a share of the 
achool •s responsibility f'or the social development. 0f the individual? 

15.. Shall vocational education of any kind be offered in the high school? 

16. Should the high school, whenever possible, organize its program ao 
that it offers general education courses., and leaves the instruction 
in vocational co1t1mereial educatior1. t.o the junior college? 

17. Should vocational commercial education be pushed up and out of the 
regular high school into the thirteenth and fourteenth years? 

18. Should vocational commercial education be eliminated from the small 
high school where the thirteenth;, or thirteenth and t'ourtaenth,. years 
a.re not possible? 

19. Shall eorm,'lercial education provide a common curriculum, or should it 
di:N'erentia;t.e it-a program to allow for individual differences? 

20. Should the oon:m1ercial department assume responsibility :for providing 
instruction in consumer eduoa.tion'i' 

21.. Should there be personal-use courses in bookkeeping and typewriting, 
end if eo, should such courses be kept separate from vocational 
courses in the same subjects? 

22.. Should there be courses in personality development, should personality 
development be one or the objectives o.f every course., or is the school 
responsible for developing the individual 1 s personality? 

23. Should shorthand f'or personal use be offered in the high school? 

24. Sh-ould the eommercial department provide two types of elementary 
bookkeeping courses; one for the student interested in bookkeeping 
vocationally• and the other for students who are interested only in 
its personal use or its social-economic values? 

25. Should courses in salesmanship and retail selling replace the study 
of shorthand in the small high school? 

26• Should vocational commerce work be eliminated from the high school 
and replaced with a non-vocational eommerce program? 

27 • Should secondary education be limited to education of a general 
nature. leaving all vocational training to public and private post
high school institutions of learning? 
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28. Should the commercial department attelilpt to divide students in 
voentiono.l courses into ability-groups? 

29 . Should typewriting be a pre- requisite for shorthand , or should they 
be begun at the same time? 

30 . S1lou1 our present c0w-:1ereial eouraes be intergrated and combi.ned 
in order to reduce the number of subjects offered ands· tplify the 
curriculum? 

31. Should general business training be required of all high school 
pupils? 

32 . Should the commercial student be required to talce enough co.llege 
entrance work that he can enter college even though ha waits until 
after graduation to reach sueh a decision. 

33. Should the segregation and centralization of all eonnnercial student 
into separate ca::ri.ercial high schools be attempted? 

34. Should hi school e _ercial departments train pupils to enter 
contests , or should contests be eliminated because they have an 
unwholesome effect on objeetives? 

35. Should the commercial department seek an upgrading or cormnerc1al 
subjects , or ~.ust they be left at t e present grade level in order 
to be of most value to drop-out students? 

36 . Should enrollm.ent in vocational corJJ.ercial courses be li~ited to 
high school juniors and seniors? 

37 . Should the commercial departnmnt advocate that the compulsory 
school age be raised in order to conform th t e hi 0 her age of 
employment'? 

38. Should business courses for personal use be offered arly in the 
high school program so tho.t the student may have as much benefit 
as :possible from. the courses , while vocational courses are offered 
only to high school juniors and seniors? 

39 . Should there be any courses offered in the high school which can 
not be completed in one year of work? 

40 . Should vocational commercial courses be organized in such a way 
that pupils may progress as rapidly or slowly as their abilities , 
interests, or talents rrant? 

41 . Should the high school cor.:morcial courses be so established as to 
c ive those ~no take them a vocational training that is complete in 
itself at the end of each year? 

42. Should business education courses be taught only by regularly 
certified comuerce t achers? 
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43 . Should all teachers of business subjects be required ~o have a 
minimum of , say. six months , actual business experience? 

4 . Should persons plann1 ~ to teach business subjects in high sehool 
specialize inn particular c~Tflllleroial subject in order to have a 
better kn ledge of the subject he hopes to teach, or shoul.d he 
have a broad hac round in order to better understand the entire 
field? 

45 . Should all teachers of typing and shorthand b required to have a 
highly developed skill in these subjects? 

46 . Should only those teachers , o hold a regular commerce teaching 
certificate be allowed to teach any conmerce subjects , including 
Business Engl.sh , Business Arithmetic, Business Law; Everyday 
Business . Consumer Education , EconOI!'~cs , Salesmanship. and the 
usual vocational subjects? 

47 . Should the training program for hich school cOllllllerce teachers cover 
five yea.rs and include u minilln.llil of 500 hours of acceptable gainful 
employment? 

48. Should rhythm be emphasized in the teaching of type n-i ting? 

49 . Should long practice sets be aban oned in the teaching of high 
school bookkeeping courses? 

50. By v hieh m.ethod should Gregg Shorthand be t1:rnght? 

51. By which method should office practice courses be presented? 

52. Should there be differentiation in subject mo.tter i f students are 
divided into ability- groups, or should all be held to business 
standards? 

53. Row should the proe;ram of commercial education on the secondary · 
school level be judged? 

54. Must the comm.ereial department establish standards for graduation 
with strict regard for business standards on actual jobs? 

55. Should students who are taking business courses f or personal use 
be held to the same standards as those who are taking the courses 
as preparation for a vocation? 

56 . Should the commercial courses gradually raise their standards , or 
should the subject matter become easier in order t o accomodate 
students of lower ability? 

57 . Should vocational commercial education on the secondary school 
level be provided at public expense for all nor.rr.al individuals? 
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58. Should students plannine on entering the vocational commercial 
courses be required to take occupational tests , intelligence testsj 
and prognostic tests and enrollment denied those who seem unsatis
factory? 

59. Should vocational co1, erce be offered when it cannot be ace panied 
by a carei'ul program of guidance and selection of pupils? 

60 . Sh-0uld students who are doing unsatisfactory work in academic 
courses be encouraged to transfer to the commercial department? 

61. Shall the h h school commercial department assume responsibility 
for helpi the student to understand his qualifications and job 
opportunities? 

62 . Should the hieh school commercial curriculum be based on job 
opportunity surveys? 

63. Shall the commerce program be limited to the needs of' the community 
in which the high school is located? 

64 . Shall numbers enrolled in vocational commercial courses be lim1 ted 
to approximately the demand for employees with such training? 

65 . Shall students who show little promise of success in commercial 
work be allo ed to take vocational courses? 

66. Should students l'iho are not capabl.e of obtaining marketable skill 
in vocational c ercial courses be allowed to remain in such 
courses? 

67. Should students who are too young a.nd immature for entrance into 
business occupations be allowed to take vocational commercial 
courses'i 

68 . Should pupils who intend to major in college conmi.erce or business 
administration be advised not to take commerce ~rk in high school? 

69 . Should high school graduates who have taken commercial VJork be en
couraged to continue their study in private business schools? 

70. Should the commercial department direct pupils , who are not profit
ing by the work which the department can offer , into other types 
of education or into employment? 

71 . Should the commercial department function alone or independently 
if the high school does nothing about guidance? 

72 . Shall the c . ~ercial department assume a definite responsibility 
for helping the student to find suitable employment? 
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73. Ia the co:rrJ:1ercial department responsible for the placenent . adj ust
ment, and education of the individual f or advancement while he i s 
on the job? 

74. Should the con ereial department seek to retain a student until he 
is graduated if the student has an opportunity for sui table employ
ment before graduation? 

75. Should t he high school commercial depart ent make as groat an 
eff ort to place " drop-outs" and "withdrawals" as it docs to pl ace 
graduates? 

76 . Should the ·gh school corr.mercial departnent provide t raining f or 
the i ndividual until he is able to find suitable employment regar d
less of whet her he has been raduated? 

77 . Should vocational commerce be offered if it is not accompani ed by 
placement service? 

78. Should t he commercial departn:.ent provide skill mai ntenance courses 
f or graduates who are temporarily unemployed? 
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